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Abstract
Novel computational techniques for mapping and classifying
Next-Generation Sequencing data
Since their emergence around 2006, Next-Generation Sequencing technologies have been
revolutionizing biological and medical research. Quickly obtaining an extensive amount of
short or long reads of DNA sequence from almost any biological sample enables detecting
genomic variants, revealing the composition of species in a metagenome, deciphering can-
cer biology, decoding the evolution of living or extinct species, or understanding human
migration patterns and human history in general. The pace at which the throughput
of sequencing technologies is increasing surpasses the growth of storage and computer
capacities, which creates new computational challenges in NGS data processing.
In this thesis, we present novel computational techniques for read mapping and tax-
onomic classification. With more than a hundred of published mappers, read mapping
might be considered fully solved. However, the vast majority of mappers follow the same
paradigm and only little attention has been paid to non-standard mapping approaches.
Here, we propound the so-called dynamic mapping that we show to significantly improve
the resulting alignments compared to traditional mapping approaches. Dynamic mapping
is based on exploiting the information from previously computed alignments, helping to
improve the mapping of subsequent reads. We provide the first comprehensive overview of
this method and demonstrate its qualities using Dynamic Mapping Simulator, a pipeline
that compares various dynamic mapping scenarios to static mapping and iterative refer-
encing.
An important component of a dynamic mapper is an online consensus caller, i.e.,
a program collecting alignment statistics and guiding updates of the reference in the
online fashion. We provide Ococo, the first online consensus caller that implements a
smart statistics for individual genomic positions using compact bit counters. Beyond its
application to dynamic mapping, Ococo can be employed as an online SNP caller in various
analysis pipelines, enabling SNP calling from a stream without saving the alignments on
disk.
Metagenomic classification of NGS reads is another major topic studied in the the-
sis. Having a database with thousands of reference genomes placed on a taxonomic tree,
the task is to rapidly assign a huge amount of NGS reads to tree nodes, and possibly
estimate the relative abundance of involved species. In this thesis, we propose improved
computational techniques for this task. In a series of experiments, we show that spaced
seeds consistently improve the classification accuracy. We provide Seed-Kraken, a spaced
seed extension of Kraken, the most popular classifier at present. Furthermore, we suggest
ProPhyle, a new indexing strategy based on a BWT-index, obtaining a much smaller and
more informative index compared to Kraken. We provide a modified version of BWA that
improves the BWT-index for a quick 𝑘-mer look-up.
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Résumé
Nouvelles techniques informatiques pour la localisation et la
classification de données de séquençage haut débit
Depuis leur émergence autour de 2006, les technologies de séquençage haut débit ont
révolutionné la recherche biologique et médicale. Obtenir instantanément une grande
quantité de courtes ou longues lectures de presque tout échantillon biologique permet de
détecter des variantes génomiques, révéler la composition en espèces d’un métagénome,
déchiffrer la biologie du cancer, décoder l’évolution d’espèces vivantes ou disparues, ou
mieux comprendre les schémas de la migration humaine et l’histoire humaine en général.
La vitesse à laquelle augmente le débit des technologies de séquençage dépasse la croissance
des capacités de calcul et de stockage, ce qui crée de nouveaux défis informatiques dans le
traitement de données de séquençage haut débit.
Dans cette thèse, nous présentons de nouvelles techniques informatiques pour la lo-
calisation (mapping) de lectures dans un génome de référence et pour la classification
taxonomique. Avec plus d’une centaine d’outils de localisation publiés, ce problème peut
être considéré comme entièrement résolu. Cependant, une grande majorité de programmes
suivent le même paradigme et trop peu d’attention a été accordée à des approches non-
standards. Ici, nous introduisons la localisation dynamique dont nous montrons qu’elle
améliore significativement les alignements obtenus, par comparaison avec les approches
traditionnelles. La localisation dynamique se fonde sur l’exploitation de l’information
fournie par les alignements calculés précédemment, afin d’améliorer les alignements des
lectures suivantes. Nous faisons une première étude systématique de cette approche et
démontrons ses qualités à l’aide de Dynamic Mapping Simulator, une pipeline pour com-
parer les différents scénarios de la localisation dynamique avec la localisation statique et
le «référencement itératif».
Une composante importante de la localisation dynamique est un calculateur online de
consensus, c’est-à-dire un programme qui collecte des statistiques des alignements pour
guider, à la volée, les mises à jour de la référence. Nous présentons Ococo, calculateur
du consensus online qui maintient des statistiques des positions génomiques individuelles
à l’aide de compteurs de bits compacts. Au-delà de son application à la localisation
dynamique, Ococo peut être utilisé comme un calculateur online de SNP dans divers
pipelines d’analyse, ce qui permet de prédire des SNP à partir d’un flux sans avoir à
enregistrer les alignements sur disque.
La classification métagénomique de lectures d’ADN est un autre problème majeur
étudié dans la thèse. Étant donné des milliers de génomes de référence placés sur un
arbre taxonomique, le problème consiste à affecter rapidement aux nœuds de l’arbre une
énorme quantité de lectures NGS, et éventuellement estimer l’abondance relative des es-
pèces concernées. Dans cette thèse, nous proposons des techniques améliorées pour cette
tâche. Dans une série d’expériences, nous montrons que les graines espacées améliorent
la précision de la classification. Nous présentons Seed-Kraken, extension du logiciel pop-
v
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ulaire Kraken utilisant les graines espacées. En outre, nous introduisons ProPhyle, une
nouvelle stratégie d’indexation basée sur la transformée de Burrows-Wheeler (BWT), qui
donne lieu à un indice beaucoup plus compact et plus informatif par rapport à Kraken.
Nous présentons une version modifiée du logiciel BWA qui améliore l’index BWT pour la
localisation rapide de 𝑘-mers.
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Chapter 1
Context, motivation and
contributions
1.1 Motivation of our work
Since their emergence around 2006, Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies have
been revolutionizing biological and medical research. Rapidly obtaining an extensive
amount of so-called reads, i.e., sequenced fragments of DNA, from almost any biological
sample enables studies has never been possible before. Let us start with several motivating
examples of scientific areas, where NGS methods provided a deep insight.
Detecting genomic variants associated to diseases. With the state-of-the-art se-
quencing technologies, it is possible to quickly and cheaply detect mutational variants
present in a population, in an organism, or sometimes even in a single cell. Variant detec-
tion is usually a prior step to genome-wide association studies connecting genetic variants
to traits [6, 7, 8]. Then catalogs of variants related to specific genetic diseases can be cre-
ated. Similarly, we can also associate genomic variants in bacteria to antibiotic resistance
and rapidly detect the resistance directly from sequencing data [9, 10].
When a high-quality reference sequence is available, detecting genomic variants usually
proceeds by read mapping, a procedure based on fast alignment of NGS reads against the
reference using similarity search. Genomic variants then can be deduced from differences
between the computed alignments and the reference.
Studying metagenomes. Using classification methods on sequencing data, we can re-
veal the composition of species in a metagenome, i.e., an environmental sample containing
genomes of many individual organisms. The human microbiome project [11] and the TARA
ocean project [12, 13, 14] are the most famous examples, but many other metagenomes
have been studied, e.g., metagenomes of cities [15] or households [16]. In addition to
the composition, we can also study functions of metagenomes and their properties. For
instance, it has been shown that vast majority of unique genes in the human body are
microbial [17].
Deciphering cancer biology. DNA sequencing has enhanced our understanding of
specific biological processes in cancer, which was nearly impossible before. Cancer cells
mutate very quickly and form various subclones, such that cancer behaves more like a set
5
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of diseases than a single disease alone. One of the main scientific goals is to mathematically
describe individual subclones of cancer, distinguish “driver” mutations from “passenger”
ones, and predict future behaviour and reaction of the tumor to drugs [18].
Many methods for studying cancer rely on high quality read mapping as mutations
important in the context of a specific cancer type can be often very infrequent in reads
covering a given position and present in certain subclones only. Quality of alignments
reported by a mapper strongly affects results of the analysis pipelines.
Clarifying human history and migration patterns. Since ancient biological sam-
ples are sequencable with state-of-the-art methods [19, 20], DNA sequencing can provide
deep insights to human history. Richard III. [21], Albert I. [22], Louis XVII [23], or Tu-
tankhamun [24] are examples of famous historical figures already studied using sequencing.
Note that the techniques used in such studies are very relevant also for criminology [25].
Sequencing allows to better study ancient microbiomes, for example human pathogens
[26, 27]. It helped to better characterize plague epidemics [28, 29, 30, 31] or revealed in-
teresting information about eating habits in various historical epochs from calcified dental
plaque [32].
Demographic history of human and its close relatives belongs to other widely studied
topics [33, 34]. Sequencing has been used, for instance, to study Denisovans [35], Neander-
tals [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41], Aboriginal Australians [42], Native Americans [43], Romans
[44] or British [45], to name at least several examples.
Ancient samples are very sensitive to contamination. Thus, it is important to cor-
rectly identify sequences which do not come from the ancient sample itself, but from the
environment around.
1.2 Our contributions
In this thesis, we present several computational contributions in domains of read mapping
and metagenomic classification. These methods are relevant in all the examples presented
above and can be useful in different phases of analysis pipelines.
Read mapping. To improve alignments of NGS reads, we suggest to use an approach
called dynamic read mapping that is an improvement of the standard mapping approach
with correction of the reference sequence according to alignments computed so far. First,
we present RNFtools, a framework for comparative analyses of different alignments tech-
niques (Chapter 6). The entire framework is based on a novel format for naming simu-
lated NGS reads (Appendix B). Then we study the problem of online consensus calling
and provide the first online consensus caller operating directly on a stream of alignments
(Chapter 7). Indeed, every dynamic mapper needs to perform consensus calling in an
online fashion to decide whether and how to update the reference. Finally, we show that
dynamic mapping provides alignments of superior quality compared to static mapping
(Chapter 8). In a pipeline called Dynamic Mapping Simulator, we proceed with simulat-
ing different dynamic mapping scenarios by iterative calling of existing static mappers,
and by comparing the resulting alignments using RNFtools. In the supplement, we also
provide new theoretical results about lossless spaced seeds for read mapping (Appendix A).
Metagenomic classification. Metagenomic classification is classification of reads from
an environmental sample. We improve existing methods for assignment of reads to a
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taxonomic tree, which can be a prior step to abundance estimation or sequence assembly.
First we show that metagenomic classification can be strongly improved using spaced
seeds and we provide Seed-Kraken, a spaced-seed modification of the most popular classi-
fier (Chapter 11). Then we introduce out own 𝑘-mer based classifier implementing a novel
BWT-indexing structure specifically designed for 𝑘-mers placed in a tree (Chapter 12).
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Chapter 2
DNA sequencing
DNA sequencing is the process of determining the nucleotide sequence in DNA
molecules. During the last 40 years, various sequencing techniques were devel-
oped ranging from the original Sanger sequencing to modern Next-Generation
Sequencing methods. In this chapter, we provide a short overview of the most
popular sequencing technologies and tools for their simulation. For a detailed
review, see [46].
2.1 General approach
The general approach for sequencing is similar for all technologies. Until today, it remains
hard to sequence the entire DNA molecule as a whole so the methods usually rely on
sequencing fragments of copies of the original molecule. The sequencing process can be
understood as “reading” these fragments and encoding the obtained information to data
files, usually textual.
Generally speaking, this “reading” consists of obtaining a technology-specific signal
characterizing the DNA fragment and recoding this signal to a sequence of letters of the
DNA alphabet (so-called base calling), possibly providing also information about reliability
of individual letters (Figure 2.1). Exact steps of the entire process vary in individual
technologies. For instance, the resulting signal can have various forms such as a function
of electrical current or a series of photographies. The resulting DNA strings, commonly
called reads, may not fully correspond to the original DNA molecule since individual steps
of the process introduce sequencing errors.
To design algorithms for read processing, we need to well understand properties and
particularities of the technologies. The main parameters are statistical distribution of
read length, statistical properties of sequencing errors (probabilities of individual types
of errors, their common patterns, etc.), sequencing biases (e.g., coverage bias), amount
of produced data within a single sequencing experiment, or reliability of provided base
qualities. Moreover, some technologies are capable to provide reads in pairs proximal in
the original DNA (so-called paired-end and mate-pair sequencing).
Also different data are obtained based on the type of sequencing such as whole genome
sequencing (WGS), whole exome sequencing (WES), target sequencing (TS), whole tran-
scriptome shotgun sequencing (WTSS, RNA-seq), methylation sequencing (MeS, BS-seq),
and others [48].
9
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This article has been accepted for inclusion in a future issue of this journal. Content is final as presented, with the exception of pagination.
A. Short Read Mapping Problem
1) Data: Each next-generation sequencing platform
implements a different technology, but the workflow can
be illustrated by a brief summary of the Illumina method
(see Fig. 1). First, genomic DNA is sheared into fragments
that can be size-selected to obtain a template library of
uniformly short DNA fragments. Platform-specific adapter
sequences are then attached to both ends of the fragments,
which allow them to be attached to a solid surface. Through
a local PCR amplification step, many copies of each tem-
plate molecule are produced in a tightly clustered location
on the surface. These molecules emit a signal during the
sequencing reaction that is strong enough to be detected by
the optical system of the instrument. During sequencing,
every molecule is cyclically extended by a single base, and
all clusters are read in parallel before the cycle is repeated.
A base-calling algorithm determines individual bases from
raw signal data, to which quality scores are assigned. Since
the precise meaning and range of quality scores is platform
dependent, here we assume that a higher quality score
indicates a lower likelihood of the base call being incorrect.
In paired-end sequencing, both ends of the original DNA
fragment are sequenced, and the instrument keeps track of
this pairing information.
2) Solving the Inverse Problem: The first step in the ana-
lysis of NGS data is to determine where in the genome each
of the short reads originated [Fig. 1, step (d)]. The obvious
criteria for mapping such a read to a genomic location is
sequence similarity. Due to sequencing errors and genuine
differences between the reference genome and the se-
quenced organism, a read might not match its correspond-
ing location in the reference genome exactly. We therefore
need an alignment method that permits some number of
mismatches, insertions, and deletions. Although older
alignment software such as BLAST [7] or BLAT [49] can be
used to map short reads to a reference genome, those
methods are simply too slow. The sheer amount of data,
sometimes comprising billions of short reads that have to be
aligned to a large (e.g., mammalian) genome, has required
innovative new algorithms that run orders of magnitude
faster, at least for the specialized problem of short-read
alignment to a fixed reference genome. In order to be most
useful, these algorithms should also exploit additional in-
formation associated with the experimental protocol, such
as read pairing information, and take into account
technology-specific error profiles.
In the case of paired-end reads, we expect the twomates
to map at a distance and orientation that is consistent with
the library fragment length and the relative sequencing
direction, respectively. In the formalization of the read
mapping problem below, however, we ignore pairing infor-
mation on reads and treat the mates as independent single-
end reads. In Section VII-A we describe strategies to
incorporate the additional constraints imposed by paired-
end information.
Because the DNA strand from which a read originates
is unknown, either the read sequence itself or its reverse
complement may be mapped to the reference genome. In
Fig. 1. Workflow of next-generation sequencing. (a) Genomic DNA is sheared into fragments, and platform-specific adapter sequences (blue)
are then attached. After amplification on a solid surface (b), the sequence of nucleotides is ‘‘read out’’ (c) from signals emitted when a base is
added to the complement of a template strand. A read mapping algorithm then must find (d) the genomic origin of the resulting reads.
Canzar and Salzberg: Short Read Mapping: An Algorithmic Tour
| Proceedings of the IEEE 3
Figure 2.1: Illustration of the sequencing process on example of the Illumina
latform. ©2015 IEEE R printed, with per ission, from [47].
2.2 First methods for DNA sequencing
The first method for DNA sequencing was developed in 1977 by Frederick Sanger. Based
on the chain-termination method, his technique e abled to obtain a list of occurrences of
each of four nucleotides in the DNA molecule. The original approach was later strongly
improv d and commercialized by Applied Biosystems, which introduced in 1987 the fir t
automatic sequenc ng m chine. San er sequenc ng remained to be the main m hod for
the n x 25 years after its development. Even today, with Next-Generation sequencing
technologies available, it still finds its use, especially for validation of results.
S nger sequencing can provide reads of length up to approximately 1, 000 bp [51] with
an extremely low error rate ranging from 0.00001 to 0.0001 [52]. Highly limited speed
and the overall cost per basepair remain to be the main disadvantages of Sanger-like
approaches.
2.3 Next-Generation Sequencing methods
Research of sequencing technologies was strongly accelerated in the 1990s when sequencing
the human genome was set as a priority scientific goal and Human Genome Project (HGP)
launched. Even though the entire human genome was sequenced using traditional methods
[53, 54], it became obvious that these methods were too slow and costly for whole genome
sequencing, thus unsuitable for massive sequencing of many living organisms. Indeed,
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Figure 2.2: Development in sequencing technologies. Overview of existing sequenc-
ing platforms and their throughput per run and typical length of resulting reads, namely:
ABI Sanger, Illumina (GA, HiSeq, MiSeq, MiniSeq, and NextSeq), Ion Torrent (PGM,
Proton, and S5/S5XL), SOLiD, 454 (GS FLX and GS Junior), Oxford Nanopore (Minion),
and PacBio (PacBio RS). ©2016 Lex Nederbragt. Reprinted from [49].
the overall expenses of HGP are estimated to $2.7 billion. As a result, a huge effort was
invested into research of completely new technologies, which could provide rapid highly
parallel sequencing.
First such novel technologies were introduced in 2005 [51], and they are commonly
referred as Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS), second generation sequencing or massive
parallel sequencing. They immediately revolutionized genomic research as they enabled
to instantly obtain millions of reads. The first Solexa sequencers provided reads of length
25 bp only [55], but even such reads permitted successful single-nucleotide polymorphism
(SNP) calling. In course of time, the short-read technologies (Illumina, SOLiD, 454, or
Ion Torrent) became mature enough and they nowadays provide reads of length <400 bp
(with exception of 454 with slightly longer reads) with a relatively low error rate.
The introduction of long-read technologies in 2011, providing reads of length >10, 000 bp,
is surely another important milestone. These technologies, mainly represented by PacBio
and Oxford Nanopore, are sometimes referred separately as third generation sequencing.
The associated error rate >0.10 (sometimes even >0.25) makes the data analysis even
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Figure 2.3: Sequencing progress vs. compute and storage. A doubling of sequencing
output every 9 months has outpaced and overtaken performance improvements within
the disk storage and high-performance computation fields. From [50]. Reprinted with
permission from AAAS.
more challenging and also computationally highly intensive.
2.3.1 Sequencing technologies producing short reads
Illumina. Illumina (originally named Solexa) was released in 2006 [51] and has ulti-
mately become a technology dominating the market [46]. Its state-of-the-art sequencers
can produce reads of length 100 bp to 300 bp and paired-end reads are supported. Its
overall error rate is very low; the most common errors are substitutions with a typical rate
0.005 and 0.010 for first and second end of a pair, respectively [56, 57]. The error rate
increases towards the ends of the reads, but the errors can be relatively easily corrected
[58, 59, 60, 61].
Ion Torrent. The Ion Torrent sequencing platform, first released in 2010 [51], can pro-
duce reads of length up to 400 bp. The most frequent errors are indels, which appear with
rate 0.03 [62], whereas substitution errors are by order of magnitude less frequent. As the
error rate can be improved by quality clipping, some publications (e.g, [46, 63]) mention
the improved error rate 0.01.
SOLiD. SOLiD sequencers were introduced in 2006 [51]. They can produce reads up
to 100 bp with very low error rate <0.001, possibly paired-end. A particularity of SOLiD
sequencers is the used alphabet. Opposed to the other technologies, reads are encoded in
color (di-nucleotide) space [64], i.e., transitions between adjacent nucleotides are stored
instead of the nucleotides itself. A major advantage of this encoding is the fact that
sequencing errors can be distinguished from single-nucleotide variants. While the former
is observed as a single mismatch, the latter causes two adjacent mismatches. On the other
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hand, read mappers without explicit support for SOLiD are not applicable, which strongly
limits its usage.
454. 454 sequencers were first introduced in 2005 [51]. According to produced data, 454
lies on the border between short and long read technologies. They provide reads of length
up to 1, 000 bp (depending on exact sequencer type) with error rate about 0.01, of which
the majority are indels [46, 63]. Paired-end reads are supported.
2.3.2 Sequencing technologies producing long reads
Pacific Bioscience. The PacBio sequencing technology provides reads of length up to
20, 000 bp with error rate ranging from 0.11 to 0.15 [65]. A major advantage of PacBio is
the fact that errors are distributed randomly, therefore, they are easier to be distinguished
from genomic variants. Note that short reads can be used for their correction (see, e.g.,
[66]).
Oxford Nanopore. Oxford Nanopore produces very special sequencers, distinct from
the other technologies in many aspects. First of all, Nanopore sequencers have a size of a
smart phone, which makes them the most mobile sequencers on the market.
The technology itself is based on decoding electrical signals from protein pores, which
are embedded in an electrically resistant polymer membrane. Voltage created across this
membrane causes pass of DNA molecules through the membrane in a single direction. The
associated changes in electrical current on the pores are recorded and exact sequence of
nucleotides decoded from them.
Properties of Oxford Nanopore data strongly depend on the specific choice of the used
chemistry with many possible combinations. Obtained reads can be up to 200, 000 bp
long [46] with a typical error rate about 0.12, mainly represented by indels [46]. The most
error-prone step of the sequencing process is decoding the electrical signal, mainly because
it is hardly possible to maintain a constant speed of DNA molecule passage during the
sequencing. Therefore, especially homopolymeric regions are hard to be sequenced (thus
decoded [67]) correctly.
Oxford Nanopore sequencing is currently a rapidly developing technology, providing
data of constantly increasing quality. The associated high error rate remains to be the
major disadvantage in practical applications. Nevertheless, the high mobility and compar-
atively low prices compensate for this drawback and make Oxford Nanopore a very per-
spective technology, highly suitable for “point-of-care” disease detection, field pathogen
detection, civil and army protection, water quality surveillance [68], real-time disease
surveillance (e.g, of Ebola [69]), or for sequencing in the space [70, 71]. Other partic-
ularities of the technology are a so-called selective sequencing (ReadUntil) [72], i.e., fast
skipping molecules out-of-interest in order to accelerate sequencing, and direct methylation
sequencing [73].
2.4 Read simulation
To evaluate methods for NGS data analysis, we need to realistically simulate reads. First
of all, it is the only approach ensuring that we know the ground truth (reads’ true origin in
the genome, positions of sequencing errors, variants present in the genome, etc.). Second,
real sequencing experiments are usually time demanding and costly.
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Figure 2.4: Decision tree for the selection of an appropriate read simulator.
This tree contains most of the state-of-the-art simulators from this chapter. It enables
to quickly exclude unsuitable simulators and take a list of candidates supporting the
specified sequencing technology and type of the simulation. A final simulator should be
selected after comparing simulators’ properties described in [74, 75] (such as categories
of simulated variants). Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature
Reviews Genetics [75], ©2016.
Many sequencing technologies are available nowadays and every technology has proper
characteristics, usually also depending on experimental conditions. As a result, many
simulators have been developed and it is a non-trivial task to select an appropriate one. To
do so, we should consider the following aspects. A simulator can be either multipurpose
(e.g., WGsim), or specifically tuned for a particular technology (e.g., PBsim [76]). It
can support different types of sequencing, e.g., whole-genome sequencing, metagenomic
sequencing, RNA-seq, or BS-seq. Simulators can be further categorized based on types
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of variants that they introduce, from those supporting only SNPs and small indels (e.g.,
WGsim) to simulators introducing chromosomal duplications or large scale variations (e.g.,
pIRS [77]). Alternatively, a dedicated tool outside the read simulator itself can be used
for this task (e.g., Mason Variator [78], RSVSim [79], SCNVSim [80], SNP Mutator1, or
VarSim [81]). A good simulator should also support diploid simulations, i.e., introduce
two sets of variants to the reference sequence.
Fidelity of simulation is strongly determined by the employed statistical model; e.g.,
for sequencing errors, sequencing biases (e.g., coverage bias), or base qualities. Models
can range from uniform distributions of mismatches (e.g., WGsim) to advanced models
learning large set of parameters from alignments of real reads (e.g., ART [82]).
Besides the simulated sequences themselves, various information about simulation
should be stored. Unfortunately, almost every read simulator uses own proper way to
store sequencing errors, variants, reads’ genomic coordinates, etc. To solve this issue, we
have developed the RNF format. For more information, see Chapter 6.
Here we provide a comprehensive list of existing read simulators. For more detailed
information, please see two recently published reviews [74, 75]. Decision tree in Figure 2.4
(adopted from [75]) is currently the best existing guide for selecting the appropriate read
simulator.
Exhaustive list of read simulators
1. Multipurpose simulators. These tools are designed for a wider class of technolo-
gies.
i) Short reads. Artificial FASTQ generator [83], DWGsim2, FASTQSim [84],
Mason [78], NEAT [85], SeqMaker [86], and WGsim3.
ii) Long reads. FASTQSim [84], Loresim 24, and Loresim5.
2. Simulators for a particular technology. They are specifically tuned for a single
technology.
i) 10x Genomics. LRSIM [87].
ii) Illumina ART-Illumina [82], EAGLE6, GemSim [88], pIRS [77], SInC [89],
SimNGS7, SimHTDS8, and Wessim [90].
iii) IonTorrent. CuReSim [91].
iv) Oxford Nanopore. NanoSim [92], NanoSimH9, ReadSim [93], and SiLiCO
[94].
v) PacBio. LongISLND [95], PBSim [76], PBLibSim10, ReadSim [93], Random-
reads (a part of the BBtools package [96]), SiLiCO [94], and SimLoRD [97].
vi) Roche 454. 454sim [98], ART-454 [82], FLOWSIM [99], simhtsd11, andWessim
1https://github.com/CFSAN-Biostatistics/snp-mutator
2http://github.com/nh13/dwgsim
3http://github.com/lh3/wgsim
4https://github.com/gt1/loresim2
5https://github.com/gt1/loresim
6https://github.com/sequencing/EAGLE
7http://www.ebi.ac.uk/goldman-srv/simNGS/
8https://sourceforge.net/projects/simhtsd/
9https://github.com/karel-brinda/NanoSimH/
10https://github.com/ethanagbaker/pblibsim
11https://sourceforge.net/projects/simhtsd/
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[90].
vii) SOLiD. ART-SOLiD [82]; DWGsim, and WGsim.
3. Simulators of particular data. They are designed for other experiment types
than whole-genome sequencing.
i) Metagenomic simulators. BEAR [100], FASTQSim [84], Grinder [101], Gem-
Sim [88], Mason [78], MetaSim [102], and NeSSM [103] (also a GPU version
exists).
ii) RNA-seq simulators. BEERS [104], DWGsim, Flux [105], PSIM [106], rlsim
[107], RNASeqReadSimulator12, RSEM [108], and SimSeq [109].
iii) BS-seq simulators. BSSim, DNemulator [110], Sherman13, and WGBS Suite
[111].
4. Miscellenaous
Gargammel [112] simulates ancient DNA. XS [113] simulates formats of FASTQ
files of various sequencing platforms (e.g., read names) and also reference sequences
(instead of taking existing ones). GenFrag [114], Celsim [115], and FASIM [116] are
historical predecessors of modern read simulators.
12https://github.com/davidliwei/RNASeqReadSimulator
13http://www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/sherman/
Chapter 3
Main techniques of pairwise
sequence comparison
In this chapter, we summarize the main alignment-based and alignment-free
techniques for pairwise sequence comparison, with a particular emphasis on
those which are relevant for read mapping (studied in Part II) and metagenomic
classification (studied in Part III).
Pairwise sequence comparison is in the core of many problems in computational bi-
ology and computer science. Let us mention several of them to illustrate some typical
applications.
1. Mapping of NGS reads. To map NGS reads to a reference genome, modern
mappers proceed by searching the most similar regions in the reference [47].
2. Taxonomic classification of NGS reads. Reads sequenced from a metagenome
are classified to taxonomic clades [117]. This classification is done based on quick
estimates of similarity between the reads and the reference genomes placed within a
taxonomic tree.
3. Homologous regions detection. Homologs, i.e., regions descending from a com-
mon ancestor, are usually detected based on sequence similarity. They are widely
studied within evolutionary biology.
4. Genome assembly. Many genome assemblers proceed by building a graph of
prefix-suffix overlaps between NGS reads and enumerating paths in this graph [118].
5. Phylogenetic inference. Phylogenetic trees and networks illustrate evolution his-
tory of species, languages [119, 120], or even manuscripts [121] and stories [122].
Phylogenies are usually inferred from similarities between individual sequences.
6. Detection of duplicate web pages. Before adding a new web page into the index,
search engines need to quickly verify whether a highly similar document has not been
already indexed [123].
There exist two different general approaches to sequence comparison. Alignment based
methods aim at identification of edit operations transforming one sequence into another
(or their segments), while alignment-free methods quickly estimate the similarity of the
sequences based on their composition.
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3.1 Alignment-based methods
The biological interest in sequence comparison started with the study of homologs, i.e.,
regions descending from a common ancestor. To do so, it was necessary to handle the
notion of sequence similarity mathematically and sequence alignment [124] techniques
have been studied.
Sequence alignment can be viewed as a search of transformations of multiple input
sequences into a single sequence called consensus, which should be maximally similar to all
the original sequences. Such a transformation consists of a series of modifications (usually
letter-by-letter) such as amatch (keep the letter), amismatch (edit the letter), an insertion
(insert a letter), or a deletion (delete the letter), from a predefined list. Every operation is
associated with a certain integer cost (called score of the operation) defined by a scoring
system. Our goal is to minimize the sum of the costs of all performed transformations
(a so-called alignment score). A single transformation from an input sequence to the
consensus can be described using a so-called Compact Idiosyncratic Gapped Alignment
Report string (CIGAR) (see, e.g, [125]).
Pairwise sequence alignment is the sequence alignment of two sequences. In this par-
ticular case, we can simply reduce it to a transformation of the first sequence into the
second one. From now on, we will consider pairwise alignments only.
The approach considering a transformation of the entire input sequence to the entire
output sequence is called global alignment as it captures the global similarity between the
sequences. In practice, we often are more interested in local similarities corresponding to
the transformations of a substring to a substring. In such a case, we talk about a so-called
local alignment. It can be viewed as a global alignment after deleting some prefix or/and
some suffix from both of the input sequences (this operation is usually called clipping).
To sum up, when doing local alignment, we search a score-maximizing transformation of
arbitrary substring of the first sequence to an arbitrary substring of the second sequence.
Similarly we define also a semiglobal alignment, where either a prefix or a suffix is deleted
from each sequence, but not both at the same time.
A wise choice of an appropriate scoring system is the basic precondition for obtaining
biologically relevant results. Many different scoring systems exist, often specific to partic-
ular tasks (e.g., homology search of short sequences, or alignment of Illumina NGS reads).
Two simplest systems are derived from the Hamming distance (match 1, mismatch −1,
no insertions or deletions allowed), and from the the edit distance (match 1, mismatch
−1, insertion −1, deletion −1). Even though these systems can be very useful in simple
applications, more complex systems are usually needed for NGS data.
In more general scoring systems, the scores for substitutions and matches are usually
defined using a substitution matrix (score matrix, scoring matrix) 𝑀, where 𝑀𝑎𝑏 is the
score of the substitution 𝑎 → 𝑏. Several standard substitution matrices have been designed,
based on different evolution and sequencing models (see, e.g., [126]). These matrices
are typically symmetrical, as for instance BLOSUM62 [126] or PAM120 [127]; but not
necessarily [128]. As follows from theory [127], every linear scoring system defined using
a substitution matrix directly corresponds to a model with independent mutations with
exact frequencies. These frequencies can be derived from the substitution matrix; and on
opposite, for given frequencies of mutations, such a matrix can be constructed (see, e.g.,
[124, Chapters 1 and 2]). In consequence, under the widely accepted simplified models, the
best scoring systems uses a substitution matrix computed from the substitution frequencies
observed in good alignments.
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Good scoring systems should also support insertion and deletions. Their score is usually
defined using an affine function of their length so, for instance, starting a new insertion is
more expensive than its extension.
3.1.1 Alignment using dynamic programming
The original methods for sequence alignment from the 1970s and 1980s fully relied on
dynamic programing. These methods are also the only ones which can find the optimal
solutions. Needleman–Wunsch algorithm [129] solves the problem of the global alignment,
Smith-Waterman algorithm finds the optimal local alignment [130], and Gotoh algorithm
[131] finds the optimal alignment for a scoring system with the affine gap penalties. All
three algorithms are often referred jointly as Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithms.
The 𝑂(𝑚 ⋅ 𝑛) space and time complexity of the Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithms
make them hardly applicable for long sequences such as mammalian reference genomes.
In the following sections, we present various specialized heuristics for individual use-cases
(such as alignment of NGS reads). Since these heuristics use the Smith-Waterman-Gotoh
algorithms on certain small subproblems (e.g., ranking and comparing heuristically found
alignments), we need their high-performance implementations and several techniques for
speeding them up are widely used.
A first technique is based on exploiting properties of the modern CPUs. The imple-
mentations can be heavily cache-optimized and use the Single Instruction - Multiple Data
(SIMD) instruction sets such as SSE2 or AVX2.
A second technique uses a restriction of the dynamic programming to a strip of width
𝑘 around its diagonal in the dynamic programming table. Then the space and memory
complexities decrease to 𝑂(𝑚 ⋅ 𝑘). The resulting algorithms, usually referred as Striped-
Smith-Waterman-Gotoh [132], are suitable only for a limited, but in practice frequent,
class of applications such as score computation in read mapping of Illumina reads, where
certain upper bounds on deletions and insertions lengths can be established.
A third technique, based on using bit-parallel algorithms, is usually feasible only for
simple score systems. The most prominent example is the edit distance, which can be
computed in the bit-parallel way using the Myers bit-parallel algorithm [133], or using
some of its modified versions [134, 135]. Another option is to quickly filter sequences
with too low edit distance (using, e.g., shifted Hamming distance algorithm [136]) prior
to the standard alignment. Besides Myers algorithm, many other bit-parallel algorithms
with subtle differences have been designed; see, e.g., Wu-Manber algorithm [137], Hyyrö
algorithm [138], or a particular bit-parallel algorithm for integer weights [139].
Many libraries provide implementation of the Striped-Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algo-
rithms for the standard architectures, namely AAlign [140], ALP&FALP [141], Diago-
nalSW1, Edlib [142], ksw from klib2, Parasail [143], Seqan [144], SSW Library [145], and
SWPS 3 [146]. There exist also several implementations for special computational infras-
tructure, namely for GPUs (CUDASW++ [147, 148, 149], GSWABE [150], MASA [151],
NVbio3 SW# [152], SWCuda [153]), for OpenMP (MASA [151]), and for Intel Xeon Phi
(SWAPHI [154, 155]). GPU implementations exist also for Myers [156] and Wu–Manber
[157, 158, 159] algorithms.
1https://sourceforge.net/projects/diagonalsw/
2https://github.com/AttractiveChaos/klib
3https://nvlabs.github.io/nvbio/
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3.1.2 Heuristics for aligning a sequence against a database
In the 1980s, many influential large genomic and protein databases emerged (e.g., Gen-
Bank in 1982, European Nucleotide Archive in 1982, DNA Data Bank of Japan in 1986).
Searching in these database was very time-consuming since the dynamic-programming
algorithms scaled very badly with the amount of data.
The problem was partially alleviated by the programs FASTP [160] from 1985 (for
searching protein sequences) and FASTA [161] from 1988 (for searching nucleotide se-
quences). Both of these programs have been eventually distributed within a single software
package called FASTA. Remark that the FASTA format has its roots in this project. The
FASTA project improved heuristics from [162] and finally provided easy to use package
enabling relativelly fast querying even on IBM PC. Indeed, matching of several hundreds
short amino-acid sequences against the entire National Biomedical Research Foundation
library was a matter of minutes [160].
BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool), one of the most influential tools of com-
putational biology ever, was published in 1990 [163] and quickly became a leading program
for sequence comparison, staying extremely popular until today. At the time of writing
this thesis, the original BLAST paper [163] has already more than 60,000 citations on
Google Scholar whereas the main FASTA paper [161] has approximately 12,000. Com-
pared to FASTA, BLAST provided a significant speed-up, high sensitivity, and rigorous
statistical characterizations of reported alignments such as estimates on the 𝐸-value (as
the first program).
Since the first release, BLAST has been continuously improved, see, e.g., Gapped
BLAST [164], PSI BLAST [164], MegaBLAST [165, 166], or Magic-BLAST4. Also, its
database is regularly updated (see its current version5).
3.1.3 Heuristics for genome-to-genome alignments
Much attention has been also devoted to genome-to-genome alignments. Since this prob-
lem is not directly related to this thesis, we provide only a list of several examples of
programs that have been developed for this task: MUMmer [167], MUMmer 2 [168],
AVID [169], BLASTZ [170], LAGAN [171], MUMmer 3 [172], LASTZ [173], Cgaln [174],
FEAST [175], and LAST [176, 177].
3.1.4 Read mapping
Introduction. After the completion of the human genome in 2003 [187], a huge effort
was invested into the development of new methods for sequencing and the Next-Generation
Sequencing emerged. These technologies, sometimes also called massive parallel sequenc-
ing technologies, are able to massively sequence genomes and produce extremely huge
amounts of so-called reads, i.e., sequenced fragments of the genome (see Chapter 2).
Even the first sequencers, producing reads of length 25 bp only, enabled detecting
genomic variants. This could be done by aligning the reads to a reference sequence of a
high quality, followed by looking at the differences. To do a rapid alignment of millions
of short NGS reads, completely new algorithm had to be designed. Indeed, BLAST [163],
already a very popular tool at this time, appeared to be simply too inefficient for this
task (see Figure 3.1). The original heuristics (e.g., ELAND) were rather simple and often
4ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/magicblast
5ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/db/
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employing either hash-tables (for example, Fasta [21],
BLAST (Basic Local Alignment Search Tool) [22], BLAT
(BLAST-like Alignment Tool) [23], MAQ [24], and Novoa-
lign [25]) or suffix arrays with the Burrows-Wheeler trans-
form (for example, STAR (Spliced Transcripts Alignment
to a Reference) [26], BWA (Burrows-Wheeler Aligner) [27]
and Bowtie [28]).
In addition to these optimized data structures, algo-
rithms adopted different search methods to increase
efficiency. Unlike Smith-Waterman and Needleman-
Wunsch, which compare and align two sequences dir-
ectly, many tools (such as FASTA, BLAST, BLAT,
MAQ, and STAR) adopt a two-step seed-and-extend
strategy. Although this strategy cannot be guaranteed
to find the optimal alignment, it significantly increases
speeds by not comparing sequences base by base.
BWA and Bowtie further optimize by only searching
for exact matches to a seed [25]. The inexact match
and extension approach can be converted into an exact
match method by enumerating all combinations of
mismatches and gaps.
In addition to changing search strategies, algorithms
adjusted to larger datasets by first organizing the query,
the database, or both. This involves an upfront computa-
tional investment but returns increased speed as datasets
grow larger. For example, some algorithms (BLAST,
FASTA, and MAQ) first build indexes for query se-
quences before scanning the database. On the database
side, some algorithms (such as BLAST and MAQ) for-
mat the database into compact binary files, whereas
others (such as BLAT, Novoalign, STAR, BWA, and
Bowtie) build an offline index. STAR, BWA, and Bowtie
in particular can significantly reduce the marginal map-
ping time (the time it takes to map a single read), but re-
quire a relatively large period of time to build a fixed
index. In general, we find a negative correlation between
the marginal mapping time and the time to construct
the fixed index, making BWA, Bowtie, and STAR better
suited to handle progressively larger NGS datasets
(Fig. 3a). Much like the expansion phase observed in the
S-curve trajectories that produce Moore’s law, many of
these algorithms have been refined to improve perform-
ance. For example, BLAST has been heavily optimized
for different datasets, producing HyperBLAST [29],
CloudBLAST [30], DynamicBlast [31], and mBLAST
[32], to name a few. In the case of mBLAST, researchers
involved in the Human Microbiome Project commis-
sioned the optimization of the algorithm so that the ana-
lyses could be performed on a reasonable time scale.
Nevertheless, many of these alignment algorithms are
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Fig. 3 a Multiple advances in alignment algorithms have contributed to an exponential decrease in running time over the past 40 years. We
synthesized one million single-ended reads of 75 bp for both human and yeast. The comparison only considers the data structure, algorithms,
and speeds. There are many other factors, such as accuracy and sensitivity, which are not discussed here, but which are covered elsewhere [25].
Initial alignment algorithms based on dynamic programming were applicable to the alignment of individual protein sequences, but they were
too slow for efficient alignment at a genome scale. Advances in indexing helped to reduce running time. Additional improvements in index and
scoring structures enabled next generation aligners to further improve alignment time. A negative correlation is also observed between the initial
construction of an index and the marginal mapping time per read. b Peak memory usage plotted against the running time for different genome
assemblers on a log-log plot. Assembler performance was tested using multiple genomes, including Staphylococcus aureus, Rhodobacter sphaeroides,
human chromosome 14, and Bombus impatiens. Data were obtained from Kleftogiannis et al. [33]
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Figure 3.1: Three generations for programs for read alignment. Illustration of run-
ning times of three generations of programs for alignments of 75 bp long reads simulated
from human and yeast genomes. The first generation contains dynamic programming-
based algorithms (Smith-W terman [130] nd Needelm n-Wu sch [129]), the second gen-
eration BLAST-like programs (FASTA [161], BLAST [163] and BLAT [178]), the third
generation comprises read mappers based on hash tables (MAQ [179] and NovoAlign),
suffix array (STAR [180]), and BWT-index (BWA-backtrack [181] and Bowtie [182]). Re-
mark that BWA-backtrack, Bowtie and MAQ are already obsolete and have been replaced
in p actice by a new generation of r ad mappers such as BWA-MEM [183] and Bowtie 2
[184]. ©2016 Muir et al., CC BY 4.0, adapted from [185].
relied on fast similarity search up to a fixed Hamming distance, usually one or two. The
first generation of read mappers did not support insertions and deletions at all.
Almost immediately, a great boom of NGS read mappers started (see Figure 3.2).
Since then, sequencing technologi s are constantly improving and authors of read mappers
must well react on this development. Many tools were release at a specific state of NGS
technologies and became quickly obsolete. Only several tools have managed to stay modern
until today, thanks to their good design and regular adaptation for modern data, e.g., the
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Figure 3.2: Timeline with NGS read mappers. Up-to-date version of a timeline with
NGS read mappers from [186]. DNA mappers are displayed in blue, RNA-seq mappers
in red, miRNA mappers in green, and BS-seq mappers in purple. ©N. A. Fonseca, http:
//www.ebi.ac.uk/~nf/hts_mappers/ .
BWA [183, 188, 181] and Bowtie [182, 184] families of mappers.
A small revolution in read mapping has been raised recently by technologies such
as Oxford Nanopore or PacBio. They produce long reads with high rates of sequencing
errors, which have significantly changed the initial conditions of the read mapping problem.
Mapping of long reads is now a very challenging task targeted by many research teams.
Note that release of SAM/BAM format [125] is an important milestone of read map-
ping. Before that, tools produced data in proper output formats, which required particular
ad-hoc scripts for conversion in the analysis pipelines.
Challenges. There are several factors that make mapping a challenging task in practice.
Genome sequences are highly repetitive and often contain several regions equally similar
to a read [189]. Employing a sequencing technology producing long or paired-end reads
can alleviate but not completely eliminate this difficulty. Reliability of mapping strongly
depends on how much the sequenced genome differs from the reference. Close individ-
uals (such as those of the same species) usually differ only weakly and highly variable
regions tend to be rare. For distant individuals, evolutionary events (such as genomic
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most computing grids. This explains why the BWT-based
FM-index, first implemented in the Bowtie and BWA read
mappers, was adopted almost immediately by large num-
bers of users.
The second prerequisite for the widespread use of
mapping software is accuracy. On the one hand, the true
origin of a read is expected to lie in the set of candidate
positions returned by the software. On the other hand, a
large number of false positive alignments will essentially
hide the true origin from downstream analysis. To map
reads with high accuracy, the underlying (error) model
must take into account the specifics of the sequencing
technology as well as additional data provided by the in-
strument, such as read pairing information and base
quality values. The confidence that the mapper has found
the true origin of a read should be reflected by the mapping
quality, a valuable piece of information that some down-
stream analyses rely upon.
Third, the usability of the software plays a significant
role in its adoption. Typically, scientists who develop and
write alignment software and those who run the software
have very different backgrounds and skills. Thus, software
must be easy to use and well documented, ideally pro-
viding some form of user support. For the most popular
software packages, user networks have emerged to provide
support to one another.
Fourth, maintenance is absolutely critical for a package
to maintain its usefulness. Although less glamorous than
the original development work, maintenance is required to
keep up with changes in sequencing technology, changes
in underlying operating systems, and the ever-changing
ways in which sequence data is used. For example, the
leading aligners in 2009 were optimized for read lengths of
35 bp, which was the standard length at the time. This
quickly increased to 75 and then 100 bp, and more recently
jumped to 300 bp with the new (but lower throughput)
MiSeq instrument. Aligners had to modify their seed
lengths and other internal methods in order to adjust to
these longer reads. At the same time, many users continue
to use older, shorter read technology, requiring alignment
developers to maintain older versions of their systems
simultaneously with the new versions.
As human sequencing work increases, the limitations
of using a single reference genome have become apparent.
In the near future, we are likely to see additional reference
human genomes representing subpopulations or ethnic
groups, which in turn may facilitate the analysis of per-
sonal genomes [4]. As these become available, it may be
useful (see, e.g., [101]) to align reads to multiple genomes
simultaneously. This in turn could eliminate the bias to-
wards a single reference and thus improve the accuracy of
read mapping. The growing gap between sequencing capa-
city and computing power, however, needs be filled by
clever (mapping) algorithms, that scale sublinearly with
genomic data size. The redundancy inherent in collections
of genomes can be exploited by storing similarities and
variations in a compressed format on which alignment
algorithms might operate directly [77].
In the near future, alignment algorithms will not only
have to cope with exponentially increasing data volumes,
Fig. 16. Methods at leaves of a tree that branches along algorithmic design decisions. The hierarchical structure roughly reflects the
organization of Sections II–V.
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Figure 3.3: Indexing strategies for read mapping. ©2015 IEEE. Reprinted, with
permission, from [47].
rearrangements or gene duplications) may cause more substantial differences between the
two genomes making it impossible to deduce the true origin of some reads using similarity
search.
Sequencing errors constitute another major obstacle. Their rate strongly depends on
the employed technology – from Illumina HiSeq producing reads of 100 bp with about 1%
of errors to PacBio SMRT and Oxford Nanopore producing reads of up to several tens of
thousand bp with about 15% of errors – and on the experimental conditi ns. F thermore,
some reads may come from regions absent in the reference sequence or may result from
contamination by DNA from other genomes. Such reads should be detected and annotated
by the mapper, i.e. marked as unaligned or as alig ed with low quality. Finally, the sheer
volume of input data makes of mapping a computationally d manding task constraini g
the choice of the underlying algorithm. For instance, whole genome sequencing projects
of the human genome of 3Gbp often use more than 30× coverage.
Algorithmic overview. Modern read mappers usually compute an index for the ref-
erence sequence and then map a stream of the reads against this index. They usually
proceed b a so-called seed-and-extend paradigm. For every read, t e mapp rs identifies
regions highly similar to the reference (the seeding step) and then it extends them into
full alignments (the extending step). The mapper then reports one or several best suiting
alignments of the read, usually accompanied by the align ent score and the mapping
quality (the probability that the reported lignment position is wrong).
Two basic indexing approaches are widely used in mapping. In the first approach
(implemented, e.g, in NovoAlign6, SHRiMP 2 [190], or BFAST [191]), the mapper stores
a hash table (for the seeding step) and the reference (for the extending step, which is done
usually using the (Striped-)Smith-Waterman-Gotoh algorithms). The hash-table-based
6http://www.novocraft.com/products/novoalign/
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mappers are usually very sensitive, but occupy a lot of memory. The second approach relies
on compressed full-text indexes [192], usually on the BWT-index [193] (see Section 4.3).
This single structure can be used both for seeding and extending. Moreover, the associated
memory footprint is small compared to hash tables, so advantages of BWT-based mappers
are obvious and a majority of the most popular state-of-the-art mappers belong to this
group, e.g., BWA-MEM [183], Bowtie 2 [184] or GEM [194]. For a tree of popular indexing
strategies, see Figure 3.3.
Many different techniques for seeding exist [195, 196, 197]. They can be based, e.g.,
on shared contiguous 𝑘-mers of fixed length (e.g., MAQ [179]), shared spaced 𝑘-mers de-
fined by a spaced seed (e.g., SHRiMP 2 [190]), shared spaced 𝑘-mers of variable lengths
defined by an adaptive spaced seed (e.g., LAST [176]), or maximum exact matches (e.g.,
BWA-MEM [183]), to mention at least several examples. To conclude the indexing strate-
gies, let us remark that the traditional seeding techniques work well with the short-read
technologies, but become insufficient for long reads with a high rate of sequencing errors.
This calls for novel seeding approaches [198, 199] or even for aligning the Nanopore signal
directly to the reference without base calling7.
Features of mappers. According to supported technologies, mappers can be classified
to short read mappers (e.g., BWA-backtrack [181]), long read mappers (e.g., GraphMap
[198]), and those which can deal well with both types of reads (e.g., BWA-MEM [183]).
Another distinction can be done according to the type of produced alignments. Mappers
can detect local alignments (e.g., Bowtie 2 [184]), or global alignments (e.g., Bowtie 2
[184]), or switch automatically between the both types of alignments (e.g., BWA-MEM
[183]). Many particular types of reads may require a special treatment, e.g., RNA-seq
reads, BS-seq reads, or reads in color space. Support for these types of reads is another
important feature.
Two modes of mapping exist, all-mapping and best-mapping. The all-mapping mode
is based on reporting all alignments having similar score to the best alignment, or on
reporting all alignments with a score within a certain threshold (e.g., with edit distance
≤ 3). Mapping in the best-mapping mode aims at finding the best alignment only. The
latter approach can save computational time, but many relevant alignments might be
missed. To report reliable mapping qualities, the mapper has to compute at least two best
alignments in any case.
Many other features would deserve a discussion (techniques of parallelization, support
for pair-end and mate-pair reads, support for SNPs, ways of treatment of alternative and
decoy sequences, etc.). For more information about them, please see specialized reviews
(e.g., [200], [201], [202], and notably [47]).
BWA-MEM as an example of a mapper. BWA-MEM [183] is nowadays one of the
most popular mappers so we use it as an example of a good mapper. Its success stems
from an well-designed algorithm working well for many sequencing technologies, from its
highly efficient implementation, and from a good availability and portability of the code.
Moreover, BWA-MEM has a a very intuitive interface, comprehensible documentation,
and perfect user support. Anecdotically, the BWA-MEM’s manuscript [183] was rejected
and it exists only as an arXiv preprint until today.
The underlying indexing engine (used also in BWA-backtrack [181] and BWA-SW
7http://simpsonlab.github.io/2015/04/08/eventalign/
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[188]) is based on a high-quality implementation of BWT-index [193], that was originally
adopted from BWT-SW [203] and subsequently highly optimized.
The BWA-MEM mapping algorithm proceeds by the following steps. It first identifies
maximum exact matches (MEM) for every suffix of a read, which are then used as seeds.
Too long seeds are shortened, close seeds are chained together, and certain shorter chains
are filtered out. Subsequently, the Smith-Waterman algorithm is used to extend the seeds
and to connect those seeds, which are proximal in the reference. BWA-MEM automatically
chooses between global and local alignment, preferring global. If paired-end reads are
used, a special pairing strategy is used to favor alignments in a correct distance – this
distance is computed on-the-fly from first high-quality alignments. As the last step, the
best computed alignments are reported.
List of mappers. Here we provide a list of mappers existing at the time of writing this
thesis. First we mention the mappers, which use classical approaches (majority of popular
tools belong to this category). Then we enlist the mappers designed for special data (e.g.,
for BS-seq), the mappers using special computational approaches (e.g., graph mappers),
and the mappers designed for special computational infrastructures (e.g., GPU mappers).
Our list is complementary to other existing lists, e.g., to the list on Wikipedia8, the list
on OmicsTools9, to the list maintained by N. A. Fonseca10), or to the list in [204]. Note
that mappers are sorted in a descending order with respect to the year of the corresponding
publication (or a preprint).
1) Standard read mappers.
i) BWT-based. The standard read mappers based on BWT-index (FM-index), on
suffix arrays, or on suffix trees are: LAMSA [205], MUMdex Aligner [206], ERNE 2
[207], Mapper [208]; ALPHALPHA [209], GRyCAP [210], YARA [211]; ARYANA
[212], BWA-PSSM [213]; CUSHAW 3 [214, 215], HPG Aligner [216], RandAl [217];
BWA-MEM [183]; Isaac Genome Alignment Software [218], Masai [219], NucBase
[220]; BatMis [221], BLASR [222], Bowtie 2 [184], GEM [223, 194, 224], CUSHAW2
[225]; LAST [176]; BWA-SW [188]; Bowtie [182], BWA-backtrack [181], SOAP 2
[226], and OASIS [227].
CLC Mapper [228], DAMAPPER-BWT11, GENALICE MAP12, TMAP13, and
Vmatch14 are not accompanied by any manuscript.
ii) Hash table based. The standard mappers based on hash tables are PEMapper
[229]; FSVA [230], GraphMap [198], Hobbes 3 [231], MECAT [232], NanoBLASTer
[233], NextGENe Sequence Alignment tool [234]; AMAS [235], BitMapper [236],
GensearchNGS [237], JVM [238], merAligner [239], rHAT [240], SNPwise [241];
HIVE-Hexagon [242], Hobbes 2 [243], LRD [244] Mosaik [245], MrsFAST-Ultra
[246]; SEME [247], Subread [248], SRmapper [249]; ERNE [250], Hobbes [251],
RazerS3 [252], rRNA [253, 254], SeqAlto [255], YAHA [256], WHAM [257]; AGILE
8https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_sequence_alignment_software#Short-Read_Sequence_
Alignment
9https://omictools.com/read-alignment-category
10http://www.ebi.ac.uk/~nf/hts_mappers/
11https://github.com/gt1/damapper_bwt
12http://www.genalice.com/product/genalice-map/
13https://github.com/iontorrent/TS/tree/master/Analysis/TMAP
14http://www.vmatch.de/
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[258], SHRiMP 2 [190], SNAP [259], Stampy [260]; FANGS [261], GSNAP [262],
GASSST [263], MrsFAST [264], Q-Pick [265], REAL [266]; BFAST [191], GNUmap
[267], MapNext [268], MOM [269], MPSCAN [270], MrFAST [271, 272], PASS
[273], PerM [274], ProbeMatch [275], RazerS [276], SHRiMP [277]; MAQ [179],
RMAP [278, 279], SeqMap [280], SOAP [281], ZOOM [282]; GMAP [283], YASS
[284]; SSAHA 2 [285]; PRIMEX [286]; BLAT [178]; SSAHA [287].
Anfo15, BitMapper 2-CPU16, DAMAPPER17, ELAND, ISAAC 218, NovoAlign19,
Ngmlr20, and SMALT21 do not have any manuscript.
iii) Others. Hybrid-index based mappers, HIA [288] and YOABS [289], combine both
hash tables and a BWT-based indexes. Mappers Slider II [290] and Slider [291]
use merge sorting. Tanoti22 is built on top of BLAST [163].
2) Mappers for special data. RNA-seq reads are spliced, in BS-seq reads every non-
methylated C is converted to T, and color reads use a completely different encoding.
All these types of reads call for special mapping techniques.
i) RNA-seq reads. The following mappers are specifically designed for RNA-seq
data: HPG Aligner [292], POMP [293], RapMap [294]; BBmap [96], ContextMap 2
[295, 296], HISAT [297]; FANSe 2 [298], JAGuaR [299]; CRAC [300], OLego
[301], STAR [180], TopHat 2 [302]; ContextMap [303], FANSe [304], OSA [305],
PASSion [306], RNASEQR[307]; ABMapper [308], RUM [104], SOAPsplice[309];
GSNAP [262], HMMSplicer [310], MapSplice [311], PALMapper [312], SpliceMap
[313], Supersplat [314]; CASHX [315]; QPALMA [316]; SSAHA 2 [285]; SSAHA
[287]; EST_GENOME [317].
Mappers HISAT 223 and ReadsMap24 do not have any manuscript. For a compar-
ison of RNA-seq read mappers, see [318] and [319].
ii) BS-seq reads. The following mappers are specifically designed for BS-seq data:
BRAT-nova [320], WALT [321]; Bison [322], GPU-BSM [323], TAMeBS [324]; Bat-
Meth [325] (it support also SOLiD reads), BISS [326], Merman [327] (a component
of the BSmooth package), RRBSMAP [328], Segemehl [329]; Bismark [330]; PASH
3 [331]; BSMAP [332], RMAPBS [279], VerJInxer [333], and BSmapper25. The
following standard mappers support BS-seq mapping: PEMapper [229], ERNE 2
[207], HPG-Methyl [334], GNUMAP-bs [335], PASS-bis [336], BRAT-BW [337],
ERNE [250], LAST [110], GSNAP [262], legacy versions of MrsFAST [264], and
NovoAlign. These pipelines use other mappers to map BS-seq reads: Bisulfighter
[338], BS-Seeker 2 [339], MethylCoder [340], BS-Seeker [341], and B-Solana [342]
(for SOLiD reads). There also exist several comparison of BS-seq read mappers
[343, 344, 345, 346]. Especially [346] can be highly recommended. Mapping of
BS-seq reads brings many problems, e.g., it is hard to choose a reference [347].
15https://bioinf.eva.mpg.de/anfo/
16http://home.ustc.edu.cn/~chhy/BitMapper2.html
17https://github.com/gt1/DAMAPPER
18https://github.com/Illumina/isaac2
19http://www.novocraft.com/products/novoalign/
20https://github.com/philres/ngmlr
21http://www.sanger.ac.uk/science/tools/smalt-0
22http://www.bioinformatics.cvr.ac.uk/tanoti.php
23https://github.com/infphilo/hisat2
24http://www.softberry.com/berry.phtml?topic=products
25https://sourceforge.net/projects/bsmapper/
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iii) Complete genomics reads. We are aware only of SirFAST [348] and RTG
Core26.
iv) MiRNA. Tailor [349]; MicroRazerS [350]; PatMaN [351]; NovoAlign. For an
evalutation of methods, see [352].
v) Color space reads. Many nucleotide space mappers support also color space,
namely CUSHAW 3 [214, 215], Mosaik [245]; drFAST [353], SHRiMP 2 [190], X-
MATE [354]; mrFAST-CO [264], SToRM [355]; BFAST [191], Bowtie [182], BWA-
backtrack [181], PerM [274], SHRiMP [277]; MAQ [179], ZOOM [282]. Mappers
supporting only the color space are RNA-MATE [356] and SOCS [357].
vi) CRISPR. We are aware only of CRISPRAlign [358].
vii) Mapping to protein references. While the vast majority of read mappers is de-
signed for DNA-DNA alignment, in certain biological applications read alignment
against a protein reference or a protein-coding DNA reference may be needed.
This problem is algorithmically partially different from DNA-DNA read mapping
because an alphabet of higher cardinality is used (note that there are 20 distinct
amino acids in genetic code) and reads must be translated to 6 different frames
(3 in each direction). Alphabet reduction may used to increase sensitivity or to
decrease memory requirements. Reduction scheme is usually derived empirically.
There exist currently three tools which can be called read mappers to a protein
reference, namely DIAMOND [359], RAPSearch2 [360], and RAPSearch [361]
viii) Aligning of unaligned reads. There exists a class of methods for treating reads,
which could not be mapped using standard techniques [362, 363, 364].
3) Special computational approaches. Here we provide a list of mappers, which use
non-traditional algorithms for read mapping,
i) Graph mappers. Among researchers there is a wide consensus that the tra-
ditional concept of sequences as reference structures has become insufficient [365,
366]. As a solution, references sequences could be replaced by reference graphs
(sometimes called variation graphs) since they can alleviate most of the problems,
for instance, substantially more reads may get mapped perfectly [366].
Generalization of mapping and variant calling algorithms is not straightforward
and belongs to the main challenges of the current bioinformatics. For instance,
even simple concepts such as genomic intervals become difficult to handle [367].
Mapping to graphs is complicated to formalize mathematically [368, 369]. Also
indexing graphs is highly challenging from algorithmic point of view [370, 371].
The first step from linear references to graph references are the SNP-tolerant map-
pers such as Mosaik [245], mrsFAST-Ultra [246], VATRAM [372, 373], SNPwise
[241], GSNAP [262] and NovoAlign. They allow to incorporate a database of SNPs
into the reference, e.g., dbSNP[374]. Slightly more variation can be encoded into
so-called bubbles in BWBBLE [375]. GenomeMapper [376] aligns reads to a set
of similar genomes representing the graph. [375] Then there exist two mappers
aligning reads to de-Bruijn graphs, BGREAT [377] and deBGA [378].
Two recently introduced mappers proceed by aligning reads to reference graphs,
inferring a new high-quality reference sequence, and remapping all reads to the
obtained reference. Gramtools [379] uses a dedicated method for mapping reads to
26https://github.com/RealTimeGenomics/rtg-core
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a population graph. Then it infers a new linear reference, and remaps reads to this
reference. A similar approach is used in CHIC Aligner27. The main conceptual
difference from Gramtools is a usage of a so-called kernel string, i.e., a string
created from an LZ77-based index of concatenated references. The reads are first
mapped to the kernel strings using an arbitrary standard mapper and the obtained
alignments are used for inferring the new reference.
The most promising project, which is still under development, is a mapper support-
ing general graphs called VG28. For further information on methods for mapping
to graphs, see [365].
ii) Dynamic mapping. Dynamic mapping, i.e., an approach when the reference
sequence is continuously updated based on the already computed alignments, has
been little studied so far and only two partial experimental solutions with naive
mapping algorithms are available [380, 381]. See Part II for our work on this topic.
iii) Compressive mapping. Compressive mapping [382, 383] aims at sublinear scal-
ing with growing genomic data sets.
iv) Mapping using MinHash. Another interesting direction of read mapping ex-
ploits MinHash sketches [384, 123], which are a generalization of minimizers [385].
To the best of our knowledge, there are currently only five mappers using this ap-
proach, namely MashMap[386] (a mapper for Oxford Nanopore and PacBio reads),
Minimap [387] (a mapper for Oxford Nanopore reads), BALAUR [388] (a privacy
preserving read mapper), VATRAM [372, 373] (an experimental variant tolerant
mapper), and Minialign29 (a mapper derived from Minimap).
v) Numerical mapping. Read mapping could proceed by Fourier transform and
compute the alignment in the frequency domain [389], similarly to what is widely
used, e.g., for image registration [390] (image registration can be viewed as a
certain analogy of read mapping). Only few works [391, 392, 393] considered such
an approach and no real mapper using this approach exists so far.
vi) Real-time mapping. Real-time mapping aims at mapping reads during the
process of their sequencing. To the best of our knowledge, HiLive [394] is currently
the only mapper supporting such a mode.
4) Mappers for special computational infrastructures
i) GPU (Graphic Processing Unit). The mappers using Graphical Processing
Units are GPU BWA-MEM [395]; CUDAlign 4.0 [396], MAPSEQ-G [397]; Arioc
[398], GRyCAP [210]; BWA-meth [399], CUDAlign 3.0 [400], CUSHAW2-GPU
[401], GPU-BSM [323] (a mapper for BS-seq data), MaxSSmap [363], PEANUT
[402], RAMICS [403]; NextGenMap [404], SOAP3-dp [405], G-DNA [406], Masher
[407]; BarraCUDA [408, 409], CUSHAW [410], G-Aligner [411], GPU-BWT [412],
SOAP3 [413]; SARUMAN [414]; CUDAlign [415], GPU-RMAP [416], and MUM-
merGPU [417]. BitMapper 230 has not been published, yet. For a review of GPU
mappers, see [418]
27https://www.cs.helsinki.fi/en/gsa/chica/
28https://github.com/ekg/vg
29https://github.com/ocxtal/minialign
30http://home.ustc.edu.cn/~chhy/BitMapper2.html
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ii) MapReduce. The following mappers use MapReduce: SparkBWA [419]; BigBWA
[420]; DistMap [421] (a toolkit supporting 9 different mappers); SEAL [422],
CloudAligner [423]; CloudBurst [424]; and BlastReduce [425].
iii) MPI (Message Passing Interface). mpiBWA31 [426], pBWA [427] and
pFANGS [428] parallelize BWA-MEM, BWA-backtrack [181] and FANGS [261],
using MPI respectively. pMap32 can parallelize Bowtie [182], BWA-backtrack
[181], GSNAP [262], MAQ [179], RMAP [278], and SOAP [281]. G-DNA [406]
is a GPU-based mapper with a support for parallelization using MPI.
iv) FGPA (Field-Programmable Gate Array). The FGPA mappers are FHAST
[429]; FGPA-SRA [430]; Shepard [431]; and VelociMapper33.
v) Others. Read mapping with PIM (Processing in Memory) has been studied in
[432] and [433]. The B-MIC [434] and MICA [435] mappers exploit MICA (Many
Integrated Core Architecture). RAMPS [436] and Convey BWA [437] were devel-
oped for the Convey HC-2 hybrid core computing system. Also particular accel-
erated variant BWA-MEM for this system has been published [438].
Note that several toy mappers, mostly unsuitable for practical applications, have been
developed within Topcoder Marathon Match DNAS134.
3.2 Alignment-free methods
Alignment-free methods estimate the similarity of sequences from their composition in
words or patterns, usually 𝑘-mers. These approaches, studied from 1980’s [439], have
become very popular for NGS data processing for several reasons. First, they are much
more computationally efficient than the alignment-based techniques. Second, they can
compare unknown sequences provided that we know their composition. For instance, we
can compare two genomes based on their 𝑘-mer compositions computed directly from NGS
reads without their assembling. Similarly, a composition of an evolution ancestor can be
derived from the composition of its descendants, which can be useful, e.g., in taxonomic
classification of NGS reads.
Most of alignment-free methods work with so-called frequency dictionaries, i.e., com-
pare two sequences using distances between vectors of abundancies of all their subwords,
or between vectors of abundancies of the subwords of a fixed length 𝑘 called 𝑘-mers. These
vectors are usually referred to frequency vectors. Many different distances exist, see, e.g.,
[440, 441, 442] for more information. Some of them even take into account the qualities
of individual bases [443, 444]. Note that for a large enough 𝑘 (but still much shorter than
the original sequence), the frequency vectors contain sufficient information to reconstruct
the original sequence (see, e.g, [445]). Alignment-free methods are related to machine
learning, especially kernel methods (see, e.g., [446]). Remark that stringology techniques
can be applied to compute machine learning kernels [447].
In our work, the traditional alignment-free methods are hardly applicable for two
practical reasons. First, even though many efficient methods for computing frequency
vectors through 𝑘-mer counting have been recently published (e.g., [448, 449, 450, 451,
31https://github.com/fredjarlier/mpiBWA
32http://bmi.osu.edu/hpc/software/pmap/pmap.html
33http://www.timelogic.com/catalog/799/velocimapper
34http://goo.gl/7W7Nn2
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452, 453, 454, 455, 456, 457]), obtained dictionaries would still occupy too much memory
for 𝑘’s of practical interest (usually ≥ 15). Second, associated massive operations with
floating point numbers are very expensive. Both problems become more critical when we
need to compare a sequence to many sequences at the same time (e.g., in metagenomic
classification of NGS reads against a large database of thousands of reference genomes and
their taxonomic ancestors). Therefore, we have to give up on frequency vectors and to
rely only on the information whether a given 𝑘-mer is present in a sequence, or not. The
resulting indexes, either simple hash tables (such as in Kraken [458]) or advanced full-text
indexes (such as in ProPhyle [Chapter 12]), are extremely fast and provide reasonable
memory footprints. We elaborate more on this in Part III.
Up to now, we considered methods for arbitrary biological sequences. Now let us have
a look at the relation of read mapping to alignment-free techniques. This has been recently
formalized [459, 460] through a concept of pseudoalignments. The central idea is that in
many real scenarios, we only need to know in which sequence – a genome, a chromosome,
or a transcript – the read originates from but we can relax on computing its precise position
in that sequence. Pseudoalignments can be then computed very efficiently, much faster
than alignments. Indeed, we can, for instance, match very quickly reads’ 𝑘-mers against
a colored de-Bruijn graph [459].
Part III is related to the concept of pseudoalignments in the following way. Prophyle,
the metagenomic classifier which we present in Chapter 12, classifies reads to a taxonomic
tree by matching them against a collection of 𝑘-mer sets, assigned to individual nodes of
the tree. This collection-based approach is partially similar to transcript de-Bruijn graphs
[459]. In addition to computing the pseudoalignments, we also study how to estimate a
score of the corresponding alignment (which we do not compute) using the hit count or
the coverage criterion in combination with spaced seeds (see Chapter 11).
3.3 Spaced seeds
Many 𝑘-mer-based methods for sequence comparison, both alignment-based and alignment-
free, can be improved using so-called spaced 𝑘-mers. While “traditional” contiguous 𝑘-mers
are taken as substrings of length 𝑘 from the original string, spaced 𝑘-mers are extracted
using a bit-mask specifying positions of letters to be taken. For instance, let us consider
a string ACGCC⋯ and a bit-mask 1101. Then, instead of 𝑘-mers ACG, CGC, GCC; we can
work with spaced 𝑘-mers AC-C, CG-C, … The bit-masks used for this purpose are usually
referred to spaced seeds and they are traditionally encoded using ‘#’ or ‘1’ for matching
positions, and ‘-’ or ‘0’ for “joker” positions. The number of #’s is called the weight and
the seed’s length is called the span. So the seed from the example can be also written
as ##-# and it has span 4 and weight 3. Within this framework, contiguous 𝑘-mers are
generated using spaced seeds consisting of #’s only so, for instance, 𝑘-mers of length 3
correspond to spaced seed ### with span and weight both equal to 3.
Spaced seeds first appeared in 2000s as a concept improving seed-and-extend sequence
comparison in lossless [461, 462] and lossy [463] settings (for a general information about
seeding techniques, see, e.g., [196] and and the references therein). Later they were shown
to improve alignment-free methods as well, e.g., estimation of phylogenetic distances [464,
465], metagenomic classification [3], or string kernels for machine learning [466, 467, 468].
Many extensions of spaced seeds were suggested, e.g., vector seeds [469], indel seeds [470],
subset seeds [471], neighbor seeds [472, 473], or adaptive seeds [176]. For readers inter-
ested in this domain, we recommend Laurent Noé’s exhaustive list of seed literature [474]
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(currently containing 150 papers).
Whereas the processing of contiguous 𝑘-mers is usually straightforward, as the only
parameter is 𝑘 and many indexing strategies are available (e.g., BWT-index), spaced seeds
bring two challenges: designing good seeds and indexing spaced 𝑘-mers. We elaborate on
this below.
Many bioinformatics programs use variants of spaced seeds, e.g., PatternHunter [463,
475, 476] and YASS [284] for similarity search; Zoom [282], ELAND, BFast [191], Perm
[274], PLAST [477], SToRM [355], LAST [176], SHRiMP 2 [190], Seed BLAST [478],
SASS [479], Diamond [359], GraphMap [198] and WALT [321] for similarity search and
read alignment, or seed-Kraken [3] and CLARK-S [480] for metagenomic classification.
From the perspective of the final program, a spaced seed is usually a parameter, which is
either specified by the user or is hardcoded in the program. The seed should be carefully
designed using some method described below or using some specialized program for seed
design, such as Iedera [481] and RasBhari [482].
We now briefly overview main classes of spaced seeds and associated computational
problems.
Seeds for lossless text filtration. Spaced seeds for lossless text filtration are formal-
ized using so-called (𝑚, 𝑘)-problem. For a given 𝑚 and 𝑘, a seed 𝑄 solves the (𝑚, 𝑘)-
problem if it can detect strings in Hamming distance ≤ 𝑘 among strings of length 𝑚. For
a precise mathematical definition of the (𝑚, 𝑘)-problem, see Appendix A. The efficiency of
lossless filtration is measured by the selectivity, which corresponds to number the weight
of the seeds. Roughly speaking, our aim is to maximize this value in order to reduce the
false positive rate of the resulting filter.
Lossless seeds were first introduced in [461, 462]. It was shown [483, 484] that deciding
whether a seed solves an (𝑚, 𝑘)-problem is an NP-complete task. Asymptotic properties
of optimal lossless seeds, i.e., those with maximal possible weight, were described in [485,
486] and [487, 488]. Various mathematical objects were shown to be related to lossless
spaced seeds, namely perfect rulers [489, 490], quadratic residues [491] (for their usage
within the lossy framework, see [492]), or Steiner systems [493].
From the practical viewpoint, lossless seeds are of less importance than lossy seeds,
but they have remarkable mathematical properties. It has been observed [485, 486, 494,
4, 493] that good seeds tend to be very regular, often being a repetition of a short pattern.
As we show in Appendix A, this regular structure is a consequence of the fact that lossless
seeds form regular languages generated by certain de-Bruijn graphs. Periodic seeds are
useful in practice as they simplify their indexing. This fact is exploited, e.g., in mappers
PerM [274], LAST [176] and WALT [321].
Seeds for lossy text filtration. Lossy seeds were first introduced in PatternHunter
[476, 475, 463]. While lossless seeds guarantee that all strings up to a specified Hamming
distance will be found by filtration, lossy seeds may miss a fraction of them, but the
associated false positive rate can be kept under control. This property is desirable in
practice, therefore, most of the seed-based mappers mentioned at the beginning of this
section use lossy seeds. A seed extension of BLAST, called Seed BLAST [478], uses this
approach as well.
The efficiency of lossy filtration is measured by two parameters called sensitivity and
selectivity, where the former measures the rate of false negatives and the latter the rate of
false positives. While the sensitivity of a seed can be roughly estimated from its weight,
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the computation of the sensitivity is a complicated task (see, e.g., [495, 496] and the
references therein). Moreover, this number depends on the used probabilistic model (e.g.,
Bernoulli). Various methods for its estimation for different probabilistic models have been
studied see, e.g., [497, 498, 499].
It has been shown that sensitivity correlates with the so-called overlapping complexity
[500], which can be easily computed. Programs SpEED [500] and RasBhari [482] exploit
this property in combination with the hill climbing algorithm.
In addition to SpEED and RasBhari, there exist two more tools, Iedera [481] and
Mandala [501]. In particular, Iedera can be highly recommended as it implements various
probabilistic models and provides a good performance in designing spaced seeds of different
types.
Seeds for classification. Spaced seeds have a potential to improve 𝑘-mer-based clas-
sification methods, notably kernel-based methods [468] and alignment-free metagenomic
classification. In Chapter 11, [3] we show that spaced seeds combined with the hit number
and the coverage improve the accuracy of metagenomic classification.
Design of seeds for classification has not been much studied, yet. It can be based on
maximization of the Pearson or Spearman correlation between alignment score, and the
number of hits or the coverage. Such a design is supported, e.g., by Iedera [481].
Methods for alignment-free phylogeny estimation using spaced 𝑘-mers [464, 465] are
related to the classification problem because they also implicitly rely on estimates of
alignment score from the hit count. Note that metagenomic classification has also been
studied from the viewpoint of discriminative spaced 𝑘-mers [502].
Clustering. Spaced seeds have also been used for clustering of NGS reads [503] in or-
der to reduce time and memory requirements of genome assembly. The authors of [503]
provided a method to design so-called block spaced seeds for the purpose of clustering.
Chapter 4
Data structures for NGS data
analysis
In this chapter, we shortly present main data structures relevant to our work.
In general, selecting an appropriate data structure and its implementation is
a non-trivial task. The choice of data structure may strongly influence the
performance of the program as well as obtained results. This choice has to be
done carefully and take into account properties of the underlying problem and
possible size of the data (e.g., many programs are intentionally limited to run
on model genomes such as the human genome).
4.1 Hash tables
A hash table is a data structure to represent associative arrays storing collections of
(𝑘𝑒𝑦, 𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑢𝑒) pairs. The value of the hash function applied to the key is used as the index
in the table. Hash tables have been widely studied in computer science, and various
hashing schemes are known in the literature. Several mainstream libraries for hash tables
are widely used in bioinformatics, such as khash (part of klib1), std::unordered_map
(part of the C++ standard library), boost::unordered_map (part of Boost2), or Google
SparseHash3.
4.2 Classical full-text indexes
In this section, we present two classical text indexes: suffix trees and suffix arrays. Even
though we do not use them directly in our software, they are predecessors of the BWT-
index which has probably been the most widely used index in bioinformatics for the last
years. Both of them constitute an index for a text string 𝑇 supporting string matching
queries: retrieve all occurrences of a given pattern 𝑃 in 𝑇. The number of occurrences of
𝑃 in 𝑇 is usually denoted by 𝑜𝑐𝑐.
Suffix tree. Suffix tree [504] is one of the most studied data structures in stringology.
The suffix tree is defined as the compacted trie of all suffixes of the input string. Suffix
1https://github.com/attractivechaos/klib
2http://www.boost.org/
3https://github.com/sparsehash/sparsehash
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trees can be constructed in linear time and space such that searching for a pattern 𝑃 can
then be done in time 𝑂(|𝑃 |), and reporting all occurrences of 𝑃 in time 𝑂(|𝑃 | + 𝑜𝑐𝑐).
As a pointer-based structure, the suffix trees need𝑂(𝑛) computer words but𝑂(𝑛 log(𝑛))
bits of memory. Unfortunately, the resulting memory requirements are so high that suffix
trees are now rarely used in real programs. One of a few exceptions is, e.g., MUMmer
[172]. To illustrate the memory problem on a practical example, MUMmer would need
more than 45GB for the human genome (in practice, MUMmer fails to run on the human
genome due to limits on the maximal string length). For more information and references
on suffix trees, we refer e.g. to [504],[505, Chapter 8]. Other variants of suffix trees have
been studied such as compressed suffix tree, truncated suffix tree, or affix trees.
Suffix array. Suffix array [506] is another very popular data structure. Unlike suffix
trees, suffix arrays are widely used in practice but still suffer from high memory con-
sumption. It has been shown in [507] that every algorithm that uses the suffix tree can
systematically be replaced by an algorithm that uses a particular variant of suffix arrays
so that it solves the same problem with the same time complexity. Therefore, suffix arrays
are capable to fully replace suffix trees in practical applications.
The suffix array is a permutation of the positions of 𝑇 taken in the lexicographical
order of corresponding suffixes. Searching for a pattern 𝑃 corresponds to identifying those
suffixes of 𝑇 which have 𝑃 as a prefix. Since the suffixes are sorted lexicographically,
the suffixes prefixed by 𝑃 are consecutive in the suffix array and form an interval. Its
borders 𝐿𝑃 and 𝑅𝑃 can be found by binary search, with time complexity 𝑂(|𝑃 | log(|𝑇 |)).
If we are provided the longest common prefix array (LCP) (i.e., the array of lengths of
two consecutive prefixes after their sorting), the complexity of search can be reduced to
𝑂(|𝑃 | + log |𝑇 |) [506].
Several variants of suffix arrays have been introduced such as dynamic suffix arrays
[508] or spaced suffix arrays [509]. For an overview of state-of-the-art methods of suffix
array construction see [509]. Implementations suitable for practical purposes are, e.g.,
SDSL-Lite [510], libdivsufsort4, or QSufSort [511, 512].
4.3 BWT-index
Burrows-Wheeler transform. The Burrows-Wheeler transform [513] (commonly ab-
breviated as BWT) is a textual transform widely used for compression (e.g., in bzip25) and
for indexing, in particular in the so-called BWT-index (e.g., in BWA [181]). These appli-
cations of the Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) are possible thanks to its reversibility
and properties of the resulting strings such as grouping identical letters together.
To transform a string, a special character ‘$’ is appended to its end and all its cyclic
shifts are sorted lexicographically. The last column of the matrix having these shifts in
its rows (the so-called Burrows-Wheeler matrix) is the resulting BWT. The BWT can be
easily extracted from the suffix array constructed with any of the algorithms from the
previous section.
Many aspects of BWT have been studied including its relations to combinatorics on
words [514] (e.g., relations to Sturmian words [515], to palindromic richness [516], to
balance properties of words [517], or to the Gessel-Reutenauer transformation [518]), its
4https://github.com/y-256/libdivsufsort
5http://www.bzip.org/
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statistical properties (e.g., entropy [519]), or its combinatorial relationship with suffix
arrays [520].
Specific variants and generalizations have been considered such as bijective BWT [521,
522, 523]; dynamic BWT [524], or bi-directional BWT [525]. For BWT construction
algorithms specifically designed for NGS data, we refer to [526, 527, 528]. For additional
general information about BWT, see [529] and references therein.
BWT-index. The BWT-index [193] (sometimes also called FM-index) is a full-text
index combining BWT and suffix arrays. It has been shown [193] that with the BWT
string 𝐵, a table 𝑂(𝑎, 𝑖) storing the number of occurrences of each letter 𝑎 in the prefix
of 𝐵 of length 𝑖, and a table 𝐶(𝑎) storing multiplicities of letter 𝑎 in 𝐵, it is possible to
simulate the pattern search in the suffix array. Starting with the entire interval of the
suffix array corresponding to the empty pattern, we obtain the resulting interval in |𝑃 |
steps by processing 𝑃 right-to-left. The intervals of the suffix array are updated according
the the following formula:
𝐿𝑎𝑋 = 𝐶(𝑎) + 𝑂(𝑎, 𝐿𝑋 − 1) + 1
𝑅𝑎𝑋 = 𝐶(𝑎) + 𝑂(𝑎,𝑅𝑋)
However, the positions of pattern occurrences have still to be retrieved from the resulting
interval 𝐿𝑃,… ,𝑅𝑃 of the BWT. This can be done using the suffix array. The main trick of
the BWT-index is sampling the 𝑂 and suffix arrays, leading to a smaller memory footprint
compared to normal suffix arrays.
Many libraries implement the BWT-index, e.g., Seqan [144], SDSL-lite [510], or nvbio6
(GPU implementation). A number of NGS read mappers are based on BWT-indexes (see
Section 3.1.4) providing some efficient implementations. The implementations from BWA
[181] (partially based on [203]) and Bowtie [182] are particularly popular choices.
Note that many variants of the BWT-index have been suggested including BWT-index
for graphs [370, 371], BWT-index of alignments [530, 531], bi-directional BWT-index [532,
533, 534], relative BWT-index [535], or dynamic BWT-index [536].
6https://nvlabs.github.io/nvbio/fmindex_page.html
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Part II
Dynamic read mapping
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Chapter 5
Context and motivation
5.1 Introduction
High-throughput sequencing technologies (Next-Generation Sequencing, commonly ab-
breviated NGS) made available terabases of DNA sequence data coming from numerous
de-novo and resequencing experiments.
A central computational problem in NGS data analysis is inferring the original DNA
sequence of an individual from a large set of NGS reads, i.e., short sequence fragments
generated by a sequencing machine. This task is usually solved by mapping reads to
a high-quality reference sequence or by a computationally expensive genome assembly
algorithm.
Here we study genotyping by sequencing when a reference sequence is available. A typ-
ical pipeline for inferring the genotype of a sequenced individual consists of the following
steps (see, e.g, [537, 538]). Reads obtained from a sequencer are mapped to the reference
sequence and low quality alignments are discarded. Aligned reads are further sorted and
possibly locally re-assembled or re-aligned around indels in order to better distinguish
SNPs from indels. Systematic biases in base qualities can be further removed from the
reads in a base quality recalibration step. Then, variants are called (either for each indi-
vidual separately or jointly for a group of them) and genotype likelihoods inferred. At the
final step, variant qualities are recalibrated, and variants filtered and annotated.
In such a pipeline, read mapping is a crucial step affecting overall results. The ultimate
goal of a read mapper [202, 201] is to align NGS reads or their parts to their “true origin”
in the reference genome, inferring their positions and occurred variants. To achieve this
goal, each read is aligned to the most similar region(s) in the reference determined by the
alignment scores.
There are several factors that make mapping a challenging task in practice. Genome
sequences are highly repetitive and often contain several regions equally similar to a read.
Employing a sequencing technology producing long or paired-end reads can alleviate but
not completely eliminate this difficulty. Reliability of mapping strongly depends on how
much the sequenced genome differs from the reference. Close individuals (such as those of
the same species) usually differ only weakly and highly variable regions tend to be rare.
For distant individuals, evolutionary events (such as genomic rearrangements or gene
duplications) may cause more substantial differences between the two genomes making it
impossible to deduce the true origin of some reads using similarity search. Sequencing
errors constitute another major obstacle. Their rate strongly depends on the employed
technology – from Illumina HiSeq producing reads of 100 bp with about 1% of errors to
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PacBio SMRT and Oxford Nanopore producing reads of up to several tens of thousand bp
with about 15% of errors – and on the experimental conditions. Furthermore, some reads
may come from regions absent in the reference sequence or may result from contamination
by DNA from other genomes. Such reads should be detected and annotated by the mapper,
i.e. marked as unaligned or as aligned with low quality. Finally, the sheer volume of input
data makes of mapping a computationally demanding task constraining the choice of
the underlying algorithm. For instance, whole genome sequencing projects of the human
genome of 3Gbp often use more than 30× coverage.
As a consequence of the above, practical read mappers must represent a fine-tuned
trade-off between memory requirements, speed and sensitivity, and incorporate specific
characteristics of target sequencing technologies. The software must be highly optimized,
parallelized, and well-debugged. Today, most common practical mappers include BWA-
MEM [183], Bowtie 2 [184], GEM [194], LAST [176], and NovoAlign. These mappers align
reads coming in a stream, in the online fashion, against a fixed reference sequence. Since
the reference is unchanging, we call such an approach static mapping.
Despite a great deal of work on mapping techniques and a large number of existing map-
pers (see Chapter 3), the mapping process remains error prone and often produces wrong
placement of reads, partial mappings, or incorrectly considers reads as non-mappable.
Furthermore, another inherent drawback of static mapping is the bias introduced by al-
leles which differ between the reference and sequenced genomes as alleles present in the
reference tend to be favored in the alignment of reads. This may seriously affect the results
of the analysis [539].
We propose a dynamic read mapping approach that significantly improves read align-
ment accuracy. The general idea of dynamic mapping is to continuously update the
reference sequence on the basis of previously computed read alignments. Even though
this concept already appeared in the literature, we believe that our work provides the first
comprehensive analysis of this approach
5.2 Our contributions
In Chapter 6, we provide a generic format Read Naming Format (RNF) for assigning read
names with encoded information about original positions an associated software pack-
age RNFtools. This toolkit is particularly designed for comparison of different mapping
approaches and we use it later for evaluation of dynamic mapping.
In Chapter 7, we present Ococo, the first consensus caller capable to process input
reads in the online fashion from an unsorted SAM/BAM stream. The resulting algorithm,
supporting substitution updates, uses a compact statistics scheme based on small bit
counters. An online consensus caller is a required componed for dynamic mapping.
In Chapter 8, we introduce DyMaS, a dynamic mapping simulator that mimics dif-
ferent dynamic mapping scenarios and enables to evaluate their benefits. We show that in
all alternatives, dynamic mapping results in a much better accuracy than static mapping.
Chapter 6
RNF: a general framework to
evaluate NGS read mappers
We present a generic format Read Naming Format (RNF) for assigning read
names with encoded information about original positions. Furthermore, we
present an associated software package RNFtools containing two principal
components. MIShmash applies one of popular read simulating tools (among
DWGsim, ART, Mason, CuReSim, etc.) and transforms the generated reads
into RNF format. LAVEnder evaluates then a given read mapper using simu-
lated reads in RNF format. A special attention is payed to mapping qualities
that serve for parametrization of ROC curves, and to evaluation of the effect
of read sample contamination. RNFtools is available from http://github.
com/karel-brinda/rnftools and RNF specification from http://github.
com/karel-brinda/rnf-spec.
6.1 Introduction
The number of Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS) read mappers has been rapidly growing
during the last years. Then, there is an increasing demand of methods for evaluation and
comparison of mappers in order to select the most appropriate one for a specific task. The
basic approach to compare mappers is based on simulating NGS reads, aligning them to
the reference genome and assessing read mapping accuracy using a tool evaluating if each
individual read has been aligned correctly.
As we have seen in Chapter 2.4, there exist many read simulators (e.g., ART [82],
CuReSim [91], DNemulator [110], DWGsim1, FASTQSim [84], FLOWSIM [99], GemSIM
[88], Mason [78], PBSIM [76], pIRS [77], SInC [89], WGsim2, XS [113]) as well as many
evaluation tools (e.g., CuReSimEval, DWGsim_eval, MAF3, RABEMA [540], Seqsuite4,
Teaser [541], WGsim_eval, etc.). However, each read simulator encodes information about
the origin of reads in its own manner. This makes combining tools complicated and makes
writing ad-hoc conversion scripts inevitable.
Here we propose a standard for naming simulated NGS reads, called Read Naming
Format (RNF), that makes evaluation tools for read mappers independent of the tool
1http://github.com/nh13/dwgsim
2http://github.com/lh3/wgsim
3http://github.com/vsbuffalo/maf
4http://cbrc3.cbrc.jp/~martin/seg-suite/
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used for read simulation. Furthermore, we introduce RNFtools, an easily configurable
software, to obtain simulated reads in RNF format using a wide class of existing read
simulators, and also to evaluate NGS mappers.
Simulation of reads. A typical read simulator introduces mutations into a given refer-
ence genome (provided usually as a FASTA file) and generates reads as genomic substrings
with randomly added sequencing errors. Different statistical models can be employed to
simulate sequencing errors and artefacts observed in experimental reads. The models
usually take into account CG-content, distributions of coverage, of sequencing errors in
reads, and of genomic mutations. Simulators can often learn their parameters from an
experimental alignment file.
At the end, information about origin of every read is encoded in some way and the
reads are saved into a FASTQ file.
Evaluation of mappers. When simulated reads are mapped back to the reference se-
quence and possibly processed by an independent post-processing tool (remapping around
indels, etc.), an evaluation tool inputs the final alignments of all reads, extracts infor-
mation about their origin and assesses if every single read has been aligned to a correct
location (and possibly with correct edit operations). The whole procedure is finalized by
creating a summarizing report.
Various evaluation strategies can be employed (see, e.g., introduction of [91]). Final
statistics usually strongly depend on the definition of a correctly mapped read, mapper’s
approach to deal with multi-mapped reads and with mapping qualities.
Existing read naming approaches. Depending on the read simulator, information
about the read’s origin is either encoded in its name, or stored in a separate file, possibly
augmented with information about the expected read alignment. While WGsim encodes
the first nucleotide of each end of the read in the read name, DWGsim and CuReSim
encode the leftmost nucleotide of each end. Unfortunately, these read naming schemes were
specifically designed for particular sequencing technologies and single evaluation strategies,
therefore they are not suitable as generic formats. ART produces SAM and ALN alignment
files, MASON creates SAM files, and PIRS makes text files in its own format.
6.2 Methods
We have created RNF, a standard for naming simulated reads. It is designed to be robust,
easy to adopt by existing tools, extendable, and to provide human-readable read names.
It respects a wide range of existing sequencing technologies as well as their possible future
evolution (e.g., technologies producing several “subreads”). We then developed a utility
for generating RNF-compliant reads using existing simulators, and an associated mapper
evaluation tool.
6.2.1 Read Naming Format (RNF)
Read tuples. Read tuple is a tuple of sequences (possibly overlapping) obtained from
a sequencing machine from a single fragment of DNA. Elements of these tuples are called
reads. For example, every “paired-end read” is a read tuple and both of its “ends” are
individual reads in our notation.
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Coor 12345678901-2345678901234567890123456789
Source 1 - reference genome
chr 1 ATGTTAGATAA-GATAGCTGTGCTAGTAGGCAGTCAGCCC
chr 2 ttcttctggaa-gaccttctcctcctgcaaataaa
Source 2 - generator of random sequences
READS:
r001 ATG-TAGATA ->
r002/1 TTAGATAACGA ->
r002/2 <- TCAG-CGGG
r003/1 tgcaaataa ->
r003/2 gaa-gacc-t ->
r004 ATAGCT............TCAG ->
r005 GTAGG ->
<- agacctt
<- TCGACACG
r006 ATATCACATCATTAGACACTA
(a) Simulated reads
r. tuple LRN SRN
r001 sim__1__(1,1,F,01,10)__[single-end] #1
r002 sim__2__(1,1,F,04,13),(1,1,R,31,39)__[paired-end] #2
r003 sim__3__(1,2,F,09,17),(1,2,F,25,33)__[mate-pair] #3
r004 sim__4__(1,1,F,15,36)__[RNA-seq-spliced],C:[6=12N4=] #4
r005 sim__5__(1,1,R,15,22),(1,1,F,25,29),(1,2,R,05,11)__[chimeric] #5
r006 rnd__6__(2,0,N,00,00)__[rand-contamin] #6
(b) Long and short read names
Figure 6.1: Examples of RNF reads. Examples of simulated reads (in our definition
read tuples) and their corresponding RNF names, which can be used as read names in
the final FASTQ file: a single-end read (r001); a paired-end read (r002); a mate-pair read
(r003); a spliced RNA-seq read (r004); a chimeric read (r005); and a random contaminating
read with unspecified coordinates (r006).
To every read tuple, two strings are assigned: a short read name (SRN) and a long read
name (LRN). SRN contains a hexadecimal unique ID of the tuple prefixed by ’#’. LRN
consists of four parts delimited by double-underscore: i) a prefix (possibly containing
expressive information for a user or a particular string for sorting or randomization of
order of read tuples), ii) a unique ID, iii) information about origins of all segments (see
below) that constitute reads of the tuple, iv) a suffix containing arbitrary comments or
extensions (for holding additional information). Preferred final read names are LRNs. If
an LRN exceeds 255 (maximum allowed read length in SAM), SRNs are used instead and
a SRN–LRN correspondence file must be created.
Segments. Segments are substrings of a read which are spatially distinct in the reference
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and correspond to individual lines in a SAM file5 Thus, each read has an associated chain
of segments and we associate a read tuple with segments of all its reads.
Within our definition, a “single-end read” (Fig. 6.1, r001) consists of a single read with
a single segment unless it comes from a region with genomic rearrangement. A “paired-end
read” or a “mate-pair read” (Fig. 6.1, r002 and r003) consists of two reads, each with one
segment (under the same condition). A “strobe read” consists of several reads. Chimeric
reads (i.e., reads corresponding to a genomic fusion, a long deletion, or a translocation;
Fig. 6.1, r005) have at least two segments.
For each segment, the following information is encoded: leftmost and rightmost 1-based
coordinates in its reference, ID of its reference genome, ID of the chromosome and the
direction (’F’ or ’R’). The format is:
(genome_id,chromosome_id,direction,L_coor,R_coor).
Segments in LRN are recommended to be sorted with the following keys: source,
chromosome, L_coor, R_coor, direction. When some information is not available (e.g.,
the rightmost coordinate), zero is used (’N’ in case of direction; Fig. 6.1, r006).
Extensions. The basic standard can be extended for specific purposes by extensions.
They are part of the suffix and encode supplementary information (e.g., information about
CIGAR strings, sequencing errors, or mutations).
6.2.2 RNFtools
We also developed RNFtools, a software package associated with RNF. It has two principal
components: MIShmash for read simulation and LAVEnder for evaluation of NGS read
mappers. RNFtools has been created using Snakemake [542], a Python-based Make-like
build system. All employed external programs are installed automatically when needed.
The package also contains a lightweight console tool rnftools which can, in addition,
be used for conversion of existing data and transformation of RNF coordinates using a
LiftOver chain file.
MIShmash. MIShmash is a pipeline for simulating reads using existing simulators
and combining obtained sets of reads together (e.g., in order to simulate contamination
or metagenomic samples). Its output files respect RNF format, therefore, any RNF-
compatible evaluation tool can be used for evaluation.
LAVEnder. LAVEnder is a program for evaluating mappers. For a given set of BAM
files, it creates an interactive HTML report with several graphs. In practice, mapping
qualities assigned by different mappers to a given read are not equal (although mappers
tend to unify this). Moreover, even for a single mapper, mapping qualities are very data-
specific. Therefore, results of mappers after the same thresholding on mapping quality are
not comparable. To cope with this, we designed LAVEnder to use mapping qualities as
parameterization of curves in ‘sensitivity-precision’ graphs (like it has been done in [183]).
5Since spliced RNA-seq reads (Fig. 6.1, r004) are usually reported in single lines in SAM, we recommend
to keep them in single RNF segments without splitting even though they might be considered spatially
distinct.
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Figure 6.2: Contamination experiment. All LAVEnder graphs have false discovery
rate on 𝑥-axis and use mapping quality as the varying parameter for plotted curves.
6.3 Results
To test the entire framework and verify its functionality, we simulated 200, 000 single-end
reads from human and mouse genomes (100, 000 from HG38, 100, 000 from MM10) by
DWGsim using MIShmash and mapped them using Bowtie 2 [184], BWA-MEM [183],
BWA-SW [188], and YARA [211] to HG38. Then we evaluated the obtained alignments
using LAVEnder (Figure 6.2). This experiment revealed that YARA copes with contami-
nation better than Bowtie 2 [184], BWA-MEM [183], and BWA-SW [188]. In particular,
the ability to distinguish contamination was demonstrated to be very low in case of the
BWA family.
6.4 Conclusion
We designed the RNF format and proposed it as a general standard for naming simulated
NGS reads. We developed RNFtools consisting of MIShmash, a pipeline for read simula-
tion, and LAVEnder, an evaluation tool for mappers, both following the RNF convention
(thus inter-compatible). Currently, MIShmash has a built-in interface with the following
existing read simulators: ART, CuReSim, DWGsim, Mason, and WGsim.
We expect that authors of existing read simulators will adopt RNF naming convention
as it is technically simple and would allow them to extend the usability of their software.
We also expect authors of evaluation tools to use RNF to make their tools independent of
the used read simulator.
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Chapter 7
Ococo: the first online consensus
caller
We present Ococo, the first online consensus caller. Ococo reads alignments
in an unsorted SAM/BAM stream and, employing compact statistics using
small bit counters, decides about single-nucleotide updates of the reference
sequence. The updates are reported in the online fashion using unsorted VCF.
Ococo is available from http://github.com/karel-brinda/ococo, BioConda
and Homebrew Science.
7.1 Introduction
A dynamic mapper has to collect statistics about previously mapped reads. When this
statistics accumulates a sufficient evidence of a difference at a certain locus between se-
quenced and reference genomes, an update of the reference is reported that triggers a
corresponding update of the index. This process is the same as the usual consensus calling
except that it has to be performed in the online (streamed) fashion. In Chapter 9 we
provide further remarks on the biological relevance of the consensus and on the effect of
ploidy.
Here, we consider consensus calling as SNP calling using reads coming from a single
individual. SNP calling is a widely studied problem (see, e.g., [543, 179, 544, 545, 290,
537, 546, 547, 548, 549, 550]) but to the best of our knowledge, all published solutions are
offline, i.e, all reads have to be aligned and sorted prior to the calling step. Variants are
inferred from differences between aligned reads and the reference and are usually stored
in VCF format [551] together with confidence scores. They are then filtered in order to
keep only those which are reliable enough, in particular those which do not correspond to
sequencing errors. After that, they are incorporated into the original reference to obtain
the consensus.
7.2 Methods
7.2.1 Consensus calling algorithm
Regular offline variant callers usually operate by sliding a small window through the
genome and keeping in memory information (read alignments, mapping qualities, base
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Incoming A-counter C-counter G-counter T-counter Sum
base bin dec bin dec bin dec bin dec
010 2 110 6 001 1 010 2 11 Initial state
C 010 2 111 7 001 1 010 2 12 C-counter incr.
T 010 2 111 7 001 1 011 3 13 T-counter incr.
C 001 1 011 3 000 0 001 1 5 All counters bit-
shifted to right
001 1 100 4 000 0 001 1 6 C-counter incr.
Figure 7.1: Internal statistics of an online consensus caller. This example shows
how 3-bit counters keep reduced truncated pileup information for a single position. The
counters with initial values (2, 6, 1, 2) are incremented after nucleotides C, T, C have been
received for this position. After receiving C and T, the corresponding counters have been
simply incremented. Then, after receiving C, all counters are bit-shifted before the C-
counter is incremented.
qualities) collected within individual windows. After variants are detected, their signifi-
cance scores are computed using the underlying statistical model.
In online consensus calling, reads come from a stream and can map to random positions,
therefore our “window” must be the entire genome. As a consequence, we can afford storing
only a limited information about processed read alignments. Ococo only deals with single-
nucleotide replacement updates, other types of updates will be considered in Discussion.
Ococo supports two distinct working modes of an online consensus caller. In the real-time
mode, suitable for dynamic mapping, updates are computed and incorporated into the
reference after processing every read. In the batch mode, reads are processed in batches
and updates are made after processing all reads of a batch, which can be an appropriate
solution, e.g, for the hybrid approach (see Discussion).
7.2.2 Compact representation of variant statistics
As opposed to traditional offline consensus callers, an online caller can keep only a very
reduced information about alignments. As a result, a space associated with a single
position must be limited to a few bytes if we want to keep the statistics in RAM.
For example, in the case of human genome and 6GB of dedicated RAM (note that the
caller is likely to run jointly with other programs such as a read mapper), only up to two
bytes per position can be used by the consensus caller. If indels are not considered, the
full statistics should contain four integer counters per position, one per nucleotide. Our
solution is to keep only most significant bits of each counter. If a counter is saturated
but should be incremented, we first bit-shift all the four counters to the right losing the
rightmost (least significant) bit, and then increment the counter. An example is given in
Fig. 7.1. This mechanism makes it possible to compute nucleotide frequencies in a limited
space and, as a side effect, to filter out sequencing errors that are expected to be randomly
distributed. At the beginning of the calling procedure, counters are initialized according
to the reference sequence (if it is provided), then counters are updated according to the
read nucleotides aligned at the corresponding position.
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7.2.3 Update strategies
When a counter is incremented, we have to decide whether this triggers an update. We
propose two different strategies for updates, a majority strategy and a stochastic strategy.
For the sake of simplicity and speed, both strategies consider genomic positions indepen-
dently and take the decision on the basis of the counters associated with the position. This
approach can be potentially improved, at the cost of an additional time, by considering a
small window and using Bayesian inference (see, e.g., [543, 549]) to decide on updates.
Let 𝐶(𝑗)𝛼 be the value of the 𝛼-counter at position 𝑗 for a nucleotide 𝛼 ∈ {𝐴,𝐶,𝐺, 𝑇}
and let 𝐶(𝑗) = ∑
𝛼∈{𝐴,𝐶,𝐺,𝑇}
𝐶(𝑗)𝛼 .
Majority strategy. The reference sequence at position 𝑗 is updated to 𝛼 once the
condition 𝐶(𝑗)𝛼 ≥ 12𝐶
(𝑗) holds, i.e., 𝛼 reaches the majority at this position. This strategy
results in a moderate number of updates which tend to vanish when the updating process
reaches saturation. On the other hand, this strategy may not be flexible enough to avoid
the alignment bias.
Stochastic strategy. When a counter is incremented, a new base at the corresponding
position is drawn randomly from current counter values: the base is set to 𝛼 with proba-
bility 𝐶
(𝑗)
𝛼
𝐶(𝑗)
. Note that each sequencing error present in a read causes an increment of the
corresponding counter and can, with a small probability, flip the corresponding nucleotide
in the reference. Therefore, small fluctuations of the reference sequence can occur even
in the hypothetical case of the reference being equal to the sequenced genome. However,
a major advantage of this strategy is the reduction of the alignment bias. For diploid or
polyploid genomes, the reference will be constantly oscillating between all variants. On the
downside, this strategy may generate a large number of updates resulting in a significant
overhead.
Note that neither of these two strategies depends on a particular counting mechanism,
therefore they can be potentially used with a more complex and expressive statistics.
7.3 Implementation and availability
Ococo1 supports single-nucleotide updates, and implements both stochastic and majority
update strategies as well as both real-time and batch modes. The software is implemented
in C++ and can be integrated into a genomic pipeline or linked directly to a mapper as
a library. It can be installed also using the Homebrew Science2 and BioConda3 package
systems.
Ococo currently supports three counters configurations: 16, 32, and 64 bits per position
corresponding to 3, 7, and 15 bits per a single nucleotide counter, respectively. Updates
in the reference sequence can be either recorded using “unsorted VCF” or can be directly
incorporated in a FASTA file (possibly memory-mapped).
1http://github.com/karel-brinda/ococo
2http://brew.sh/homebrew-science/
3http://bioconda.github.io
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Chapter 8
DyMaS: a dynamic mapping
simulator
To evaluate the benefits of dynamic mapping, we developed DyMaS (Dynamic
Mapping Simulator), a software pipeline that mimics different dynamic map-
ping scenarios. We applied the pipeline to compare dynamic mapping with
the conventional static mapping and, on the other hand, with the so-called
iterative referencing – a computationally expensive procedure computing an
optimal modification of the reference that maximizes the overall quality of all
alignments. We conclude that in all cases, dynamic mapping results in a much
better accuracy than static mapping, approaching the accuracy of iterative
referencing. The DyMaS pipeline and the all other scripts and files from this
chapter are available from http://github.com/karel-brinda/dymas.
8.1 Introduction
In the course of mapping, read alignments computed so far provide a useful information
about allelic differences between sequenced and reference sequences, which can be a helpful
guide for adjusting future mappings, or can even call for remapping previously mapped
reads. In this chapter, we study the dynamic mapping approach when the reference
sequence is continuously updated based on already computed alignments, and show that
this can significantly improve the quality of mapping. Fig. 8.1 provides an illustration
to this idea. The general goal of our work is to analyse the pros and cons of dynamic
mapping and to provide accurate quantitative estimates supporting our analysis.
Design and implementation of dynamic mapping constitute a difficult task. One major
obstacle is that the underlying index data structure for the reference sequence must sup-
port dynamic updates. There are two main types of indexing structures used by modern
mappers. The first one relies on full-text indexes, in particular on BWT-index [552], and
is used, among others, by the BWA family [181, 188, 183], GEM [194], or Bowtie 2 [184].
Another group is based on hash tables and includes such mappers as SHRiMP2 [190],
PerM [274], NovoAlign, BFast [191], StamPy [260], and others. Generally speaking, hash
table-based structures require a much larger memory space and, therefore, projects dealing
with large data (such as whole eukaryotic genomes) usually use mappers of the first group.
On the other hand, BWT-index hardly lends itself to dynamic updates. One attempt to
implement dynamic updates of BWT-index was made in [536, 524, 508], another approach
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…AGCCAATAATGACGTGAAATCCGTGGTAGCCTGTAGC…
                   AGCCGTGGTAGCCTG
         AAGACGTGAAAGCGG
            ACGTGAAAGCCGTGG
…AGCCAATAATGACGTGAAAGCCGTGGTAGCCTGTAGC…
               TGAAAGCCGTGGTAG
             CGT­AAAGCGGTGGT
Initial REF
read mapped
read mapped
read mapped
REF updated T→G
read mapped
read mapped
Figure 8.1: Demonstration of idea of dynamic mapping. In dynamic mapping,
reference sequence is updated according to already mapped reads. In this example, aligned
reads suggest that the base at the highlighted position is G rather than T, and the reference
is corrected as soon as G is supported by sufficiently many reads. To guide the updates,
a dynamic mapper must be equipped with an online consensus caller distinguishing SNPs
and sequencing errors. Disagreements between aligned reads and the reference (sequencing
errors, SNPs and indels) are highlighted in red and updates of the reference in blue.
was studied in [535]. In both cases, provided implementations are only experimental and
cannot be considered as ready-to-use tools for large-scale dynamic mapping. A dynamic
𝑘-mer-based index has very recently been proposed in [553].
Another important component of dynamic mapping is online consensus calling which
guides the updates of the reference. An online consensus caller must support quick updates
of the reference after new read alignments have been computed. This requires keeping,
in a compact form, a genome-wide statistics of possible variants, such as a truncated
pileup information. Finally, a dynamic mapper may have to support remapping of already
mapped reads.
Dynamic mapping has been little studied so far and only two partial experimental
solutions with naive mapping algorithms are available [380, 381]. Program DynMap
[380] implements a data structure specifically designed for mapping reads to a dynam-
ically updated sequence. Unfortunately, space complexity of DynMap is linear in the
number of reads which makes it hardly applicable to contemporary sequencing technolo-
gies. Manuscript [381] (apparently unpublished) is the first attempt to systematically
analyse the benefit and the overhead of dynamic mapping using a simple dedicated tool
(https://github.com/jpritt/fm-update). With an index based on dynamic suffix ar-
ray [508], the accuracy of dynamic mapping has been compared to iterative referencing,
depending on the mutation rate, read length, number of reads and sequencing error rate.
The author of [381] also considered the problem of statistics reduction and suggested to
use coverage vectors in order to take only first 𝑘 reads for each base of the reference.
In this chapter, we present a software pipeline for simulating various alternatives of
dynamic mapping. We then provide a comparative analysis of different dynamic mapping
scenarios on several datasets simulated from bacterial genomes, using the previously devel-
oped RNFtools framework [2]. Obtained results show that dynamic mapping can provide
a significant improvement of the accuracy of read alignment compared to traditional map-
ping approaches. The pipeline software and the results of our experiments are available
from http://github.com/karel-brinda/dymas.
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Figure 3. Simulation of dynamic mapping. This schematic view shows how dynamic mapping and iterative
referencing are simulated in Dynamic Mapping Simulator using a static mapper alone. Subsets of reads to be mapped
in individual iterations are shown by vertical lines. In static mapping (SM) (3A), all reads are mapped in a single
iteration. Figure 3B illustrates an ideal, but not feasible, simulation when consensus is called after each new read is
mapped. In practice, reads are processed by batches (Figure 3C,3D). Dynamic mapping (DM) with (3D) and without
(3B,3C) remapping is simulated using nesting or disjoint subsets of reads, respectively. Figure 3E illustrates iterative
referencing (IR). In all scenarios 3B - 3E, each iteration is followed by consensus calling and index rebuilding.
One technical point here is that if indel updates are supported by the procedure, the coordinates of
downstream loci can be shifted, which would require a transformation of alignments of r1, . . . , ri from the
coordinate system of Gi−1 to that of Gi. We will focus on this point in Discussion.
The above approach faithfully simulates dynamic mapping without remapping (i.e. without reconsidering
previously computed read alignments), however it cannot be used in practice since the computationally
demanding index rebuilding has to be performed too many times. To overcome this obstacle, we observe that at
every iteration i, new updates can be reported only at positions covered by the newly mapped read ri. We can
then partition reads into t batches Q1, . . . , Qt, for some t p, such that the alignments of any two reads from
the same batch do not overlap. This can be achieved, e.g., by assigning only dissimilar reads to the same batch.
Now the algorithm works in t iterations and at iteration i ∈ {1, . . . , t}, all the reads from batch Qi are mapped,
which makes the whole procedure fast enough.
In practice, however, computing such batches is a complex task in itself, and instead of fully avoiding overlaps,
we minimize them. We choose t large enough and partition reads into t equal-size batches Q1, . . . , Qt (Fig. 3C).
If the average coverage per iteration Ci satisfies
Ci =
∑
r∈Qi length(r)
length(G)
 1
for every i ∈ {1, . . . , t}, then overlaps are rare.
Until now, we considered dynamic mapping without remapping. To measure the potential effect of remapping,
we slightly modify the previous algorithm. At iteration i, instead of Qi, we map the whole set Q1 ∪ . . . ∪Qi (see
Fig. 3D). Note that such an algorithm simulates the ideal situation when a dynamic mapper remaps all reads
which can be better aligned after an update of the reference.
To summarize, dynamic mapping is simulated as follows. Given a set of reads and a reference genome G, we
define Ci, compute corresponding number of iterations t and randomly split reads into batches Q1, . . . , Qt of
nearly equal size. Then, every iteration consists of three steps: re-building the index according to the current
version of the reference, mapping reads, and calling consensus. Depending on whether we choose to perform
remapping or not, mapping step i involves Q1 ∪ . . . ∪Qi or Qi respectively.
6/21
Figure 8.2: Simulation of dynami mappi g. This schematic view shows how dynamic
mapping and iterative referencing are simulated in Dynamic Mappi g Simulator using a
static mapper alone. Subsets of reads to be mapped in individual iterations are shown
by vertical lines. In static mapping (SM) (A), all reads are mapped in a single iteration.
Figure B illustrates an ideal, but not feasible, simulation when consensus is called after
each new read is mapped. In practice, reads are processed by batches (Figure C,D). Dy-
namic mapping (DM) with (D) and without (B,C) remapping is simulated using nesting
or disjoint subsets of reads, respectively. Figure E illustrates iterative referencing (IR). In
all scenarios B – E, each iteration is followed by consensus calling and index reb ilding.
8.2 Methods
8.2.1 Simulation algorithm
Suppose that we ha a refere ce genome 𝐺 and a set of read 𝑅 = {𝑟1,… , 𝑟𝑝} th t have
to be mapped to 𝐺. A dynamic mapping can be simulated using a static mapper and
an off-line consensus caller by iterating 𝑝 times the following algorithm. Let 𝐺𝑖 be the
reference genome obtained after iteration 𝑖, where 𝑖 ∈ {1,… , 𝑝}, and let 𝐺0 = 𝐺. At
iteration 𝑖, we build an index for the reference 𝐺𝑖−1, map read 𝑟𝑖 to 𝐺𝑖−1, call consensus
from alignments of 𝑟1,… , 𝑟𝑖, and build a new reference 𝐺𝑖 (see Fig. 8.2B). The difference
with the truly dynamic mapping is that instead of modifying the ref rence index after
mappin a new read, w rebuild it from scratch.
One technical point here is that if indel updates are supported by the procedure, the
coordinates of downstream loci can be shifted, which would require a transformation of
alignm nts of 𝑟1,… , 𝑟𝑖 fr m the coordina e system of 𝐺𝑖−1 to that of 𝐺𝑖. We will focus
on this point in Discussion.
The above approach faithfully simulates dynamic mapping without remapping (i.e.
without reconsidering previously computed read alignments), however it cannot be used
in practice since the computationally demanding index rebuilding has to be performed too
many times. To overcome this obstacle, we observe that at every iteration 𝑖, new updates
can be reported only at positions covered by the newly mapped read 𝑟𝑖. We can then
partition reads into 𝑡 batches 𝑄1,… ,𝑄𝑡, for some 𝑡 ≪ 𝑝, such that the alignments of any
two reads from the same batch do not overlap. This can be achieved, e.g., by assigning
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only dissimilar reads to the same batch. Now the algorithm works in 𝑡 iterations and at
iteration 𝑖 ∈ {1,… , 𝑡}, all the reads from batch 𝑄𝑖 are mapped, which makes the whole
procedure fast enough.
In practice, however, computing such batches is a complex task in itself, and instead of
fully avoiding overlaps, we minimize them. We choose 𝑡 large enough and partition reads
into 𝑡 equal-size batches 𝑄1,… ,𝑄𝑡 (Fig. 8.2C). If the average coverage per iteration 𝐶𝑖
satisfies
𝐶𝑖 =
∑
𝑟∈𝑄𝑖
length(r)
length(G)
≪ 1
for every 𝑖 ∈ {1,… , 𝑡}, then overlaps are rare.
Until now, we considered dynamic mapping without remapping. To measure the po-
tential effect of remapping, we slightly modify the previous algorithm. At iteration 𝑖,
instead of 𝑄𝑖, we map the whole set 𝑄1 ∪ … ∪ 𝑄𝑖 (see Fig. 8.2D). Note that such an
algorithm simulates the ideal situation when a dynamic mapper remaps all reads which
can be better aligned after an update of the reference.
To summarize, dynamic mapping is simulated as follows. Given a set of reads and
a reference genome 𝐺, we define 𝐶𝑖, compute corresponding number of iterations 𝑡 and
randomly split reads into batches 𝑄1,… ,𝑄𝑡 of nearly equal size. Then, every iteration
consists of three steps: re-building the index according to the current version of the refer-
ence, mapping reads, and calling consensus. Depending on whether we choose to perform
remapping or not, mapping step 𝑖 involves 𝑄1 ∪… ∪𝑄𝑖 or 𝑄𝑖 respectively.
8.2.2 Iterative referencing
To analyze the contribution of dynamic mapping, we compare it to static mapping and, on
the other hand, to the so-called iterative referencing [554]. Iterative referencing (sometimes
called iterative read mapping or iterative remapping) consists in repeatedly mapping all
reads followed by consensus calling, see Fig. 8.2E. Thus, each update of the reference is
inferred from all read alignments spanning this locus, and the whole mapping procedure
is iterated until the convergence of the reference is reached. Clearly, iterative indexing is a
costly method, unfeasible for large datasets, as the index building and the mapping of the
whole read set has to be performed several times. On the other hand, iterative indexing
tends to produce an optimal variant of the reference that maximizes the overall quality
of all alignments. Therefore, in our work we use iterative referencing as a reference for
evaluating the quality of dynamic mapping. Various forms of iterative referencing have
previously been used in [555, 556, 557, 558, 559, 560, 561, 562, 563, 564].
8.3 Implementation
We developed Dynamic Mapping Simulator1, a pipeline for comparative evaluation of
three mapping methods: static mapping, dynamic mapping (with or without remapping),
and iterative referencing (Fig. 8.3).
For a given reference genome, reads with mutations and sequencing errors are simulated
by RNFtools [2] using DWGsim2. Obtained reads are then distributed into FASTQ files
for individual iterations (see Fig. 8.2). Each iteration starts with a mapping step (using
1http://github.com/karel-brinda/dymas
2https://github.com/nh13/DWGSIM
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BWA-MEM [183] or Bowtie 2 [184]) producing a BAM file. At the consensus calling step,
a VCF file with updates is created. Two ways of calling consensus have been implemented.
One way is calling consensus using Ococo (see the previous section) directly from unsorted
BAM files coming from the mapper. An alternative way is sorting the alignments and
producing a pileup file using SAMtools [125], followed by consensus calling via an ad
hoc Python script. Finally, reported updates are incorporated into the reference using
BCFtools [565] and the index is rebuilt.
Note that consensus calling using Ococo is much faster since it avoids the time-
demanding sorting step, however it supports only substition updates. In calling from
pileup, deletions and insertions are additionally supported, but the simulation may be
slightly less accurate as alignments are processed in the increasing order of starting posi-
tions which differs from the order of the original stream. Furthermore, before the evalua-
tion step, read coordinates encoded in RNF names (see below) must be recoded into the
current coordinate system in accordance with obtained liftOver chain files.
The entire pipeline is implemented using Snakemake [542] with SMBL (Snakemake
Bioinformatics Library3). Each component (read mapping, pileup computation, consensus
calling, etc.) has a standalone easily modifiable Python class. In several auxiliary scripts,
GNU Parallel [566] has been used.
8.4 Evaluation
To compare the three mapping methods (static mapping, dynamic mapping, iterative ref-
erencing), we use the RNFtools framework [2]. Within this approach, names of simulated
reads store information about their position in the reference. Comparing these coordinates
with those reported by mapper allows us to evaluate the correctness of the mapping.
Given a set of BAM files corresponding to iterations of dynamic mapping and iterative
referencing, RNFtools creates:
• Data files for all iterations containing the amount of reads of different categories as
a function of the threshold on mapping quality.
• Graphs visualizing progressive updates of the ROC curve through individual itera-
tions (see Fig. 8.4A).
• Graphs displaying fractions of different categories of reads processed in individual
iterations (see Fig. 8.4B).
• Interactive HTML report with all previous data and figures.
All graphs have false discovery rate (FDR) on their 𝑥-axes. A lower FDR corresponds to
a higher threshold on mapping quality, hence a larger number of reads that do not pass
quality filtering.
Correctness of an alignment is estimated with respect to its leftmost coordinate. De-
pending on the tolerance provided to RNFtools, fully-aligned or partially aligned reads
can be considered correctly aligned. This allows us to distinguish different consequences
of dynamic mapping on the reported alignments.
3https://github.com/karel-brinda/smbl
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Experiment Reference genome Contaminating genome
Exp. 1 Borrelia garinii (NC_017717.1) (no contamination)
length 905,534 bp
coverage 10× (91,856 reads)
Exp. 2 Mycobacterium tuberculosis (NC_018143.2) Borrelia garinii (NC_017717.1)
length 4,411,709 bp length 905,534 bp
coverage 10× (447,481 reads) coverage 5× (45,928 reads)
Exp. 3 Neisseria meningitidis (NC_017513.1) Borrelia garinii (NC_017717.1)
length 2,184,862 bp length 905,534 bp
coverage 10× (221,616 reads) coverage 5× (45,928 reads)
Exp. 4 Solibacter usitatus (NC_008536.1) Borrelia garinii (NC_017717.1)
length 9,965,640 bp length 905,534 bp
coverage 10× (1,010,810 reads) coverage 5× (45,928 reads)
Table 8.1: Experiments conducted with Dynamic Mapping Simulator.
8.5 Results
Experimental setup and representation of results. To evaluate the effect of dy-
namic mapping, we applied our Dynamic Mapping Simulator in a series of four experiments
(Table 8.1). Each experiment focused on a specific reference genome. In all experiments ex-
cept one, we considered, in addition, “contamination” reads coming from another genome.
This allowed us to analyze the consequences of sample contamination by other genomes
as well as presence of reads issued from regions absent in the reference sequence.
Experiment 1 evaluates different modes of dynamic mapping on a short genome without
any contamination. Experiment 2 highlights the impact of contamination. Experiments 3
and 4 focus on two particular types of bacterial genomes, namely a highly repetitive genome
(Neisseria meningitidis) and a long genome (Solibacter usitatus, 10.0Mbp), respectively.
Within each experiment, we measured the mapping performance for different modes:
static mapping, dynamic mapping and iterative referencing with or without remapping,
with or without calling deletions, with or without calling both insertions and deletions
(indels). The performance of each mapping strategy is represented by a ROC curve on a
chart relating the fraction of incorrectly mapped reads (false discovery rate) to the fraction
of correctly mapped reads among all reads that should be mapped (Fig. 8.5 and Fig. 8.4A).
This ’sensitivity-precision’ curve uniformly represents the mapping quality on the whole
range of parameters and independently of the specific scoring system, score threshold and
other involved specific parameters [2]. We also partition reads in eight categories based
on whether they are mapped or unmapped correctly (Fig. 8.4B).
• Reads that should be mapped are subdivided into categoriesMapped correctly (mapped
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Figure 8.3: Dynamic Mapping Simulator: overview of the pipeline. Reads are
selected for mapping as illustrated in Fig. 8.2. Reference sequence is repeatedly corrected
according to the consensus called from already mapped reads. If insertion or deletion
updates are allowed, LiftOver Chain file is used to update RNF coordinates in read names.
to correct position, passed quality filter), Mapped to wrong position (mapped to incorrect
position, passed quality filter), Multimapped (multiple reported alignments passed qual-
ity filter including the correct alignment), Thresholded incorrectly (should be mapped
but was discarded by quality filter), Unmapped incorrectly (incorrect assignment of flag
‘unmapped’).
• Reads that should not be mapped (i.e. coming from contamination) are split into
Unmapped correctly (correct assignment of flag ‘unmapped’), Mapped, should be unmapped
(mapped and passed quality filter), Thresholded correctly (mapped but filtered out).
Technically, in the case of dynamic mapping and iterative referencing, a run of the
pipeline produces a set of BAM files, each file storing results of an individual iteration of
the mapping algorithm. The final result is considered the one of the last iteration.
Analysis of the results. We provide a comprehensive comparative view of different
scenarios of dynamic mapping and iterative referencing, contrasted with the regular static
mapping (Fig. 8.5). The first immediate observation is that for each experiment, all curves
have a similar shape and can be ordered to have a strictly increasing performance. This
supports the observation that their difference is only due to the quality of the reference
sequence.
As expected, both dynamic mapping and iterative referencing are significantly better
than static mapping. In the first approximation, iterative referencing and dynamic map-
ping with remapping provide comparable results, with iterative referencing being slightly
superior. The latter is natural, as iterative referencing uses all read alignments to make
decisions about updates, while dynamic mapping uses only a part of them. On the other
hand, results of dynamic mapping without remapping are significantly worse than those of
dynamic mapping with remapping. This means that many reads processed in the begin-
ning of the mapping process are inaccurately aligned, which significantly affects the overall
results. Thus, correction of those alignments appears an essential step for improving the
mapping procedure.
We observe from that indel updates bring a consistent improvement (Fig. 8.5). More-
over, even supporting deletions alone leads to a more accurate mapping, and accounting for
both deletions and insertions of events improves the accuracy even further. Note however
that supporting indels by a truly dynamic mapper runs into a hard algorithmic problem
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of dynamic updates of the underlying data structure and online consensus calling (see
Introduction and Discussion).
We found that contamination of read data by sequences from another genome did not
have any qualitative consequences on the results. When contamination was introduced,
qualities of all runs had been decreased comparably.
Technical observations. We also experimented with using Bowtie 2 as a mapping
subroutine. A particularity of Bowtie 2 is that it has both global and local alignment
modes, whereas BWA-MEM performs only local alignment. This allowed us to compare
the impact of these modes on the results of the pipeline. Our conclusion is that dynamic
mapping should be used in combination with a local alignment algorithm. In the case of
global alignment, starting and ending bases of a read tend to be aligned incorrectly in
highly mutated regions, which causes statistics corruption and, as a consequence, wrong
updates resulting in a damaged reference.
Usage of per-base alignment qualities which has been shown to decrease the amount
of false positives in updates [567] has not provided any improvement in our experiments.
However, this might be because we do not simulate structural variants for which such a
recalibration can improve the accuracy of calling.
We also compared the effect of different amount of statistics stored by a consensus
caller (see section above on consensus caller). We found that the default Ococo option of
16 bits per position did not produce a loss of accuracy compared to the option of 32 bits
per position (data not shown).
Detailed reports. Full data, HTML reports, and detailed information about performed
experiments can be found in directories Experiments and Reports at http://github.com/
karel-brinda/dymas.
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Figure 8.4: Detailed report of a selected run of Experiment 3. Pipelines have been
run using BWA-MEM mapping algorithm, with the option of indel calling. Reads were
simulated with sequencing error rate 0.02 from mutated Neisseria meningitidis genome
(mutation rate 0.07) with coverage 10× and contaminated by reads from Borrelia garinii
with coverage 5×. (A) Comparison of ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristic) curves
of all iterations of simulated dynamic mapping with remapping (left) and of iterative
referencing (right). (B) Categories of reads after static mapping, dynamic mapping with
remapping, and iterative referencing. Fractions of different categories of reads depending
on the level of precision (false discovery rate) for static mapping (left), dynamic mapping
with remapping (center) and iterative referencing (right).
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Figure 8.5: Comparison of mapping strategies. Comparison of static mapping
(SM), dynamic mapping without calling indels (DM), with calling deletions (DM (dels)),
with calling indels (DM (indels)), without remapping (DM (noremap)), and iterative ref-
erencing without calling indels (IR), with calling deletions (IR (dels)), with calling indels
(IR (indels)) for every experiment.
Chapter 9
Discussion
Consensus sequence and ploidy Even though consensus is primarily used as a techni-
cal mean to obtain better alignments, the consensus sequence has a biological significance.
If the sequenced genome is haploid, the final consensus tends to correspond to this genome.
If it is diploid, the consensus will only contain one variant nucleotide of each SNP, or can
even contain none of them if both variants are supported by approximately equal num-
bers of reads. However, an online consensus calling algorithm can be extended to support
diploid genomes as well, provided that ambiguous bases are supported by the mapping
algorithm and the underlying index (similarly, e.g., to [262] or [246]). The consensus would
then be updated to an ambiguous nucleotide if two distinct variants have been observed
at this position.
Non-substitution updates Updates other than substitutions (insertions, deletions,
segment reversals, etc.) are difficult to support in dynamic mapping for two main rea-
sons. Firstly, they entail changes in genomic coordinates, and therefore either all reported
alignments have to be translated into the coordinate system of the final consensus se-
quence (which may require local realignment of reads), or differences between the original
reference sequence and the current consensus have to be continuously recorded in a dedi-
cated data structure allowing the retrieval of original coordinates. Secondly, appropriate
counters and calling algorithms have to be designed for each type of updates.
If we are limited to deletions only, these problems can be solved by using a padded
reference sequence (see, e.g., [568]) and introducing specific counters for deletions. Then,
deletions are treated in consensus calling in the same way as mismatches, after extending
the nucleotide alphabet by an additional letter ‘*’. If both insertions and deletions have to
be supported, the algorithm becomes much more difficult to implement. Using a padded
reference allows one to only support insertions at positions from a pre-specified list (by
introducing ‘*’ at these positions), or at positions where a deletion has previously been
made. A full support of insertions of arbitrary length and occurring at arbitrary positions
remains an open problem that is still awaiting a practical algorithmic solution.
Databases of SNPs SNP databases such as dbSNP [374] can be incorporated into
dynamic mapping in two ways. We can either use an SNP database to set initial values
of online consensus caller counters, or restrict the updates only to SNPs recorded in the
database. Restricting possible updates would reduce the computational complexity of the
whole algorithm and would improve the accuracy of processing those updates by keeping
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a richer variant statistics and improving indel calling. Note that this approach can be
viewed as a particular case of path projection, see section Reference graphs.
Pileup information As a side product of dynamic mapping, a simplified pileup infor-
mation can be obtained (for more information about the pileup format, see SAMtools
documentation [125]). Therefore, NGS methods supporting pileup as input format (such
as those of [569, 570]) can be combined with dynamic mapping in order to avoid expensive
steps of alignment sorting and pileup calling. Note that while dynamic mapping causes
a constant-factor slow-down of the mapping step – from time 𝑡 to time 𝑘𝑡, where 𝑘 is a
deceleration constant specific to each dynamic mapping algorithm – the sorting step has
𝑛 log(𝑛) time complexity, where 𝑛 is the number of reads, which often makes this step the
most time demanding of the pipeline.
In the Ococo online consensus calling algorithm (see Methods), several pieces of in-
formation are lost compared to the “standard pileup” (as produced by SAMtools): in-
formation about base qualities and alignment qualities, order of bases (only counts are
kept), distinction of strands (forward or reverse), deletions and insertions. Moreover, the
pileup is truncated when the counter capacity is lower than the maximal coverage in the
experiment.
At the price of an additional memory consumption, the counting mechanism can be
modified to recover the distinction of strands (via doubling all counters) and the count of
deletions (via adding a specific counter for deletions, see section Non-substitution updates).
Truncating can be avoided in Ococo already now by setting the size of counters large
enough.
Hybrid approach Many computational pipelines are deployed on clusters of many
nodes, which enables to combine online consensus calling with static mapping in a sim-
ilar way as dynamic mapping without remapping has been simulated. More specifically,
one particular node would be assigned to collect alignments from mapping nodes and to
call consensus online in the batch mode. Another node, in charge of maintaining the in-
dex, could iteratively retrieve the current consensus, rebuild the index and distribute it
to mapping nodes. Such a hybrid approach (combining dynamic mapping and iterative
referencing) remains to be verified in practice.
Sequencing in streaming mode Most of existing sequencers are technically possible
to be run in a streaming mode, and several studies [571, 572, 573, 574, 575, 576] already
considered the streaming mode in various tasks. Moreover, practical software solutions
for streaming sequencing have already been proposed [577].
In the context of dynamic mapping, streaming sequencing can be particularly benefi-
cial, as produced reads can be directly piped to a dynamic mapper. Then the sequencing
can be kept on until the internal statistics gets saturated and the consensus sequence be-
comes stable enough. After these combined sequencing and mapping steps, only a certain
amount of last reported alignments should be used for the subsequent analysis. The reason
is that, as follows from the comparison of dynamic mapping with and without remapping
(Fig. 8.5), reads mapped to a mature consensus are aligned more accurately.
Detection of somatic cancer mutations Somatic cancer mutations are often very
underrepresented in the reads as tumor samples are contaminated by normal cells and, on
the other hand, somatic mutations are often specific to particular subclones of the tumor.
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Therefore, frequencies of somatic cancer mutations can be even lower than the sequencing
error rate, which makes their accurate detection very hard (see, e.g., [578]). To deal with
this issue, normal (control) samples need to be sequenced in addition to tumor samples
to allow for a comparative analysis – see, e.g., papers [579, 580, 581, 582, 583, 569, 578,
584] on detecting single-nucleotide variants or papers [585, 586, 569, 570] on copy-number
abberations.
To deal with low mutation frequencies, methods have to rely on high-quality align-
ments. As we showed in our work, dynamic mapping can produce significantly more
accurate alignments, which results in a better identification of somatic mutations proxi-
mal to SNPs. Note that cancer SNV databases such as COSMIC [587] can be incorporated
into dynamic mapping, as it was with SNP databases (see section Databases of SNPs).
Low somatic mutation frequencies make it necessary to employ a high sequencing
coverage which in turn results in a longer processing time because of the slow alignment
sorting step. However, this step can be avoided by working directly with the simplified
pileup (see section on Pileup information).
Long reads Sequencing technologies producing long reads, such as Pacific Biosciences
single-molecule real-time sequencing orOxford Nanopore sequencing, have recently emerged.
Compared to traditional NGS platforms such as Illumina MiSeq or HiSeq, they produce
considerably longer reads with higher rates of errors, especially indels. This situation
calls for new algorithms specifically designed for long reads, and dynamic mapping can be
helpful in several ways here.
Some methods of long read correction (see, e.g., [588]) proceed by aligning short reads
to long reads, possibly in a way similar to iterative referencing (see, e.g., [562]). Within
these alignment-based methods, dynamic mappers have a great potential to improve the
mapping step. However, considering the type of errors in long reads, indel updates have
to be supported by the mapper (see section Non-substitution updates).
Another perspective is applying dynamic mapping of long reads. Unfortunately, con-
sensus calling from long read alignments appears to be a hard problem even in the offline
setting, due to observed error profiles. For instance, genome assembly algorithms apply
sophisticated techniques based on partial order graphs to obtain a good consensus (see,
e.g., [589]). In order to adapt dynamic mapping to long reads, update strategies in online
consensus calling have to be significantly improved, in particular a single update decision
has to take into account counter information at multiple positions. This approach requires
a better statistical modeling and deserves further research.
Guided genome assembly If a high quality reference genome is not available, the ap-
proach based on read mapping and variant calling cannot be applied directly. Instead, a
computationally expensive genome assembly (see, e.g., [118]) becomes unavoidable. Nev-
ertheless, when a reference genome for a related species is available, it can be exploited in
order to speed up the assembly process or to improve the quality of produced assemblies.
This approach is known as reference-guided assembly or assisted assembly. Either a single
[590, 591, 592] or multiple [593] reference genomes are used as references for auxiliary
read alignment to create contigs, or a reference helps to combine assembled contigs [594,
595, 596, 597]. In those approaches where mapping of or to contigs is employed, dynamic
mapping can help in a similar way to what was discussed in section Long reads (contigs
can be viewed as a special case of long reads).
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Phylogenetic inference A class of methods of phylogenetic inference relies on read
mapping. In those methods, reads are mapped to one or multiple references, SNP posi-
tions are extracted and a phylogenetic tree is reconstructed, typically using a maximum
likelihood technique. It has been shown [598] that even in the case of relatively low degree
of divergence between queried and reference sequences, the mapping bias can cause inaccu-
rate estimations of the distance which results in incorrect tree topologies. The correction
capacity of dynamic mapping could reduce this bias and produce better phylogenetic dis-
tances, which constitutes a promising application of dynamic mapping.
Reference graphs As the traditional concept of sequences as reference structures has
become insufficient [365], reference graphs (sometimes also called variation graphs) appear
to be a more appropriate model than reference sequences. Therefore, new techniques of
mapping to reference graphs [376, 375, 368, 370, 369, 377, 297, 526], as well as implemen-
tations of reference graphs [599, 600, 601] are now a subject of intensive research.
Since state-of-the-art graph mappers (such as VG1 with GCSA2[526] as indexing com-
ponent) are still experimental and no dynamic mapper has been developed so far, a hypo-
thetical dynamic graph mapper can now be studied only from a theoretical viewpoint. Two
ways of combining dynamic mapping and mapping to reference graphs can be considered:
path projection and dynamic graphs.
In the path projection approach, a fixed graph reference is projected onto a linear
sequence. According to observed variants, the reference sequence is updated in such a
way that it still corresponds to some path in the graph reference. Therefore, this can be
considered as a form of dynamic mapping with a restricted set of allowed updates specified
by the graph reference. Decisions about updates can be done stochastically, similar to
stochastic consensus calling described in the Methods section. In such an approach, the
probability of a path to be selected should reflect the fraction of reads already mapped to
this path and their mapping qualities.
Implementing path projection requires a dynamic mapper with a particular online con-
sensus caller working with a graph reference. Instead of collecting statistics for individual
bases, it should collect statistics for paths in the graph. The main advantage of this ap-
proach is that it can be built on top of a mapping algorithm working with linear references
(such as BWA or Bowtie2). Note that very dissimilar parallel paths in the graph could
be decomposed into several smaller graphs to prevent extensive updates of the linearized
sequence.
In the dynamic graphs approach, the reference graph itself is updated according to
reads mapped so far. The graph is either extended by incorporating all observed variants
as new paths, or modified within the same topology, or both. In the first case, online
consensus calling can be completely avoided if all observed differences are incorporated
to the graph. However, all sequencing errors would then get included, which might result
in a massive growth of the graph. In the second case, an online consensus caller could be
similar to Ococo but with a support for reference graphs. In both cases, the underlying
graph structure and the corresponding index must support updates.
Future work Implementing an efficient dynamic mapper remains an open problem, how-
ever most critical ingredients of such an implementation have already been developed. An
online consensus calling algorithm has been implemented in the Ococo program within our
1https://github.com/vgteam/vg
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work, and a promising dynamic 𝑘-mer index called SkipPatch has been recently reported
in [553]. Altogether, implementing a dynamic mapper limited to substitution updates and
“restricted” indel updates (see paragraph Non-substitution updates) appears nowadays as
a challenging but mainly engineering task.
Several other algorithmic problems remain open when more general updates are con-
sidered. The main open problem is to design a more complex framework to maintain
variation statistics in compact space through the mapping procedure, including informa-
tion about arbitrary-length insertions and large-scale variants (inversions, transpositions,
etc.). A related problem is to define an optimal strategy for reference updates, based
on the collected statistics. This may involve building an appropriate probabilistic model,
generalizing the stochastic strategy we considered in this work.
With a fully dynamic mapper available, the improvement of alignment quality will
have to be evaluated for different tasks, such as variant calling, somatic mutation analysis,
reference guided assembly, phylogenetic inference, or processing long reads. Several new
perspectives of NGS data processing will open up, such as real-time mapping or real-time
reference-based variant calling.
It would be also interesting to explore applications of online consensus calling other
than dynamic mapping, e.g. to a distributed implementation of mapping with specific
processor nodes dedicated to correcting the reference and rebuilding the index (see Hybrid
approach).
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Chapter 10
Overview
Metagenomics is a powerful approach to the study of environmental samples.
In this chapter, we provide an overview of state-of-the-art metagenomic meth-
ods.
10.1 Introduction
The advent of high-throughput sequencing technologies (Next-Generation Sequencing,
commonly abbreviated to NGS) revolutionized metagenomics, by avoiding the need of
cloning the DNA and thus greatly facilitating the obtention of metagenomic samples, at the
same time drastically decreasing its price. Early examples of metagenomic projects include
the analysis of samples of seawater [602, 603], human gut [17], or soil [604]. Present-day
metagenomic studies focus on various bacterial, fungal or viral populations, exemplified by
the Human Microbiome project [605] that investigates microbial communities at different
sites of human body.
Modern metagenomics deals with vast sequence datasets. On the one hand, metage-
nomic samples (metagenomes) obtained through NGS are commonly measured by tens or
even hundreds of billions of bp [606, 607]. These sequences generally come from a number
of different species, some of which either have a previously sequenced reference genome,
or have a related sequenced species sufficiently close phylogenetically to determine this re-
lationship by sequence comparison. Other sequences, however, may come from organisms
that have no sufficiently close relatives with sequenced genomes, or from DNA fragments
that show no significant similarity with any available genomic sequence. The metagenomic
classification problem is to assign each sequence of the metagenome to a corresponding
taxonomic unit, or to classify it as ‘novel’ (Figure 10.1).
A way to improve the accuracy of metagenomic classification is to match the metage-
nome against as large set of known genomic sequences as possible. With many thousands
of completed microbial genomes available today, modern metagenomic projects match
their samples against genomic databases of tens of billions of bp [458].
Alignment-based classifiers [117] proceed by aligning metagenome sequences to each of
the known genomes from the reference database, in order to use the best alignment score as
an estimator of the phylogenetic “closeness” between the sequence and the genome. This
could be done with generic alignment program, such as BLAST [164], BLASTZ [170], or
BLAT [178]. While this approach can be envisaged for small datasets (both metagenome
and database) and is actually used in such software tools as Megan [608] or PhymmBL
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Figure 10.1: Metagenomic classification. From a given environment (A), a biological
sample containing genetic material is extracted (B) and sequenced (C). The obtained
NGS reads (D) are then assigned to a taxonomic tree or classified as ‘novel’ (E). The
assignments can be performed either by aligning reads to the reference genomes (alignment-
based methods), or based on the composition of 𝑘-mers in the reads and in the reference
genomes (alignment-free methods).
[609] (see [117] for more information), it is unfeasible on the scale of modern metagenomic
projects. On the other hand, there exists a multitude of specialized tools for aligning NGS
reads – BWA [181], Novoalign1, GEM [223], Bowtie [182] and many others (see their list in
Chapter 3) – which perform alignment at a higher speed and are adjusted to specificities
of NGS-produced sequences. Still, aligning multimillion read sets against thousands of
genomes remains computationally difficult even with optimized tools. Furthermore, read
alignment algorithms are usually designed to compute high-scoring alignments only, and
are often unable to report low-quality alignments. As a result, a large fraction of reads
may remain unmapped [610].
Several techniques exist to reduce the computational complexity of this approach. One
direction is to pre-process the metagenomic sample in order to assemble reads into longer
contigs, potentially improving the accuracy of assignment. Assembly of metagenomic
reads has been a subject of many works (see [611]) and remains a fragile approach, due to
its error-proneness and high computational complexity. Overall, it appears feasible mostly
for small-size projects with relatively high read coverage.
To cope with increasingly large metagenomic projects, alignment-free methods have
recently come into use. These methods do not compute read alignments, thus do not come
with benefits of them, such as gene identification. Alignment-free sequence comparison is
in itself an established research area, reviewed in a recent dedicated special issue [612].
Most of alignment-free comparison methods are based on the analysis of words, usually of
fixed size (𝑘-mers), occurring in input sequences. A popular approach is to compute the
distance between frequency vectors of all 𝑘-mers in each of the sequences. In the context
of metagenomics, however, when one of the sequences is short (NGS read), the analysis is
based on the shared 𝑘-mers, without taking into account their multiplicities in reference
genomes. This is also dictated by the prohibitive computational cost of computing and
storing 𝑘-mer multiplicities for metagenomics-size data.
Two recently released tools – LMAT [614] and Kraken [458] – perform metagenomic
1http://www.novocraft.com/
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Figure 10.2: 𝑘-mer index for alignment-free metagenomic classification. An index
is built from a user-specified taxonomic tree and the set of reference genomes placed in
the leaves of the tree. When a 𝑘-mer is queried, the index retrieves either a single node in
the tree (e.g., Kraken [458]), or a list of nodes (e.g., ProPhyle [Chapter 12]), or a list of
nodes with weights (e.g., Vowpal Wabbit [613]).
classification of NGS reads based on the analysis of shared 𝑘-mers between an input read
and each genome from a pre-compiled database. Given a taxonomic tree involving the
species of the database, these tools “map” each read to a node of the tree, thus reporting
the most specific taxon or clade the read is associated with. Mapping is done by sliding
through all 𝑘-mers occurring in the read and determining, for each of them, the genomes
of the database containing the 𝑘-mer (Figure 10.2). Based on obtained counts and tree
topology, algorithms [614, 458] assign the read to the tree node “best explaining” the
counts.
10.2 State-of-the-art
Several other similar tools were published shortly after LMAT [614] and Kraken [458].
Here, we provide a short description of programs related to our work. We categorize
them into three categories: read classifiers contains programs assigning individual reads;
abundance estimators includes tools computing abundancies at some taxonomic level (e.g.,
at the level of species); metagenome distance estimators comprises utilities estimating
distances between metagenomes from NGS reads directly, without any classification.
More information about these tools and useful comparative analyses can be found in
dedicated studies [610, 615, 616, 617, 618, 619] from which especially [610] can be highly
recommended. An in-depth overview of state-of-the-art has been published recently [607].
As an exhaustive list of papers, we also recommend the online list of papers and programs
maintained by Jonathan Jacob [620].
10.2.1 Read classifiers
i) Alignment-free read classifiers
• Kraken [458]. Kraken was the first tool enabling ultra-fast classification of
large read sets against a taxonomic tree and it became a standard reference
program for evaluation of metagenomic classification methods. Therefore, we
describe it in more details than the other methods.
Using a large hash table, Kraken stores LCA (lowest common ancestor) for each
𝑘-mer from the source database. The highly cache-optimized index enables to
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quickly retrieve the LCA node for any queried 𝑘-mer. Classification then pro-
ceeds in two steps. Positions of all read’s 𝑘-mers are identified in the tree, the
heaviest root-to-node path is detected and the read is then assigned to this
node. When multiple nodes with equally heavy paths exist, the read is assigned
to their LCA. The default Kraken index for 2,787 bacterial genomes from the
RefSeq database with 𝑘-mers of length 31 occupies 75GB RAM, but approxi-
mately 120GB is required for its construction. The performance reported on its
website is higher than a million of assigned reads per second on a single core.
Compared to other methods, Kraken approach has two main advantages: it is
extremely fast, and it enables index sampling. The superior performance of
Kraken is mainly due its simplicity and perfect cache optimization (e.g., 𝑘-mers
sharing the same minimizer are placed at proximal positions in memory). Since
the main data structure is a hash table of 𝑘-mers, its sampling is easy, based on
keeping only a fraction of the original entries. This can reduce Kraken memory
footprint several folds. For instance, the Mini-Kraken database [458], containing
every 19th 𝑘-mer, requires 4GB RAM only.
• LMAT [614]. LMAT implements an approach similar to Kraken. It also ex-
ploits LCAs and classifies reads based on shared 𝑘-mers. In addition to Kraken,
it incorporates a more precise statistical model with score normalization using
node-specific probabilities of random assignments. Moreover, LMAT is capable
to create an index of the most informative 𝑘-mers. Nevertheless, its huge mem-
ory requirements do not allow its usage on vast majority of computers or even
clusters. Indeed, the original version required 619GB for the basic database of
prokaryotic genomes. Recently, a new version called LMAT-ML has been pre-
sented [621]. It builds a small marker library such that LMAT can be run on
computers with 24GB RAM.
• ProPhyle [Chapter 12]. ProPhyle is our metagenomic classifier, algorithmi-
cally similar to Kraken. It uses an index based on Burrows-Wheeler transform,
which is smaller and more expressive at the same time.
• Seed-Kraken [3, Chapter 11]. Seed-Kraken is our extension of the Kraken
classifier. It improves the original approach using spaced seeds. The entire
algorithm works similar to Kraken, with an exception of a minor modification in
the assignment algorithm required by non-existence of canonical spaced 𝑘-mers
for asymmetrical seeds. Seed-Kraken provides a better ‘selectivity-sensitivity’
trade-off than Kraken, but at a price of lower speed.
• Centrifuge [622]. Centrifuge is a classifier based on BWT-index (implementa-
tion from Bowtie2 [184]). Using the NucMer algorithm [172] for detecting sim-
ilar sequences, Centrifuge binarizes the taxonomic tree and propagates shared
sequences up. Then it creates a highly compressed BWT-index. For instance,
for a database of 4,300 prokaryotic genome, the reported index size is 4GB only.
However, the small size of the index is achieved by a lossy compression in the
step of merging similar sequences.
To classify reads, Centrifuge first finds sufficiently long exact matches between
the read and the index, and computes species-level scores as squared lengths
of obtained matches. From this information, assignments at other taxonomic
levels can be obtained. Using the EM-algorithm, Centrifuge can also estimate
abundancies at any taxonomic rank.
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• Kaiju [623]. Kaiju classifies reads at the protein level using BWT-index. It
proceeds by translating reads into six possible reading frames, which are then
split at stop codons. For the obtained fragments, Kaiju detects maximum ex-
act matches with the database and reports the LCA of taxons with the longest
matches. As protein coding genes occupy only small part of genomes, the re-
sulting index can be extremely compact. Kaiju the memory footprint is only
6GB for the default database of bacterial, archaeal, and viral protein sequences
in RefSeq.
• CLARK [624]. CLARK is a method based on sequence classification into
predefined groups using discriminative 𝑘-mers and it does not make use of taxo-
nomic trees. After building the database that is basically a hash table, CLARK
matches 𝑘-mers from a read against this database. Memory usage of the stan-
dard version is fully comparable to Kraken, since approximately 70GB RAM is
used for a basic database of 2,752 bacterial genomes for genus level and 164GB
RAM is needed for index construction.
A light version of CLARK called CLARK-l consumes 3GB during classification
and 4GB during index construction. Recently, another modification of CLARK
called CLARK-S, has been introduced [480]. The major conceptual difference
is the usage of spaced seeds (hence, discriminative spaced 𝑘-mers). Memory
requirements of CLARK-S are comparable to CLARK.
• One Codex [625]. One Codex is a web platform for read classification using an
algorithm similar to Kraken, also based on matching 𝑘-mers of length 31. The
main difference from Kraken is a larger database containing 40,000 microbial
genomes.
• CoMeta [626]. CoMeta assigns reads to taxonomic trees based on the cover-
age criterion (see the next chapter for more details). The underlying indexing
structure relies on Bloom filters. In the paper, experiments are performed with
distinct 𝑘-mer lengths (from 15 to 30) and, for instance, bacterial database for
𝑘 = 30 results in an index of size 40GB.
• Vowpal Wabbit for metagenomics [613]. The authors implemented a large
scale machine learning-based linear classifier. They showed that, with 𝑘-mers of
length ≤ 12, such a method can be competitive in speed and accuracy to other
state-of-the-art approaches presented here.
• SMART [627]. SMART aims at high scalability using a MapReduce searching
strategy. It builds a database of 𝑘-mers of length 30, which is then stored us-
ing 256 hash-tables (𝑘-mers are distributed according to first four bases). Read
classification proceeds with 𝑘-mer matching in 256 parallel instances, merging
results, and the final read assignment. Note that the program is capable to
account for one mismatch in 𝑘-mer matching. Integrating the entire NCBI Gen-
bank, SMART searches in the largest database from all classifiers presented in
this section. Due to high memory and CPU requirements, the program can be
set up on big clusters only.
ii) Alignment-based read classifiers
• MetaPhlAn [628, 629]. MetaPhlAn is a read classifier based on Bowtie2 [184].
It builds a database of strongly conserved clade‐specific sequences from 3,000
bacterial reference genomes, where clades can be of different taxonomic levels.
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MetaPhlAn 2 extends the database to 17,000 different genomes, including viral
and eukaryotic ones.
• MEGAN [630, 608]. MEGAN4 is an integrative platform, which supports
also metagenomic classification. Every read is assigned to the LCA of genomes
it has been previously mapped to using BLAST [163].
• MetaPhyler [631]. MetaPhyler builds a database from 31 phylogenetic marker
genes. Then it uses BLASTX [163] to map reads to these sequence. Based on
the obtained alignments, particular scores are to used to decide about the final
taxonomy assignments.
iii) Assembly-based read classifiers
• MetaCluster-TA [632]. MetaCluster-TA exploits the idea of assembling con-
tigs in order to increase the annotation performance. It first assembles so-called
virtual contigs, which are composed of reads coming from the same genome,
but not necessarily from proximal regions. Using BLASTN [163], the obtained
contigs are then clustered, merged and annotated.
iv) Read classifiers combining multiple other classifiers
• WeVote [633]. WeVote is a method for metagenomic classification based on
weighted voting. The program calls other classifiers implementing 𝑘-mer-based,
marker-based and naive-similarity based approaches, and decides on the final
read’s classification based on the assignments obtained from these tools.
• CSSS [634, 635]. Exploiting the nearest neighbor algorithm, CSSS classifies
sequences using scores obtained from other alignment-based and alignment-free
tools. The final score is computing using adaptive weighting.
• PhymmBL [636, 609]. PhymmBL is a hybrid classifier combining interpolated
Markov models [637] with BLAST [163].
10.2.2 Abundance estimators
i) Alignment-free abundance estimators
• GOTTCHA [638]. GOTTCHA first builds a database of 𝑘-mers of length
24 specific for a fixed taxonomic rank. Then, by breaking into non-overlapping
𝑘-mers and with use of BWA [181], it matches reads against this database and
computes abundancies for individual taxonomic levels.
• Kallisto [459]. Though originally developed for RNA-seq quantification [460],
Kallisto can be also used for abundance estimation for metagenomic datasets
at various taxonomic levels [459]. The tool is easy to use and highly efficient,
with memory footprint of approximately 60GB for a database of 2,300 bacterial
genomes. Kallisto does not annotate individual reads nor takes taxonomic trees
into account.
• Bracken [639]. Using Bayesian approach, Bracken estimates species abundan-
cies from Kraken read assignments. The tool has been developed as a reaction
to [459].
• MetaPalette [640]. Using linear mixture models, MetaPalette derives abun-
dancies from 𝑘-mer frequencies computed from the entire read sets.
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ii) Alignment-based abundance estimators
• MEGAN CE [641]. MEGAN CE is a major revision of MEGAN, a tool
for metagenomic classification described above. Instead of BLAST, it aligns
reads using DIAMOND [359], a program for mapping reads to protein databases.
Moreover, it provides a server application called MeganServer.
• BIB [642]. BIB performs Bayesian identification of strain abundancies from
NGS reads using Bowtie 2 [184]. Index construction proceeds by detection of
strain-specific core genomes and building a read mapping index. The former
is done by the clustering of strains and multiple sequence alignment. To com-
pute abundancies, BIB maps reads to the obtained core genomes and estimates
frequencies of individual strains from the obtained alignments.
• SLIMM [643]. Given a set of references for an individual taxonomic group of
interest, SLIMM starts with building a non-redundant database. YARA [211]
or another read mapper is then used to map all reads to that database. The
classification procedure takes the obtained alignments, excludes insufficiently
covered genomes, and moves every read mapped to multiple genomes to their
LCA. Finally, SLIMM computes abundancies based on the read assignments
from alignments.
• MetaScope [479]. MetaScope uses SSAS, a dedicated spaced-seed-based read
mapper, to align reads to Genbank reference genomes. Then it re-assigns those
reads aligned to multiple genomes using weighted LCA, and creates an overview
XML file. MetaScope is not publicly available, yet.
• WGSQuikr [644]. WGSQuikr computes frequencies of 𝑘-mers of length 7 in
a database of bacterial genomes, and then derives a vector of abundancies by
solving a system of linear equations in Matlab.
• MetaFlow [645]. MetaFlow introduces a sophisticated method of abundance
estimation from BLAST alignments. The problem is reduced to matching of
bipartite graphs constructed from the provided alignments, which is then solved
using min-cost network flows.
10.2.3 Metagenome distance estimators
• Simka [646]. Simka was developed to simplify the analysis of large metagenomic
datasets coming from the Tara ocean project [14]. Their processing is complicated
by the fact that reference sequences are not available for a vast majority of ocean
genomes. As a consequence, large metagenomic data sets have to be analyzed with-
out any reference database in hand. To deal with this obstacle, Simka proceeds with
𝑘-mer based methods comparing metagenomic read sets and provides a well-scaling
method to compute various ecological distances.
• MASH [647]. MASH is a 𝑘-mer-based method to estimate metagenome distances
using MinHash ([384, 123]), a technique based on locality-sensitive hashing. Gener-
ally speaking, the program estimates the Jaccard index of two metagenomic datasets
with moderate memory and CPU requirements.
• MetaFast [648]. First, MetaFast estimates the similarity of pairs of metagenomes
using de-Bruijn graphs. It constructs the de-Bruijn graphs from the input metagenomes,
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detects non-branching paths, merges the resulting graphs into a single one, and then
extracts sufficiently big components that are used to compute the metagenome sim-
ilarity.
• kWIP [649]. kWIP is a program to estimate the genetic relatedness of species from
NGS reads using 𝑘-mer weighted inner products. First, kWIP counts 𝑘-mers in all
datasets, stores them in a probabilistic data structure, and computes population-
wide aggregated 𝑘-mer frequencies. Finally, it computes the similarity as inner
products of frequencies vectors, normalized by Shannon entropy.
10.3 Goal of our work
In our work, we improve 𝑘-mer-based methods for metagenomic classification. Specifically,
we consider the problem of assigning NGS reads to a taxonomic tree, i.e., the approach
used by Kraken [458], LMAT [614], Centrifuge [622], CLARK [624], One Codex [625],
CoMeta [626], Kaiju [623], and SMART [627].
In Chapter 11, we demonstrate that spaced seeds can strongly improve the precision
of metagenomic classification. We provide a comparative analysis of several measures (hit
count, Jaccard index, and coverage) combined with contiguous and spaced 𝑘-mers. We
introduce Seed-Kraken, a modification of Kraken using spaced seeds, and show that it
significantly improves the classification precision compared to Kraken.
In Chapter [Chapter 12], we provide ProPhyle, a 𝑘-mer-based metagenomic classifier
using BWT-index. The strategy is based on a bottom-up propagation of k-mers in the tree,
assembling contigs at each node and matching using a standard full-text search. Unlike
Kraken, this method provides lossless 𝑘-mer indexing and the resulting index is several
folds smaller than Kraken’s one.
Chapter 11
Spaced seeds for metagenomics
We show that the metagenomics classification based on the analysis of shared
𝑘-mers can be improved by using spaced 𝑘-mers rather than contiguous 𝑘-
mers. We support this thesis through a series a different computational exper-
iments, including simulations of large-scale metagenomic projects. We also
present Seed-Kraken, a modification of the Kraken classifier using spaced
seeds. Scripts and programs used in this study, as well as supplementary
material, are available from http://github.com/gregorykucherov/spaced-
seeds-for-metagenomics.
11.1 Introduction
The idea of using spaced 𝑘-mers goes back to the concept of spaced seeds for seed-and-
extend sequence comparison [463, 462]. There, the idea is to use as a seed (i.e. local
match triggering an alignment) a sequence of matches interleaved with “joker positions”
holding either matches or mismatches. The pattern specifying the sequence of matches
and jokers is called the spaced seed. Remarkably, using spaced seeds instead of contiguous
seeds significantly improves the sensibility-selectivity trade-off with almost no incurred
computational overhead. This has been first observed in [463] and then extended and
formally analysed in a series of further works, see [481, 195] and references therein.
Recently, it has been reported in several works that spaced seeds bring an improvement
in alignment-free comparison as well. In [464], it is shown that comparing frequency vectors
of spaced 𝑘-mers (𝑘-mers obtained by sampling must-match positions of one or several
spaced seeds), as opposed to contiguous 𝑘-mers, leads to a more accurate estimation
of phylogenetic distances and, as a consequence, to a more accurate reconstruction of
phylogenetic trees. In [465], the authors studied another measure – the number of pairs
of matching (not necessarily aligned) spaced 𝑘-mers between the input sequences – and
showed that it provides an even better estimator of the phylogenetic distance. In [468], it
is shown that the number of hits of appropriately chosen spaced seeds in aligned sequences
and their coverage (i.e. the total number of matched positions covered by all hits) provides
a much better estimator for the alignment distance than the same measures made with
contiguous seeds. From a machine learning perspective, works [466, 467] show that spaced
seeds provide better string kernels for SVM-based sequence classification, confirmed by
experiments with protein classification (see also [468]).
In this work, we show that using spaced 𝑘-mers significantly improves the accuracy
of metagenomic classification of NGS reads as well. To support this thesis, we consider
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different scenarios. As a test case, we first study the problem of discriminating a read
between two genomes, i.e. determining which of the two genomes is “phylogenetically
closer” to the read. We then analyse the correlation between the quality of an alignment
of a read to a genome and the seed count for this read, defined either as the number of
hits or as the coverage. This analysis provides an insight into how well one can estimate
the similarity between a read and a genome out of 𝑘-mer occurrences. Finally, we make
a series of large-scale metagenomic classification experiments with Kraken software [458]
extended by the possibility of dealing with spaced seeds. These experiments demonstrate
an improved classification accuracy at the genus and family levels caused by the use of
spaced seeds instead of contiguous ones.
11.2 Preliminaries
A spaced seed is a binary pattern over symbols # and - denoting match and joker respec-
tively. For example, seed #-## specifies a match followed by either match or mismatch
followed by two consecutive matches. A seed acts as a mask for comparing short oligonu-
cleotides, for example sequences gaat and gcat differ at the 2nd position, but they match
via seed #-## as the 2nd position is masked out. The number of #’s in a seed, called
weight, defines the number 𝑘 of matching nucleotides. In the above example, 𝑘 = 3 and
the matching (spaced) 𝑘-mer is gat. In a slightly different terms, a seed is a pattern that
specifies a small part of a gapless alignment seen as a binary sequence of matches and
mismatches. For example, seed #-## occurs in (or hits, as usually said) any alignment
containing a match followed by another two matches shifted by one position.
When spaced seeds are used for sequence alignment within the seed-and-extend paradigm
[195], a pair of matching 𝑘-mers (or, sometimes, a matching sequence of several closely
located 𝑘-mers) indicates a potential alignment of interest in which the two 𝑘-mers are
aligned together. When spaced seeds are used for alignment-free sequence comparison
[612], the goal is to estimate the similarity of two sequences based on the number of
matching 𝑘-mers, with no or limited information about their positions in one or both
sequences. This measure can be formalized in several different ways.
In the context of metagenomic classification of NGS reads, the goal is to estimate
the evolutionary distance between a short read and a long sequence (genome), which can
be modeled by the best alignment score of the read against the sequence. Due to large
genome size and large number of reference genomes involved in computations, one of the
constraints is to avoid keeping track of positions of 𝑘-mers in genomes. We can only afford
constructing an index to quickly answer queries whether or not a 𝑘-mer occurs in a given
genome, without information on its positions. On the other hand, 𝑘-mer positions in the
query read can be included to the analysis. Therefore, we have to derive our estimation
from the number of 𝑘-mers shared between the read and the genome, together with their
positions in the read alone.
One simple estimator is the number of 𝑘-mers in the read that occur in the target
genome1, we call this measure the hit number. However, one may want to favor cases
when matching 𝑘-mers cover a larger part of the read, vs. those with matching 𝑘-mers
clumped together due to overlaps. This leads to the concept of coverage [468], earlier used
in seed-based alignment algorithms as well [650, 651]. The coverage is the total number
of positions covered by all matching 𝑘-mers. For example, consider seed #-## and read
1Here identical 𝑘-mers occurring at distinct positions in the read are considered distinct.
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gaatcagat. Assume the seed hits at positions 1,4,6, i.e. 𝑘-mers g-at, t-ag and a-at
occur in the target genome (joker symbol is shown for the sake of clarity). Here, the hit
number is 3, and the coverage is 7 as seven positions are covered by hits, namely positions
1,3,4,6,7,8,9. Hit number and coverage are two estimators studied in this work.
11.3 Results
11.3.1 Binary classification
From the machine learning viewpoint, hit number and coverage can be viewed as instances
of kernel functions for sequence data (see e.g. [652]). Our first step was to compare their
capacity w.r.t. a simple binary classification task. Assume the (impractical) case when
our database contains only two genomes. Given a read, we have to decide which of the
two genomes the read is closer to. How good can we be at that? Which kernel works
better for this task? And are spaced seeds better than contiguous seeds here?
Classifying aligned reads
As mentioned in Introduction, the “distance” of a read to a genome translates naturally
to the score of the best alignment of the read to the genome. Given two genomes, we want
to tell which of them is closer to a given read.
Consider alignments 𝐴𝑠, 𝐴𝑙 of a random read to the two genomes, and assume they
are gapless and have mismatch probabilities 𝑝𝑠, 𝑝𝑙 respectively, with 𝑝𝑠 < 𝑝𝑙. Throughout
this paper the read length is set to 100, a typical length of Illumina read. Therefore,
the alignments can be thought of as random binary strings of length 100 of matches and
mismatches, with mismatch probabilities 𝑝𝑠 and 𝑝𝑙 respectively. Given a seed, we compute
two counts 𝐶𝑠 and 𝐶𝑙 on alignments 𝐴𝑠 and 𝐴𝑙 respectively, where by ‘count’ we mean,
unless otherwise stated, either the hit number or the coverage. For example, if the seed
is #-## and the alignment 111101111 (1 stands for match and 0 for mismatch), then the
hit number is 3 and the coverage is 7. Note that in this model, common (spaced) 𝑘-mers
are assumed to occur necessarily at the same position in the read alignment, although
in reality, a 𝑘-mer of the read may not be aligned with the same 𝑘-mer in the genome.
However, in this first experiment, we abstract from this fact.
If 𝐶𝑠 > 𝐶𝑙 (resp. 𝐶𝑠 < 𝐶𝑙), then we report a correct (resp. incorrect) classification,
otherwise a tie is reported. By iterating this computation, we estimate the probability of
correct/incorrect classification for each parameter set.
The results are presented in Tables 11.1a,11.1b,11.1c. In all cases, spaced seeds show a
better classification power. In some cases, the difference is striking: for example, if we want
to discriminate between alignments with mismatch probabilities 0.1 and 0.2 (Table 11.1b)
using seeds of weight 22, then a spaced seed yields 86% of correct classifications (coverage
count), whereas the contiguous seed correctly classifies only 65% of cases, whereas the
fraction of incorrect classifications is essentially the same. The results also show a slight
edge of the coverage count over the hit number, which suggests the superiority of the latter
that will be confirmed later on in other experiments.
Classifying unaligned reads
Let us now turn to a more practical setting, where we want to classify reads coming from
a genome 𝐺 between two other genomes 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 based on the phylogenetic closeness.
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(a) 𝑝𝑠 = 0.05, 𝑝𝑙 = 0.1
contiguous spaced
weight Hits Cover Hits Cover
16 .85/.14 .85/.14 .87/.11 .88/.11
18 .84/.14 .85/.14 .87/.12 .88/.11
20 .83/.15 .84/.15 .87/.12 .87/.12
22 .82/.16 .83/.15 .86/.12 .87/.12
24 .80/.16 .81/.15 .85/.12 .87/.12
(b) 𝑝𝑠 = 0.1, 𝑝𝑙 = 0.2
contiguous spaced
weight Hits Cover Hits Cover
16 .86/.09 .87/.09 .93/.05 .94/.05
18 .81/.08 .81/.08 .91/.05 .92/.05
20 .74/.07 .74/.07 .89/.05 .90/.05
22 .65/.06 .65/.06 .85/.05 .86/.05
24 .55/.04 .56/.04 .79/.04 .81/.05
(c) 𝑝𝑠 = 0.2, 𝑝𝑙 = 0.3
contiguous spaced
weight Hits Cover Hits Cover
16 .40/.06 .40/.06 .63/.07 .64/.07
18 .28/.04 .28/.03 .50/.05 .50/.05
20 .18/.02 .18/.02 .37/.03 .37/.03
22 .12/.01 .12/.01 .25/.02 .26/.02
24 .08/.00 .08/.00 .17/.01 .18/.01
Table 11.1: Classification of aligned reads. Each entry contains a
pair “Probability of correct classification/Probability of incorrect classifica-
tion”. The remaining fraction estimates the probability of a tie. Spaced
seeds used for hit number: ###-##-#-#---#-#-#--#--##### (weight 16), ####-
##--##--#--#-#-#-##-#### (weight 18), #####-###---##--#--#-#-#-##-####
(weight 20), ######--####----#--##-#-#--####### (weight 22),
#######--####----#--##-#-#--######## (weight 24). Spaced seeds used for coverage:
###-###--#-#--#-##--##### (weight 16), ###-#--###-##--#-#--###-#### (weight 18),
###-#-##-#-##--##--###-#-##### (weight 20), ####-##-#-#-##-###-#-#--##--#####
(weight 22), ####-##-#-#-##-###-#-#---###--###### (weight 24).
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To study this, we implemented the following experimental setup. Using DWGsim
read simulator2, we generate single-end Illumina-like reads from genome 𝐺. In all ex-
periments, we assumed 1% of base mutations (substitutions only), and 2% of sequencing
errors (DWGsim options -e 0.02 -r 0.01 -R 0). Given a seed, (contiguous or spaced)
𝑘-mers of 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 are indexed to support existence queries only. For each read, all
𝑘-mers are queried against 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 and corresponding counts 𝐶1 and 𝐶2 are computed.
If 𝐶1 > 𝐶2 (resp. 𝐶1 < 𝐶2), the read is classified to be closer to 𝐺1 (resp. 𝐺2), otherwise
a tie is reported. Besides considering absolute counts (hit number and coverage), we also
considered hit number normalized by the number of distinct 𝑘-mers in the corresponding
genome (computed at the indexing stage). This measure approximates the Jaccard index
[503] and reflects the Bayesian probability of seeing a 𝑘-mer relative to the “𝑘-mer-richness”
of genomes.
Note that the counts are here computed relative to the whole genome, as it is done in
the approach of [614, 458] (see Introduction). This means that the 𝑘-mers occurring in the
read are looked up in the whole genome, without guarantee, however, that these 𝑘-mers
are closely located in the genome and contribute to the same read alignment. This makes
the seed weight an important parameter, as seeds of low weight may result in a high read
count which does not evidence any alignment of the read, due to random character of the
𝑘-mer hits.
We experimented with bacterial genomes belonging to Mycobacterium genus. Mem-
bers of this genus present low interspecies genetic variability and their phylogeny remains
uncertain [653].
If 𝐺 coincides with one of 𝐺1, 𝐺2, i.e. reads have to be classified between its source
genome and another genome, then all estimators correctly classify nearly all reads as soon
as 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 are genomes of distinct species. For example, classifying reads obtained
from Mycobacterium tuberculosis (H37Rv, acc. NC_018143) against M. tuberculosis itself
and M.avium (104, NC_008595) led to more than 99% of correct classifications for all
estimators.
The case when 𝐺 is distinct from 𝐺1, 𝐺2 appears more interesting. It corresponds
to the real-life situation when reads to be classified can come from a genome that is not
represented in the database. Here we expect our procedure to determine whether 𝐺 is
phylogenetically closer to 𝐺1 or to 𝐺2.
For example, we classified M.vanbaalenii (PYR-1, NC_008726) reads against M.smeg-
matis (MC2 155, NC_018289) and M.gilvum (PYR-GCK, NC_009338) genomes. Alter-
native phylogenies given in [653, Fig.1-4] imply different evolutionary relationships among
these three species. Our results, shown in Table 11.2, suggest that M.vanbaalenii is closer
to M.gilvum than to M.smegmatis. For non-normalized hit number and coverage estima-
tors, this conclusion is supported by seeds of weight 16 or more, while weight 14 supports
the opposite conclusion. This is due to spurious hits that become dominating when the
weight drops to 14, and to the larger size of M.smegmatis genome (6.99Mbp) compared
to M.gilvum (5.62Mbp). This effect is corrected by Jaccard index due to normalization
by the number of distinct 𝑘-mers (6.09M for M.smegmatis vs. 4.96M for M.gilvum for
the spaced seed of weight 14). Overall, we observe a significantly sharper discrimination
produced by spaced seeds compared to contiguous seeds.
We also performed a series of experiments with the large and genetically variable
Bacillus genus. Table 11.3 shows a demonstrative experiment with members of Bacillus
cereus group: B.thuringiensis (serovar konkukian 97-27, NC_005957), B.anthracis (Ames,
2https://github.com/nh13/DWGSIM
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weight
14 16 18 20 22
contig hit nb 52/41 39/48 24/37 11/24 07/17
contig cover 54/42 44/47 25/37 11/24 06/17
contig Jaccard 30/70 35/61 23/42 11/26 06/18
spaced hit nb 51/40 34/47 20/40 12/32 08/23
spaced cover 53/42 39/51 21/42 12/32 08/25
spaced Jaccard 28/72 32/66 20/50 11/33 08/27
Table 11.2: Classification of unaligned reads. Classification of Mycobacterium van-
baalenii reads against Mycobacterium smegmatis and Mycobacterium gilvum genomes.
Each entry contains a pair “Fraction (in %) of reads classified closer to M.smegmatis
/Fraction of reads classified closer to M.gilvum”.
weight
14 16 18 20 22
contig hit nb 83/14 81/11 79/09 77/08 76/08
contig cover 78/17 80/12 79/09 77/08 76/08
contig Jaccard 87/13 87/11 85/09 83/08 82/08
spaced hit nb 83/13 82/11 80/09 79/09 79/08
spaced cover 80/15 81/11 80/09 79/09 79/08
spaced Jaccard 88/12 88/11 85/09 84/08 84/08
Table 11.3: Classification of unaligned reads. Classification of Bacillus thuringiensis
reads against Bacillus anthracis and Bacillus cereus genomes. Each entry contains a pair
“Fraction (in %) of reads classified closer to B.anthracis /Fraction of reads classified closer
to B.cereus ”.
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weight
14 16 18 20 22
contig hit nb 47/40 24/25 04/07 0.9/3.8 0.3/2.4
contig cover 49/46 24/25 04/07 0.9/3.8 0.3/2.4
contig Jaccard 37/62 24/30 04/08 0.8/4.0 0.3/2.6
spaced hit nb 49/33 22/27 04/10 1.0/5.4 0.4/3.3
spaced cover 53/39 23/27 04/10 1.0/5.4 0.5/3.3
spaced Jaccard 41/59 22/35 04/10 0.9/4.6 0.4/3.5
Table 11.4: Classification of unaligned reads. Classification of Bacillus licheniformis
reads against Bacillus anthracis and Bacillus pumilus genomes. Each entry contains a
pair “Fraction (in %) of reads classified closer to B.anthracis /Fraction of reads classified
closer to B.pumilus ”.
NC_003997), and B.cereus (ATCC 14579, NC_004722). The three bacteria are close to
the point of being considered to be different lineages of a single B.cereus species [654]. The
results provide a strong support that the B.thuringiensis strain is closer to the B.anthracis
strain than to the B.cereus strain, which agrees with phylogenies reported in the literature
[655]. Indeed, the B.thuringiensis strain and the B.anthracis strain have a much higher
pairwise identity rate than the former has with the B.cereus strain (estimated DNA-DNA
hybridization distance 81% vs. 45%, as computed by GGDC [656]).
However, for species with low sequence similarity, a large majority of reads may have no
hits to either genome, and only a small fraction of reads may reveal a significant difference
in distance. This situation is illustrated in Table 11.4 showing the results of classifi-
cation of B.licheniformis (ATCC 14580, NC_006270) reads against B.anthracis (Ames,
NC_003997) and B.pumilus genomes (SAFR-032, NC_009848). The results support a
higher similarity of B.licheniformis to B.pumilus than to B.anthracis, but the difference is
revealed on a very small fraction of reads. The conclusion, however, is significant as those
reads represent the majority of reads having any hits to one of the genomes. As with the
previous example, this result is confirmed by previously reported phylogenies [655].
In all our experiments reported in this section, spaced seeds showed a better classi-
fication capacity. The difference is especially significant in “nontrivial” cases involving
relatively dissimilar genomes, such as those illustrated by Tables 11.2 and 11.4. While the
difference between hit number and coverage estimators appeared insignificant (in agree-
ment with results of Section 11.3.1), the Jaccard index generally provides a more distinct
discrimination and, combined with a spaced seed, appears to be the best estimator.
11.3.2 Correlation of counts with alignment quality
In metagenomic projects, reads to be classified do not necessarily come from genomes
stored in the database, but can come from genomes of other species. These species can be
genetic variants of species of the database, such as different strains of the same bacteria,
but can also come from organisms represented in the database only at the rank of genus
or family, or may even have no representatives at all at low taxonomic ranks. Therefore,
an accurate mapping of a read to a corresponding clade requires not just assigning it to
the appropriate sampled genome, but estimating its distances to each of the genomes in
order to locate its position within the whole taxonomic tree.
With this motivation, we turned to the question how well the measured counts correlate
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Figure 11.1: Correlation between score and hit counts. Spearman’s rank correlation
between score and counts, depending on the minimal identity rate.
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with the alignment score. For a fixed minimal identity rate 𝑝𝑖𝑑, we randomly sampled
gapless alignments of length 100 with identity rate from interval [𝑝𝑖𝑑..1], and collected
pairs (number of mismatches, count), where, as before, ‘count’ stands for either the number
of hits or the coverage of a given seed. For these data, we computed Spearman’s rank
correlation.
Results are presented on plots in Figure 11.1. They show that when the identity rate
of alignments takes a large range of values (minimal id rate smaller than ≈ 0.9), spaced
seeds yield a significantly higher correlation than contiguous seeds, for both hit-number
and coverage counts. Furthermore, the coverage count slightly outperforms the hit-number
count, especially for spaced seeds and larger weights.
For high-similarity alignments, however, the picture changes: the coverage count loses
its performance, with its correlation value sharply decreasing. Furthermore, the correlation
of hit-number goes down as well for spaced seeds, while it continues to grow for contiguous
seeds ending up by reaching and even slightly outperforming the one for spaced seed. This
is due to a larger span of spaced seeds and to their combinatorial properties that cause
the hit number values to be less sharply concentrated at certain values, and therefore to
be less well correlated with the number of mismatches.
In conclusion, while spaced seeds provide a much better estimator for alignments whose
quality ranges over a large interval, for high-quality alignments (> 90% of identity), the
hit number of contiguous seed becomes a better estimator. The superiority of hit-number
over coverage for high-quality alignments has also been reported in [468]. Along with
Spearman’s correlation, we also made an analysis of mutual information computed on the
same data (data not shown) that confirmed the above conclusions.
11.3.3 Correlation on real genomes
To validate the conclusions of the previous section in a real-life metagenomics framework
and to analyse more closely how well different counts for a read correlate with the best
alignment of the read to a real genomic sequence, we implemented another series of ex-
periments.
Given a genome 𝐺, we generated a set of Illumina-like single-end reads by selecting
random substrings of 𝐺 of length 𝐿 (𝐿 = 100) and introducing 𝑘 mismatch errors, with 𝑘
drawn randomly between 1 and 20 for every read. For each read, we computed the counts
– hit number and coverage – with respect to genome 𝐺 under a given seed, similar to
Section 11.3.1. Collected data have then been analysed.
This experimental setup has been applied to Mycobacterium tuberculosis genome, a
typical result (seed weight 20) is shown in Figure 11.2. Each plot shows the density of
reads for each pair (number of mismatches, count), depending on the seed (contiguous
or spaced) and count (hit-number or coverage). Spearman’s and Pearson’s correlation
coefficients are shown for each plotted dataset.
The plots clearly illustrate the advantage of spaced seeds over contiguous seeds for
estimating the alignment quality. Plots for contiguous seeds are more blurred whereas
plots for spaced seeds demonstrate a better correlation between the two values. This is
confirmed by the absolute values of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient that are signif-
icantly higher for spaced seeds, indicating a better statistical dependence. This is further
illustrated in Figure 11.3 which shows the same data through the average curve and 95%
confidence band. It confirms that spaced seeds produce a dependence with lower deviation
from the mean, compared to contiguous seeds.
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Figure 11.2: Hit number and coverage vs. number of mismatches. Hit number
(left plots) and coverage (right plots) depending on the number of mismatches in ran-
domly generated reads. Seed is shown above the plot, and Spearman’s and Pearson’s
correlations are shown below. Grayscale shows the density of reads. Experiments made
on M.tuberculosis genome.
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Comparing hit-number and coverage estimators, we observe that coverage yields a
slightly better Spearman correlation and a significantly better Pearson correlation, due
to a convex shape of the dependence, compared to the more straight dependence for the
coverage.
This analysis has been done for several other bacterial genomes, producing similar
results. Plots for other genomes and other seed weights can be found at https://github.
com/gregorykucherov/spaced-seeds-for-metagenomics.
11.3.4 Large-scale experiments
In order to validate the advantage of spaced seeds in large-scale metagenomic projects,
we modified Kraken software [458] to make it work with spaced seeds rather than with
contiguous seeds only. The limitation of this comparison is that it only allows estimating
the effect of using spaced seeds combined with the Kraken algorithm, and within its
implementation. On the other hand, this procedure allows us to estimate the effect of
spaced seeds in an unbiased manner, by keeping unchanged all other factors that might
influence the results.
Our extended implementation, that we call Seed-Kraken, allows the user to specify a
spaced seed as a parameter. For a set of genomes, a database of spaced 𝑘-mers matching
the seed is constructed, which is later used to classify reads through the original Kraken
algorithm. Since Kraken uses 𝑘-mer counting Jellyfish program [448] as the 𝑘-mer indexing
engine, we had also to modify Jellyfish to allow it to deal with spaced 𝑘-mers.
Integration of spaced seed into Kraken required a minor modification of the way Kraken
deals with complementary sequences. In Kraken, complementary 𝑘-mers have a single
representative in the index, the lexicographical smallest of the two. With spaced seeds,
dealing with complementary sequencing is more delicate, as the complement of a spaced
𝑘-mer does not match the same seed but its inverse. To cope with this, we modified Kraken
to index each distinct 𝑘-mer. We then processed each read in direct and complementary
directions separately and select the one which produced more hits. Compared to original
Kraken, this procedure takes more index space (additional ∼ 5% in practice) and doubles
𝑘-mer query time.
We compared the performance of Kraken and Seed-Kraken on several datasets. First,
we performed experiments with three simulated metagenomes HiSeq, MiSeq, and simBA-
5 introduced in the original work [458], each containing 10,000 sequences. Furthermore,
we created a dataset from Human Microbiome Project data by randomly selecting 50,000
sequences from SRS011086 Tongue dorsum metagenomic sample3. Here we only report on
results for MiSeq and HMPtongue datasets and refer to the supplementary material for a
complete account including results for HiSeq and simBA-5. MiSeq is a merge of Illumina
reads of 10 bacterial genomes, and HMPtongue is a random sample of real Illumina whole-
metagenome sequences.
Due to resource limitations, the database we used in MiSeq experiments was half of
the size of the Kraken’s default database (which requires 75GB of RAM). Our database
was obtained by choosing a single representative strain of each bacteria species, except
for the species from HiSeq and MiSeq metagenomes for which all strains were included.
Overall, this represented 915 genomes of total size 3.3GB. For HMPtongue dataset, this
database was extended with a subset of HMP reference library, 0.8GB in total, including
references for the selected 50,000 sequences.
3http://hmpdacc.org/HMSCP/
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Figure 11.3: Hit number and coverage vs. number of mismatches. Same data as
in Figure 11.2 shown with averages and 95% confidence intervals
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Figure 11.4: Seed-Kraken vs. Kraken. Sensitivity/precision of Seed-Kraken (circle
points) and original Kraken (cross points) for HMPtongue and MiSeq datasets and three
taxonomic levels: species, genus and family. Triangle points correspond to Seed-Kraken
run on contiguous seed of weight 24 and 31, plotted to highlight the effect of the change
in the assignment algorithm.
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For each metagenomic dataset, we measured the sensitivity (percentage of correctly
classified reads out of all reads) and precision (percentage of correct classifications out of
all classifications) of Kraken and Seed-Kraken at three taxonomic levels: species, genus
and family. In each case, this has been done with seeds of different weights between 20
and 31, and for each weight, Seed-Kraken has been run on a few different spaced seeds
(see Conclusions).
Figure 11.4 shows sensitivity-precision ROC-curves (Receiver Operating Characteris-
tic) for Seed-Kraken, and for the unmodified Kraken. In the case of Seed-Kraken, the
“best performing” seed is charted for each weight. Furthermore, triangle points corre-
spond to Seed-Kraken run on contiguous seeds, plotted in order to measure the effect of
our modification in dealing with complementary sequences.
At the levels of genus and family, spaced seeds consistently show a better sensitivity-
precision trade-off, with the sensitivity increase of about 2 percentage points for MiSeq
and 3-5 points for HMPtongue, for a given precision rate. The results of Seed-Kraken with
contiguous seeds (triangle points) confirm that this improvement is due to the use of spaced
seeds and not to our slight modification of the assignment algorithm due to complementary
sequences. For small weights (20-22), a spaced seed achieves simultaneously a better
sensitivity and a better precision than the contiguous seed of the same weight. When the
weight grows, the increment in precision disappears reaching the level of the contiguous
counterpart, or sometimes coming down below it. However, this is largely compensated
by the increase in sensitivity.
For the species level, the picture turns out to be more involved. Here we observe
that due to the small modification of the assignment algorithm, Seed-Kraken run with
contiguous seeds (triangle points) shows a modified behavior compared to Kraken. Specif-
ically, we observe a drop in precision and a gain in sensitivity, and those are different for
MiSeq and HMPtongue datasets. The reason for this is that Seed-Kraken makes more
species-level classifications than Kraken but at the same time, makes more inaccurate
assignments to a closely related organism (typically, different strain of the same bacteria),
which eventually leads to a lower precision. This phenomenon has a bigger impact for rich
databases (HMPtongue experiment) compared to “sparse” databases where each species is
represented by few organisms (MiSeq). As for the contribution of spaced seeds, we observe
an improved sensitivity-precision trade-off here as well. Compared to Seed-Kraken applied
to contiguous seeds, this improvement is small for MiSeq but significant for HMPtongue,
which shows a correction capacity of spaced seeds w.r.t. erroneous assignments to close
strains. Compared to the original Kraken, we obtain a sensitivity increment of about 1%
which becomes smaller (MiSeq) or completely disappears (HMPtongue) when the seed
weight grows.
As mentioned earlier, the spaced seed corresponding to each plotted Seed-Kraken point
has been selected out of a few (usually two to four) seeds tried. The full list of seeds applied
in experiments and corresponding results can be found in the supplementary material.
Here we just mention that for large weights (24 and more) the span of the seed becomes
an important factor, with seeds of large span showing a drop in sensitivity and best seeds
being those with relatively few jokers.
Building a Seed-Kraken limited database takes approximately 1 hour on a server with
20 CPU cores, and the resulting size is 26GB for seed of weight 24, which compares to the
25GB for original Kraken. The classification running times are longer than for original
Kraken by a factor of 3 to 5.
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11.4 Conclusions
Through a series of computational experiments, we showed that spaced seeds significantly
improve the accuracy of metagenomic classification of short NGS reads. The superiority of
spaced seeds for different variants of alignment-free sequence comparison has been recently
demonstrated by other authors as well [466, 467, 464, 468]. In this work, we specifically
focused on the metagenomics setting characterized by very large volumes of data, both
in terms of the number of reads and the size of genomic database. This quantity of
data precludes using some alignment-free comparison techniques, and leaves room only
for highly time- and space-efficient approaches. Note also that in our setting, we have
to compare short sequences (reads) with long ones (whole genomes), which makes an
important difference with problems considered in [464, 468, 465]. For example, in the
framework of metagenomic classification, it is hardly conceivable taking into account 𝑘-
mer frequencies [464], as this information would be computationally difficult to utilize.
Another improvement considered in [464, 468, 465] is to use multiple seeds, i.e. sev-
eral seeds simultaneously instead of a single one. This extension is known to bring an
advantage in seed-and-extend sequence alignment [657, 476], and [464, 468] show that this
improvement applies to alignment-free comparison as well. However, each seed requires
to build a separate index for database genomic sequences, and therefore it appears com-
putationally difficult to use multiple seeds in metagenomics, unless some new indexing
techniques are designed for this purpose.
In our work, we studied three estimators: hit number, coverage and Jaccard index.
Hit number and coverage behave similarly in classification (Section 11.3.1), but Jaccard
index generally improves on them in the case of mapping to real genomes (Section 11.3.1),
due to the correction w.r.t. the 𝑘-mer-richness. Considered as an estimator of alignment
quality (Section 11.3.2, 11.3.3), coverage provides a certain advantage over hit number.
More subtle estimators can be considered as well, e.g. by taking into account the position
of 𝑘-mer in the read (reflecting the sequencing error rate), and this provides an issue for
further study.
Designing efficient seeds for metagenomic classification is another important issue that
goes beyond the present study. Note that optimal spaced seeds for seed-and-extend align-
ment are generally not optimal for alignment-free 𝑘-mer-based comparison [468]. In [468],
the authors designed (sub-)optimal seeds maximizing the Pearson correlation between
hit-number/coverage count and the alignment quality. Their solution is implemented in
Iedera software4 (http://bioinfo.lifl.fr/yass/iedera) [481]. On the other hand, recent work
[492] introduces quadratic residue seeds (QR-seeds) for seed-and-extend alignment, which
present a good performance and have the advantage of easy design, avoiding the computa-
tionally expensive enumeration of Iedera. In our work, we used both Iedera and QR-seeds
adapted to our setting. We observed that in most cases, Iedera seeds are superior (being
designed specifically for our task) but in a few cases, QR-seeds demonstrated equal or even
better performance5. This may be due to their large span (cf. supplement material) for
which applying Iedera is computationally costly.
We now summarize the main contributions of our work.
• We showed that spaced seeds can drastically improve the success rate of binary
classification of alignments into two categories, each defined by a specific mismatch
4The latest version of Iedera performs design for Spearman correlation as well.
5E.g. best results of Table 11.4 for weights 14-18 were obtained with QR-seeds.
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rate. Here the classification is done through “querying” an alignment using a seed
as a mask and reporting whether the seed applies at a given position. For example,
in discriminating between alignments of length 100 with mismatch rate 0.2 and 0.3,
a spaced seed of weight 16 achieves 63% of success while a contiguous seed of the
same weight achieves only 40% (Table 11.1c).
Recently, spaced seeds have been shown to define more efficient kernels for SVM
classification of both protein [466] and nucleotide (RNA) sequences [468]. Compared
to these works, here we demonstrate the superiority of spaced seeds in a very simple
classification setting, where sequences have to be classified according to identity rate,
without a training stage and without resorting to SVM machinery.
• We showed experimentally that spaced seeds allow for a better classification of NGS
reads coming from a genome 𝐺 between two other genomes 𝐺1 and 𝐺2 of the same
genus. Here reads are classified according to the phylogenetic distance between 𝐺
and 𝐺1 and 𝐺 and 𝐺2 respectively. We established that in this task, Jaccard index
provides an advantage over hit-number and coverage which is especially important
for seeds of small weight.
• We studied how well different estimators (coverage/hit-number combined with spaced/-
contiguous seed) correlate with the alignment quality, by measuring Spearman’s rank
correlation coefficient and mutual information coefficient. Here again, we observed a
significantly better correlation produced by spaced seeds, but only when the align-
ment quality varies over a sufficiently large range, starting from identity rate around
0.9 or below. On the other hand, if only high-quality alignment are targeted (id rate
at least 0.9) then the correlation produced by spaced seeds becomes lower, with hit-
number measure over a contiguous seed eventually becoming the best for alignments
of id rate about 0.95 or more.
• We also measured the correlation produced on real genomes within the metagenomic
classification approach of [614, 458]. For this, we assumed that the “closeness” of
a read to a genome is characterized by the quality of the alignment (in our case,
the number of mismatches), and computed the correlation produced by different
counts on simulated reads. These experiments confirmed the superiority of spaced
seeds as well. Moreover, they showed that coverage combined with spaced seeds
provides the best option, leading to the highest Spearman’s correlation but also to
a significantly higher Pearson’s correlation. The latter means that this estimator
induces a dependency closer to linear, which can be a useful feature for classification
algorithms.
• Finally, we compared spaced and contiguous seeds through large-scale metagenomics
experiments. We modified Kraken software [458] to make it work with spaced seeds,
without modifying the core classification algorithm or any other parts of the software,
with the only exception being the way the complementary sequences are dealt with.
With just replacing contiguous seeds by spaced seeds, Kraken showed a consistent
improvement of specificity/sensitivity trade-off at genus and family levels and a
dataset-dependent improvement at the species level.
Real data experiments of Sections 11.3.1, 11.3.3 have been done using SnakeMake [542].
Overall, all our experiments corroborate the thesis of better performance of spaced
seeds for metagenomic classification. Many further questions are raised by this work. Our
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results remain to be explained with more rigorous probabilistic arguments, similarly to
how it has been done for spaced seeds applied to seed-and-extend paradigm [658]. While
there are obvious similarities between the two applications, the underlying “mechanisms”
seem to be different. One sign of this difference is that optimal spaced seeds for the two
problems are not the same, as mentioned earlier.
Experiments with Kraken (Section 11.3.4) give a strong evidence that spaced seeds
can improve the classification accuracy in real-life large-scale metagenomic projects. One
further improvement would be to implement coverage and Jaccard measures that showed,
in general, a better performance compared to the hit number. Introducing spaced seeds
rises new issues, such as the construction of an efficient index of the database, or adapt-
ing the algorithm of computing the most likely node of the taxonomic tree from counts
produced by individual genomes, i.e. leaves of the tree. These questions are a subject for
future work.
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Chapter 12
ProPhyle: a metagenomic
classifier based on
Burrows-Wheeler transform
In this chapter, we present ProPhyle, a highly efficient method for 𝑘-mer-based
metagenomic classification using BWT-index. We show that ProPhyle pro-
vides a more expressive index than Kraken [458], with a much smaller mem-
ory footprint. The resulting classification method supports multiple similarity
measures and different modes of classification. All programs and scripts are
available from http://github.com/karel-brinda/prophyle.
12.1 Introduction
Kraken [458], currently the most widely used tool for metagenomic classification, suffers
from a series of problems, which often directly follow from its minimalistic algorithm
design.
First, Kraken requires an extremely large amount of RAM (e.g., 120GB for index con-
struction of the default bacterial database). Even though Kraken’s memory requirements
may look moderate comparing to, e.g., LMAT (requiring 619GB), they still exclude its
usage on standard computers or even on modestly equipped clusters. The main bottle-
neck, the large memory required during the index construction, is a direct consequence of
using 𝑘-mer counting and cannot be easily alleviated. The problem is deeply rooted in the
approach of Kraken as it relies on LCAs, which has to be computed for all 𝑘-mers. This
algorithmic task itself is hardly solvable in a small memory (𝑘-mer’s LCA is a “global”
information that cannot be computed “locally” within the tree). Even with a precom-
puted index, Kraken still requires more than 75GB for classification as every single 𝑘-mer
occupies 12 bytes in the Kraken’s hash table.
Second, Kraken uses an insufficiently expressive index. For each 𝑘-mer, it represents its
LCA only, which appears to be too rough and may result in inaccurate classifications. For
instance, Kraken often assigns reads to high taxonomic levels. Unfortunately, this effect
is hardly visible from standard comparisons as they provide averaged statistics for entire
metagenomes (e.g., [610]), rather than consider individual members of the metagenome.
Therefore, it might be unclear how reliable Kraken can be on data from a user-provided
metagenome with a particular composition. This drawback is directly inherited from the
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simplified index and cannot be easily corrected in Kraken.
Here we present ProPhyle, a 𝑘-mer-based classification method using BWT-index with
lossless property. ProPhyle avoids the presented drawbacks of Kraken and provides a
highly efficient and accurate method, which is suitable to be run even on laptops. As we
discuss later, many aspects of this method can be easily improved so the characteristics
presented in this chapter are likely to be improved in near future. Before describing the
method itself, we first provide a list of properties which we believe that a good metagenomic
classifier should have.
12.2 General requirements on metagenomic classifiers
We observe that metagenomic classification strongly resembles read mapping. The latter
is already a deeply studied problem with well-developed standards and methodologies.
Here, we provide a list of properties which we consider highly desirable for metagenomic
classifiers.
1. Low memory requirements. The classifier should run on a standard PC equipped
with a reasonable amount of RAM. With the emergence of mobile sequencers (e.g.,
Oxford Nanopore – Minion), this requirement appears even more urgent. We strongly
believe that a “point-of-care” taxonomic classification will become a very common
task soon, e.g., in the contexts of disease surveillance, water contamination detection,
or agriculture.
2. Ease of usage. The classifier should be provided as a single easily installable pro-
gram that performs all steps of the classification process: downloading the taxonomy
and the reference genomes, building the index, and performing the classification. It
should also support user-specified taxonomies (e.g., user-provided phylogenetic tree).
3. Support for standard bioinformatics formats. The classifier should support
standard bioinformatics formats. In particular, it should provide the output in SAM
[125] and load taxonomies in Newick/NHX. Note that even though the initial purpose
of SAM format was storing alignments, its flexibility enables us to use it for many
other types of reads’ annotations, including the assignments to a taxonomic tree.
4. Automatic level detection vs. fixed taxonomic level. The classifier should
allow fixing the taxonomic level at which the reads would be assigned. It should
also support its automatic detection (i.e., when a read is not specific enough, it is
assigned on a node on some higher level).
5. Support for assignment quality. Similarly to mapping quality in read mapping,
assignment quality should be provided with every taxonomic with assignment. In
fact, two distinct quality measures can be considered in this case. For classification
at a fixed level of taxonomic tree, a horizontal assignment quality would express the
probability that the read should be assigned to another node on the same level. In
case of classification with automatically detected level, a vertical assignment quality
(expressing reliability of level selection) should be computed as well.
6. Best hit vs. all hits. If possible, the classifier should be capable to work in two
different modes. The best-hit mode should quickly retrieve the node maximizing the
underlying measure. The all-hits mode should report all hits whose score is close
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Figure 12.1: Assembly procedure in ProPhyle. Contigs are greedily assembled from
a set of 𝑘-mers. A) From a given set of 𝑘-mers, first a vertex-centric de-Bruijn graph
is constructed. B) Until the graph is empty, new contigs are assembled. Iteratively, a
random vertex is selected as a seed of the new contig and then greedily extended to both
directions. Whenever a node is used, it is immediately removed from the graph. C) Each
obtained contig is stored as a separate sequence with the same FASTA file.
enough to the best node. While the best-hit computation is faster, the all-hits mode
can help to improve the accuracy of quantitative methods working with provided
assignments.
7. Updating prior probabilities. As an option, the prior probabilities of assign-
ments to individual nodes should be automatically continuously adjusted according
to assignments computed so far.
12.3 Design of ProPhyle
In addition to the requirements of the previous section, we impose two more properties
that Prophyle should satisfy. First, the index should be lossless, i.e., it should be capable
to retrieve an exhaustive list of genomes that the queried 𝑘-mer occurs in. Then, we want
to support several distinct measures including the Jaccard index and the coverage criterion
(see the Chapter 11).
Even though we originally intended to use spaced seeds since we have shown that they
significantly improve the classification accuracy, we did not find any space efficient index
structure for spaced 𝑘-mers. So we had to eventually relax on this idea in ProPhyle and
the final method works with contiguous 𝑘-mers only.
12.3.1 Key algorithmic ideas
Representing a collection of 𝑘-mer sets using a BWT-index. Designing a 𝑘-mer
index for a metagenomic classifier (Figure 10.2) often corresponds to the task of creating
a data structure capable to store and retrieve a list of nodes for every 𝑘-mer from the
reference database, thus, a specific variant of an associative array. For instance, Kraken
index stores the lowest common ancestors of each 𝑘-mer in the database, so such a node
list contains exactly one node for every 𝑘-mer.
The most straightforward strategy to represent such associative arrays is based on
using hash-tables, but this leads to huge memory footprints (e.g., Kraken uses 12 bytes
per 𝑘-mer). In order to solve this obstacle, we suggest to replace hash-tables by BWT-
indexes [193], similarly to what was done for read mappers in 2009 [181, 182, 226].
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Figure 12.2: Example of a 𝑘-mer forest. A 𝑘-mer 𝐾 occurs in reference genomes
associated with leaves 4, 7, and 8. The subtrees rooted by nodes 3 and 4 form the minimal
set of subtrees containing 𝐾 in all leaves, hence the forest highlighted in blue is the 𝑘-mer
forest of 𝐾. In Prophyle, we represent such a forest using a list of roots of the contained
trees/ We can then retrieve all genomes containing 𝐾 (nodes 4, 7, 8 in this example).
Since LCA of nodes 4, 7 and 8 is the root in this example (node 1), genomes at nodes 5
and 6 would be false positives in Kraken-like approaches.
Let us briefly describe how BWT-indexes can help in our situation. To summarize, we
have a tree and sets of 𝑘-mers in its nodes (in the leaves and also in the internal nodes).
The exact strategy of distribution of 𝑘-mers to the nodes of the tree is specific to each
individual classifier, being strongly related to the classifier’s read assignment algorithm.
Nevertheless, regardless of the exact distribution strategy, we observe that individual nodes
often contain overlapping 𝑘-mers. Roughly speaking, this a consequence of the fact that
overlapping 𝑘-mers are often specific to the same genomes or the same taxonomic clade
(with the exception of low-complexity regions). We strongly exploit this property in our
indexing structure.
We use the following scheme. First, at every individual node, we assemble contigs from
all its associated 𝑘-mers. The assembly procedure is performed as a greedy enumeration
of disjoint paths in a vertex-centric de-Bruijn graph built from the 𝑘-mers assigned to the
node. See Figure 12.1 for an illustrative example. The resulting contigs have the property
that they contain a 𝑘-mer 𝐾 as a substring if and only if 𝐾 was a member of the original
𝑘-mer set at that node. When the assembly is finished for all nodes, we concatenate all
the obtained contigs from all the nodes. We continue by creating a BWT-index [193] for
the resulting long string. In addition to the bare BWT-index, we have also to keep track
of the positions of contig borders and of the starting positions of segments corresponding
to the individual nodes. Note that a similar approach has been used for de-Bruijn graph
representation [659, 660].
Querying a 𝑘-mer starts by the standard BWT-index search procedure followed by
translating the obtained locations to nodes. Then for every obtained node, we have to
verify whether the localized 𝑘-mer is situated outside contig borders, otherwise the node
would be a false positive. Finally, we report the node as a true match.
The presented indexing structure is lossless in that sense that it retrieves a precise list
of nodes for every 𝑘-mer. Note that this approach is not limited to trees, it can be used
basically for arbitrary systems of 𝑘-mer sets. As we will show later on real experiments,
the resulting footprint of this index is low provided that many 𝑘-mers are overlapping
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(within the individual 𝑘-mers sets to be indexed).
𝑘-mer forests and their construction using 𝑘-mer propagation. As it was men-
tioned above, different classifiers associate 𝑘-mers with nodes of the taxonomic tree differ-
ently, based on the model used for classification and the heuristic for score computation.
To achieve a good accuracy, we want to distribute 𝑘-mers in such a way that we could
fully reconstruct 𝑘-mer sets of individual genomes (lossless property). Note that this is
impossible with the LCA representation in Kraken. If we leave all 𝑘-mers in the leaves,
the more frequent 𝑘-mers would occupy too much space in the resulting index and also
classification would be slower as assignments on higher levels would have to be slowly
computed from the level of leaves.
We introduce a representation called a 𝑘-mer forest that solves our problem. Within
this concept, we associate each 𝑘-mer 𝐾 with a minimal set of subtrees of the taxonomic
tree such that the leaves of these subtrees are the genomes containing 𝐾 and every leaf of
each of these subtrees contains 𝐾. See Figure 12.2 for an example.
In addition to the lossless property, a major advantage of this representation is the low
memory requirements for its construction. Using an algorithm called 𝑘-mer propagation,
the 𝑘-mer forest can be computed in a series of local modifications of a tree with 𝑘-mer
sets in its nodes. Whereas Kraken has to store all 𝑘-mers in memory to compute their
lowest common ancestors, we need to store in memory at one moment only a small number
of 𝑘-mers specific to a local small subtree.
The 𝑘-mer propagation is a bottom up approach. We start with a tree, which has
𝑘-mers in its leaves (they contain 𝑘-mers of individual genomes). Then we propagate the
𝑘-mers from leaves to higher levels. A node can be processed when all of its children have
already been processed. Processing a single node proceeds by computing the intersection
of children 𝑘-mers sets, subtracting the intersection from all these sets, and assigning the
intersection at to the node.
12.3.2 ProPhyle index
Overview. ProPhyle uses an indexing structure based on the ideas of Section 12.3.1.
First, we propagate 𝑘-mers from individual genomes bottom-up along the taxonomic tree,
assemble contigs, and merge them into a single reference FASTA file. Then we build a
BWT-index from this reference such that querying a 𝑘-mer proceeds by the full-text using
the index and the retrieved sequence names are translated into nodes. The entire process
is illustrated in Figure 12.3.
Assembly and 𝑘-mer propagation. Assembly and 𝑘-mer propagation are performed
using a C++ program called prophyle-assembler, which is used recursively on all nodes in
the tree. The program loads sequences from several FASTA files, extracts 𝑘-mer sets, com-
putes their intersection, assembles it into contigs (see below), and finally removes, using
re-assembling, the intersecting 𝑘-mers from the children FASTA files (see Figure 12.4).
We parallelize the entire 𝑘-mer propagation process using GNU Make (with the -j
parameter). Dependencies in the input Makefile (automatically generated) mirror the
taxonomic tree so the entire task is highly parallelizable. prophyle-assembler is first
called on the lowest nodes and continues to the root. Most of the computational time is
spent on lowest nodes as a majority of 𝑘-mers do not propagate at all, or by a single level
only.
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Figure 12.3: Schematic overview of 𝑘-mer propagation and index FASTA con-
struction in ProPhyle. First, 𝑘-mers are propagated bottom-up and assembled into
contigs. Then contigs from all nodes are placed into a single FASTA file, which is finally
used to construct a BWT-index.
BWA BWT-index. For the full-text search, we used the BWA implementation [181] of
BWT-index [193] and adapted it for our purposes. We selected BWA because it is a tool
with a comprehensible high-quality code, which is well-debugged, highly optimized (being
one of the fastest implementation of BWT-index), well-documented, and at the same time
having a reasonable memory footprint.
The construction of BWT-index is performed by BWA directly, whereas querying is
implemented in prophyle-index, a dedicated tool. It reduces the BWA memory memory
footprint by loading only certain parts of the index. By calling low-level BWA functions
only, prophyle-index can quickly retrieve all nodes containing a contig containing a
queried 𝑘-mer. The matching procedure can work in two different modes.
In the restarted search mode, querying every new 𝑘-mer results in a sequence of 𝑘
operations on the BWT-index (standard search with BWT-index [193]). In addition to
BWA index files, no other information needs to be precomputed, but the matching is
relatively slow.
In the rolling window approach, we exploit the fact that a query of a 𝑘-mer can be
computed from the query of the previous 𝑘-mer, since they have an overlap of 𝑘 − 1
letters. First we extend the suffix array interval using a so-called 𝑘-LCP bit-array (defined
as 𝑘-LCP[𝑖] = 1 ⟺ LCP[𝑖] ≥ 𝑘 − 1, where LCP denotes longest common prefix array),
which corresponds to removing a single character of the searched pattern, followed by
adding a new character to the query using the standard BWT-index technique. The rolling
window is approximately 5× faster compared to the restarted search in our experiments,
but the 𝑘-LCP bit-array must be computed in advance and loaded into memory before
matching. More detailed information about the rolling window approach will appear soon
[661].
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Figure 12.4: Scheme of 𝑘-mer propagation at a single node. First, full 𝑘-mer sets are
loaded from all children nodes. Then, intersection of all these sets is computed and saved
as a full 𝑘-mer set at the current node. Finally, the obtained intersection is subtracted
from full 𝑘-mer sets of the children nodes so that reduced 𝑘-mer sets are obtained and
saved on disk. This scheme is recursivelly applied to all nodes of the taxonomic tree so
𝑘-mers shared between all nodes are propagated bottom-up. For the leaves, full 𝑘-mer sets
are specified by the FASTA files of genomes. All newly created 𝑘-mers sets are stored in
FASTA files as greedily assembled contigs containing only these 𝑘-mers (see Figure 12.1).
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File Command File description Size (bits per
bp)
index.fa contigs from 𝑘-mer propagation 8+
index.fa.pac bwa fa2pac packed merged contigs with rev. compl. 4
index.fa.bwt [1] bwa pac2bwtgen BWT string 4
index.fa.bwt [2] bwa bwtupdate BWT string and sampled OCC array 8
index.fa.k.klcp prophyle-index index 𝑘-LCP array and its sampling 4
index.fa.sa bwa bwt2sa sampled suffix array 8
Figure 12.5: ProPhyle BWT-index construction process and the resulting files.
Yellow and blue nodes correspond to auxiliary files and final index files, respectively.
The input index.fa file is obtained from the 𝑘-mer propagation step. First, we convert
it to index.fa.pac, a file containing all contigs merged together, merged with a reverse
complement of this long string. This resulting string is encoded using 2 bits per nucleotide
encoding. In the next step, we compute Burrows-Wheeler of this string and store it as
index.fa.bwt. This file is then extending by appending the sampled OCC array to its
end. Finally, 𝑘-LCP array and sampled suffix array are computed (possibly in parallel
using prophyle-index index).
Figure 12.5 describes the individual steps of ProPhyle BWT-index construction in-
cluding the exact commands.
We end this section by summarizing main steps of index construction.
1. Assign 𝑘-mers of individual reference sequences to leaves of the taxonomic tree
2. Propagate 𝑘-mers
3. Construct the main FASTA file
4. Construct the BWT-index
5. Construct the 𝑘-LCP array
12.3.3 ProPhyle classification algorithm
We have developed the first prototype of the ProPhyle assignment algorithm. For every
read, based on assignments of its individual 𝑘-mers provided by the index, it decides on
the assignment to a node of the taxonomic tree, which are then reported in the SAM
format [125]. The classifier currently supports two measures, the hit count like Kraken
[458] and the coverage criterion like CoMeta [626]. It can work both in the best-hit and
the all-hits modes. The program can also emulate the Kraken assignment algorithm.
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12.4 Results
We built a ProPhyle index comprising 2,787 bacterial genomes from the RefSeq database
[662] for 𝑘-mers of length 31, and we compared it to the Kraken index constructed from the
same database of genomes (Table 12.1, Figure 12.6). The memory footprint of ProPhyle
was measured using GNU Time. We used a computer with 24 cores and 64GB RAM.
Since Kraken’s requirements exceed computational resources available in our laboratory,
we could not compare both programs directly. Therefore, we present values from Kraken
website though we are aware of the fact that they were obtained on a much stronger
computer.
We observe that memory requirements of ProPhyle are very moderate compared to
Kraken. The decrease from 120GB to 13GB of the index construction footprint corre-
sponds to 9× memory reduction. The observed difference is mainly a consequence of the
fact that 𝑘-mer propagation is local.
The querying footprint of 14.2GB results from memory allocation for BWT, sampled
SA and 𝑘-LCP (in sum 13.2GB), and from small caches (which we have, however, man-
aged to partially reduce). With the current implementation, we compress more than 5×
compared to Kraken, which uses approximately 75GB.
We see that ProPhyle memory requirements allow the metagenomic classification to
be performed on standard PC or even laptops, which was the main goal of our work.
Moreover, the ProPhyle index is much more expressive than the index of Kraken.
The ProPhyle index construction takes more than 4 hours, mainly due to the slow
BWT construction. The first step, 𝑘-mer propagation, is well-parallelized and takes only
20 minutes. The other steps currently use non-parallelized algorithms, nevertheless, their
parallelization is feasible (see Chapter 13) and we expect that the index construction time
could be decreased to approximately 2 hours, which would be fully comparable to Kraken
(1.5 hours on a high-performance computer).
Query speed of ProPhyle is measured in terms of reads per minute (RPM), the time
required for loading the index into memory is excluded from this statistics (similarly to
the methodology from [458]). We observe that the rolling window with 681, 000RPM
provides more than 5× speed-up over restarted search with approximately 120, 000RPM.
Compared to Kraken, the rolling window is still approximately 2× slower. Nevertheless,
this slowdown is compensated by low memory requirements and a higher expressiveness
of the index.
It is also instructive to look at characteristics of the obtained contigs. Even though their
number is relatively high (24 million), they are still relatively long (331 bp in average).
The total number of represented 𝑘-mers (approximately 7 billions) corresponds to the
lower bound on the total length of contigs. Since the current total length is approximately
8Gbp, we could not diminish index size using a better assembly algorithm by more than
10%. Therefore, the greedy assembly is a successful strategy for this problem.
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Figure 12.6: Histogram of 𝑘-mer forests in the resulting ProPhyle index. The
index was built from the RefSeq database [662] comprising 2,787 bacterial genomes for
𝑘-mers of length 31. The index contains 5, 621, 116, 493 distinct canonical 𝑘-mers. A vast
majority of them (5, 091, 088, 664; 91%) have a 𝑘-mer forest of size 1; 275, 641, 073 𝑘-mers
a forest of size 2; 102, 645, 143 𝑘-mers a forest of size 3; etc.
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A) Index construction performance
Step Elapsed Memory CPU
time peak usage
ProPhyle index construction 4 h 28m 13.0GB N/A
FASTA construction 27m 10.2GB N/A
𝑘-mer propagation 20m 10.2GB 1609%
FASTA merging 7m 0.1GB 81%
BWT & OCC construction 2 h 20m 11.2GB N/A
fa2pac 02m 6.1GB 60%
pac2bwtgen 2 h 16m 4.4GB 100%
bwtupdate 02m 11.2GB 53%
𝑘-LCP & SA construction 1 h 41m 13.0GB 136%
Kraken index construction♢ ≈1h 32m ≈120.0GB N/A
B) Index querying performance
Method Index performance Memory peak
ProPhyle – rolling window 681, 031RPM 14.2GB
ProPhyle – restarted search 122, 650RPM 12.4GB
Kraken♢♦ ≈1, 300, 000RPM ≈75.0GB
C) Index files
File Description Size
bwt BWT string + OCC array 7.5GB
klcp 𝑘-LCP bitvector 1.9GB
sa sampled suffix array 3.8GB
ann textual list of contigs 1.0GB
D) Contig statistics
Category Value
Total length of all contigs 7, 993, 453, 766 bp
Average contig length 331 bp
Median contig length 70 bp
Number of contigs 24, 170, 781
Number of represented 𝑘-mers 7, 268, 330, 336
Number of distinct 𝑘-mers 5, 621, 116, 493
♢ Values are taken from https://ccb.jhu.edu/software/kraken/MANUAL.html. Measured
on a different computer with higher performance, and with a slightly different version of
the same bacterial database.
♦ Kraken’s RPM comprises also read assignment.
Table 12.1: Characteristics of the resulting ProPhyle index and comparison to
Kraken. The index was built from the RefSeq database [662] comprising 2,787 bacterial
genomes for 𝑘-mers of length 31. The computation was performed on a machine with
Intel® Xeon® CPU E5-2630 v2 @ 2.60GHz, 24-cores, and 64GB RAM.
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Chapter 13
Discussion
Spaced seeds. We demonstrated that spaced seeds provide better estimators of align-
ment score than contiguous 𝑘-mers and that they can strongly improve the metagenomic
classification. The main obstacle preventing the usage of spaced seeds in practice is the
lack of compact indexes for spaced 𝑘-mers and hash tables are too memory consuming in
many scenarios. Even though some recent works [663] have shown a promising direction,
no good implementation exists so far.
Classification with ProPhyle. We introduced the ProPhyle classifier and showed that
it uses 9× less memory for index construction than Kraken, and approximately 5× less
memory for classification. A lower speed of classification is a direct consequence of a better
compression of the index, and of the fact that the resulting 𝑘-mer index is, unlike Kraken,
lossless, i.e., it can retrieve all genomes in which a 𝑘-mer occurs.
The current version of ProPhyle is still experimental and, in particular, the component
responsible for read assignments is still a prototype, awaiting the upcoming C++ reimple-
mentation Nevertheless, we are confident that the resulting classification method will be
more accurate than Kraken as we avoid the “LCA distortion”.
Optimizing ProPhyle. The current ProPhyle methods can be refined in many dif-
ferent directions. Query speed, memory footprint, and sensitivity are characteristics in a
trade-off. Index construction is out of this trade-off and it can be strongly improved due
to the lack of parallelization in most of index construction steps.
1. Speed of index construction.
• Parallel index construction. The most time-demanding step of index con-
struction is currently the computation of BWT (see Table 12.1). Even though
methods for its parallel construction exist [528, 664, 371], they are not planned
to be incorporated in BWA [665]. Similarly, sampled suffix array and 𝑘-LCP
array construction could be parallelized [661, 665].
2. Index size.
• Binarized tree. During the 𝑘-mer propagation step, the tree can be binarized
in order to improve compression (more 𝑘-mers could then be propagated up).
“prophyle-assembler” could run a hierarchical clustering based on numbers of
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shared 𝑘-mer between children nodes and output a new topology of the con-
sidered subtree. A similar method is used in Centrifuge [622]. We suppose
that the resulting index would be smaller, but more fragmented and therefore
slightly slower.
• Sampled node-id array. In the standard BWT-index search procedure,
strings are located in a suffix array. Then it is necessary to translate these
suffix array coordinates to standard coordinates, which is done using a sampled
suffix array.
As we are using standard BWT-index in the heart of our method, we are inter-
nally retrieving exact coordinates of 𝑘-mers in the reference (i.e., in the sequence
of merged contigs). Nevertheless, this information is used only for determin-
ing the node id and checking whether the 𝑘-mer does not span the border of
contigs (in such a case, it is a false positive). In fact, we could relax on pre-
cise coordinates and replace the sampled suffix array by sampled node-id array,
which could reduce the ProPhyle memory footprint. However, a space efficient
method for excluding 𝑘-mers on borders still would need to be designed.
• Compression of BWT. BWA uses an uncompressed representation of BWT
strings. Its compression (implemented, e.g., in SGA [666]) could lead to better
memory footprints.
3. Sensitivity.
• Approximate 𝑘-mer matching. Currently, 𝑘-mers are required to have exact
matches to the reference sequence that are accounted in hit number or other
measures. We could relax on this requirement and introduce a certain error
tolerance (similarly to SMART [627]). For instance, if a 𝑘-mer is not found
in the index but the previous was, we can correct (replace) its last letter by a
nucleotide that would make the new 𝑘-mer exist in the database. This strategy
might improve accuracy and sensitivity for reads with sequencing errors or
mutations.
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Conclusions
In this thesis, we studied methods for mapping and classifying Next-Generation Sequencing
data. Let us summarize the main presented results.
We provided the first comprehensive study of dynamic read mapping (Part II). We also
developed the first online consensus caller called Ococo (Chapter 7) and a simulator of
dynamic mapping (Chapter 8). Using this simulator, we performed a comparative analysis
of dynamic mapping, standard static mapping and iterative referencing (Chapter 8).
We studied methods for metagenomic classification (Part III) and provided the first
comprehensive study about spaced seeds for this task (Chapter 11). Moreover, we plugged
spaced seeds into Kraken, the most popular metagenomic classifier nowadays (Chapter 11).
We developed ProPhyle, a metagenomic classifier based on a novel usage of BWT-index
for 𝑘-mer indexing (Chapter 12).
Dynamic read mapping. We studied the problem of dynamic read mapping, i.e., map-
ping with continuously updated reference sequence on the basis of previously computed
read alignments. To compare dynamic mapping to other mapping approaches (static map-
ping and iterative referencing), we developed the RNFtools toolkit (Chapter 6). Then we
provided Dynamic Mapping Simulator (Chapter 8), a pipeline for comparative evaluation
of three mapping methods: static mapping, dynamic mapping (with or without remap-
ping), and iterative referencing. Using Dynamic Mapping Simulator and RNFtools, we
showed that the dynamic mapping approach can notably improve read alignment and
variant calling (Chapter 8).
We also developed Ococo (Chapter 7), the first online consensus caller since such a
component must be present in every dynamic mapper. The program calls the consensus,
using compact statistics based on approximate counting, directly from a stream of un-
sorted alignments. Beyond its application to dynamic mapping, Ococo can be employed
as an online SNP caller in various analysis pipelines, enabling calling SNPs from a stream
without saving the alignments on disk. In particular, this approach can be useful in
combination with the Oxford Nanopore real-time sequencing.
Metagenomic classification. In Chapter 11, we provided a thorough study of spaced
seeds for metagenomic classification. The presented results explain how the hit count and
the coverage combined with contiguous and spaced 𝑘-mers can influence the sensitivity and
the accuracy of the resulting classification. The central idea is that classification quality
depends on how well we can estimate the alignment score. We show that better estimates
are obtained with spaced 𝑘-mers rather than contiguous 𝑘-mers.
The methods that metagenomic classifiers use, usually correspond to assigning a read
to the node maximizing one of these measures (possibly normalized by the number of the
𝑘-mers at the node). The 𝑘-mer sets for leaves are usually computed directly from the
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provided genomes. Since the genomes at internal nodes (corresponding to the evolution
ancestors) typically cannot be provided, their composition usually has to be deduced from
the genomes at the leaves. Nevertheless, the information about 𝑘-mers at individual nodes
is usually distorted due to technical limitations of the indexes.
For instance, Kraken classifies reads based on the hit count. With regard to Kraken in-
dexing scheme and its assignment algorithm, the information about 𝑘-mer sets is distorted
in the following way. Each 𝑘-mer is moved to its LCA and subsequently redistributed back
to the all nodes descending this LCA. In consequence, the Kraken method can work well
only for genomes and clades very little influenced by this 𝑘-mer redistribution. Indeed,
reads often tend to be assigned at high taxonomic levels. Unfortunately the Kraken paper
does not provide much insight into this problem so it remains unclear for what type of
data the Kraken assignments are reliable.
We believe that ProPhyle, which we present in Chapter 12, can alleviate these problems
as it retrieves exact information about the 𝑘-mer occurrences. Moreover, the employed
indexing scheme, based on a BWT-index, strongly reduces the associated memory foot-
print, and allows to construct the index and to classify the reads on laptops. Metagenomic
classification on laptops has become even more important nowadays, in the era of mobile
sequencers.
Part V
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Appendix A
Languages of lossless spaced seeds
A.1 Introduction
The annual volume of data produced by the Next-Generation Sequencing technologies
has been rapidly increasing; even faster than growth of disk storage capacities. Thus,
new efficient algorithms and data-structures for processing, compressing and storing these
data, are needed.
Similarity search represents the most frequent operation in bioinformatics. In huge
DNA databases, a two-phase scheme is the most widely used approach to find all occur-
rences of a given string up to some Hamming or Levenshtein distance. First of all, most
of dissimilar regions are discarded in a fast filtration phase. Then, in a verification phase,
only “hot candidates” on similarity are processed by classical time-consuming algorithms
like Smith-Waterman [130] or Needleman-Wunsch [129].
Algorithms for the filtration phase are often based on so-called seed filters which make
use of the fact that two strings of the same length 𝑚 being in Hamming distance 𝑘 must
necessarily share some exact patterns. We can represent these patterns as strings over the
alphabet {#, -} called seeds, where the “matching” symbol # corresponds to a matching
position and the “joker” symbol - to a matching or a mismatching position.
For example, for two strings of length 15, matching within two errors (so-called (15, 2)-
problem), the shared patterns are ##-#--##-# or #####. For illustration, if we consider
that two strings match as ===X=====X===== (where the symbols = and X represent respec-
tively matching and a mismatching positions), then the corresponding seed positions can
be following:
===X=====X=====
.##-#--##-#....
....#####......
As the second seed is the longest possible contiguous seed in this case, we easily observe
the advantage of spaced seeds in comparison to contiguous seeds; for the same task, we
can find spaced seeds with higher number of #’s (so-called weight).
Two basic characteristics of seeds are selectivity and sensitivity. Selectivity measures
restrictivity of the filter created from the seed. In general, higher weight implies better
selectivity of the filter. Lossless seeds are those seeds having full sensitivity. They are
easier to handle mathematically on one hand, but attain lower weight on the other hand.
Therefore, lossy seeds are more suitable for practical purposes since a small decrease in
sensitivity can be compensated by considerable improvement of selectivity.
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Literature. The idea of lossless seeds was originally introduced by Burkhardt and
Karkkäinen [462]. Let us remark that lossy spaced seed appeared in the same time in
the PatterHunter program [463]. Possible generalization of lossless seeds was studied by
Kucherov et al. [486]. The authors studied seed families and the case when more hits of a
given seed are required (the pattern is shared at more positions). They proved that for a
fixed number 𝑘 of errors, optimal seeds (i.e., seeds with highest possible weight among all
seeds solving the problem) must asymptotically satisfy 𝑚−𝑤(𝑚) ∈ Θ(𝑚
𝑘
𝑘+1 ), where 𝑤(𝑚)
denotes the maximal possible weight of a seeding solving the (𝑚, 𝑘)-problem. They also
started a systematic study of seeds created by repeating of short patterns. Afterwards, the
results on asymptotic properties of optimal seeds were generalized by Farach-Colton et al.
[488]. Computational complexity of optimal seed construction was derived by Nicolas and
Rivals [483].
Further, the theory on lossless seed was significantly developed by Egidi and Manzini.
First, they studied seeds designed from mathematical objects called perfect rulers [489,
490]. The idea of utilization of some type of “rulers” was later independently extended by
KB [494] (cyclic rulers) and Edigi and Manzini [493] (difference sets). In [493], these ideas
were extended also to seed families. Let us mention that cyclic rulers and difference sets
mathematically correspond to each other. Edigi and Manzini [491] also showed possible
usage of number-theoretical results on quadratic residues for seed design.
In practice, seeds often find their use in short-read mapping in mappers based on
the seed-and-extend paradigm (for more details on read mapping, see for example [200]).
ZOOM [282] and PerM [274] are examples of such mappers, which utilize lossless seeds.
A list of papers on spaced seed is regularly maintained by Noé [474].
Our object of study. One of the most important theoretical aspects of lossless seeds
are their structural properties. Whereas good lossy seeds usually show irregularity, one
can observe that good lossless seeds are often repetitions of short patterns ([486, 274, 494,
493]). The question whether optimal seeds can be constructed in all cases by repeating
patterns (being short with respect to seed length) remains open (see [494, Conjecture 1]).
Its answering could have practical impacts on bioinformatical software tools development
since the search space of programs for lossless seeds design could be significantly cut and
also indexes in programs using lossless seeds for approximate string matching could be
more memory efficient ([274]).
Results. In this paper, we follow and further develop ideas from [494]. First we trans-
form the problem of seed detection into another criterion (Theorem 1). Then we prove
that the sets of seeds obtained after fixing the parameters:
• the number of allowed errors 𝑘;
• the seed margin ℓ, which is the difference between the size 𝑚 of compared strings
and the seed length 𝑠;
coincide with languages of some sofic subshifts. Therefore, those sets of seeds are recog-
nized by finite automata. We also show how these sofic subshifts can be decomposed into
subshifts of finite type. These results provide a new view on lossless seeds and explain
their periodic properties.
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A.2 Preliminaries
Combinatorics on words. An alphabet 𝒜 = {𝑎0,… , 𝑎𝑚−1} is a finite set of symbols
called letters. A finite sequence of letters from 𝒜 is called a finite word (over 𝒜). The
set 𝒜∗ of all finite words (including the empty word 𝜀) provided with the operation of
concatenation is a free monoid. The concatenation is denoted multiplicatively. If 𝑤 =
𝑤0𝑤1⋯𝑤𝑛−1 is a finite word over 𝒜, we denote its length by |𝑤| = 𝑛 and use the symbol
|𝑤|𝑎 for the number of occurrences of the letter 𝑎 ∈ 𝒜 in 𝑤. We deal also with bi-infinite
sequences of letters from 𝒜 called bi-infinite words w = ⋯w−2w−1|w0w1w2⋯ over 𝒜.
The sets of all bi-infinite words over 𝒜 is denoted by 𝒜ℤ.
A finite word 𝑤 is called a factor of a word u (u being finite or bi-infinite) if there
exist words 𝑝 and 𝑠 (finite or one-side infinite) such that u = 𝑝𝑤𝑠. We say that the word
𝑤 is a prefix of u if 𝑝 = 𝜀, and a suffix of u if 𝑠 = 𝜀. For given indexes 𝑖 and 𝑗, the symbol
u[𝑖, 𝑗] denotes the factor u𝑖u𝑖+1⋯u𝑗 if 𝑖 ≤ 𝑗, or 𝜀 if 𝑖 > 𝑗. A concatenation of 𝑘 words 𝑤
is denoted by 𝑤𝑘. The set of all factors of a word u (u being finite or bi-infinite) is called
the language of u and denoted by ℒ(u). Its subset ℒ(u) ∩ 𝒜𝑛 containing all factors of u
of length 𝑛 is denoted by ℒ𝑛(u).
Let us remark that this notation will be used extensively in the whole text. For
instance w[2, 5]-4 denotes the word created by concatenation of the factor w2w3w4w5
of a bi-infinite word w and the word ----. Similarly, for a finite word 𝑣 of length 𝑛, by
⋯ --|𝑣--⋯ we denote the bi-infinite word u such that for all 𝑖 ∈ {0,… , 𝑛 − 1}(u𝑖 = 𝑤𝑖)
and for all 𝑖 ∈ ℤ {0,… , 𝑛 − 1}(u𝑖 = -). For more information about combinatorics on
words, we can refer to Lothaire I [667].
Symbolic dynamics. Consider an alphabet 𝒜. We define a shift operation 𝜎 as
[𝜎(u)]𝑖 = u𝑖+1 for all 𝑖 ∈ ℤ. The map 𝜎 is invertible, and for all 𝑘 ∈ ℤ, the power
𝜎𝑘 is defined by composition. The map 𝜎 is continuous on 𝒜ℤ, therefore, (𝒜ℤ, 𝜎) is a
dynamical system, which is called a full shift.
A bi-infinite word u ∈ 𝒜ℤ avoids a set of finite words 𝑋 if ℒ(u) ∩ 𝑋 = ∅. By 𝑆𝑋
we denote the set of all bi-infinite words that avoid 𝑋 and we call it a subshift. If 𝑋 is a
regular language, 𝑆𝑋 is called sofic subshift; if 𝑋 is finite, 𝑆𝑋 is called a subshift of finite
type. The language ℒ(𝑆) of a subshift 𝑆 is the union of languages of all bi-infinite words
from 𝑆. By ℒ𝑛(𝑆) we denote the set ℒ(𝑆) ∩ 𝒜
𝑛.
It holds that a set 𝑆 ⊆ 𝒜ℤ is a subshift if and only if it is invariant under the shift
map 𝜎 (that means 𝜎(𝑆) = 𝑆) and it is closed with respect to the Cantor metric on 𝒜ℤ,
which is defined as
𝑑(u,v) = {
0 if u = v,
2−𝑠 if u ≠ v, where 𝑠 ∶= min {|𝑖| ∣ u𝑖 ≠ v𝑖} .
A labeled graph over an alphabet 𝒜 is a structure 𝐻 = (𝑉 ,𝐸, 𝑠, 𝑡, ℎ), where 𝑉 is a finite
set of vertices, 𝐸 is a finite set of edges, 𝑠 ∶ 𝐸 → 𝑉 is a surjective source map, 𝑡 ∶ 𝐸 → 𝑉
is a target map, and lab ∶ 𝐸 → 𝒜 is a labeling function. A word w (w being finite of
bi-infinite) is a path in 𝐻 if 𝑡(w𝑖) = 𝑠(w𝑖+1) for all indexes 𝑖. A label lab(w) of the path
w is defined by (lab(w))𝑖 = lab(w𝑖) for all indexes 𝑖. For a given graph 𝐻, we denote by
Σ𝐻 the set of all bi-infinite paths in 𝐻.
It holds that a subshift 𝑆 is sofic if and only if there exists a labeled graph 𝐻 such that
𝑆 = Σ𝐻. Moreover, 𝑆 is of finite type if and only if there exists such strongly connected
graph. General theory of subshifts is very well summarized in [668].
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A.3 Lossless seeds
The binary alphabet 𝒜 = {#, -} is called seed alphabet and from now on, we will consider
only this alphabet. Every finite word over this alphabet is a seed. The weight of a seed 𝑄
is the number of occurrences of the letter # in 𝑄.
Definition 1. Let 𝑚 and 𝑘 be positive integers. Every set {𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘} ⊆ {0,… ,𝑚 − 1}
is called error combination of 𝑘 errors. A seed 𝑄 such that |𝑄| < 𝑚 detects an error
combination {𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘} at position 𝑡 ∈ {0,… , ℓ} if for all 𝑗 ∈ {0,… , |𝑄| − 1} it holds
(𝑄𝑗 = # ⟹ 𝑗+ 𝑡 ∉ {𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘}) .
The implication expresses the fact that there cannot be any mismatch at positions
of the “’matching” symbol #. Bi-infinite or finite words over the seed alphabet can be
compared using the following relation.
Definition 2. On the sets 𝒜𝑛 for all 𝑛 ∈ ℕ and 𝒜ℤ, we define the relation ⪯ as:
𝑢 ⪯ 𝑣 ⟺ (𝑢𝑖 = # ⟹ 𝑣𝑖 = #) holds for all posible indexes 𝑖.
The relation ⪯ is reflexive, transitive, and weakly anti-symmetric, hence it is a partial
order. Then we define a seed analogy of the logical function OR applied on bi-infinite words
and producing, again, a bi-infinite word.
Definition 3. Consider 𝑘 bi-infinite words u(1),… ,u(𝑘) over 𝒜. We define a 𝑘-nary
operation ⊕ as:
(⊕(u(1),… ,u(𝑘)))𝑖 = {
# if (u(𝑗))𝑖 = # for some 𝑗 ∈ {1,… , 𝑘},
- otherwise
for all 𝑖 ∈ ℤ.
Using the operations 𝜎 and ⊕, we can easily decide if a specific error combination is
detected by a seed at a given position, or not. The following theorem will be crucial for
seed analysis in the rest of the text.
Theorem 1. Let 𝑚 and 𝑘 be positive integers and 𝑄 be a seed such that |𝑄| < 𝑚. Denote
w ∶= ⋯ --|-ℓ𝑄--⋯. Then 𝑄 detects an error combination {𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘} ⊆ {0,… ,𝑚 − 1} at
a position 𝑡 ∈ {0,… ,𝑚 − |𝑄|} if and only if
(⊕(𝜎𝑖1(w),… , 𝜎𝑖𝑘(w))ℓ−𝑡 = -. (A.1)
Proof. 𝑄 detects {𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘} at position 𝑡 if
∀𝑗 ∈ {0,… , |𝑄| − 1} ∶ 𝑄𝑗 = # ⟹ 𝑗+ 𝑡 ∉ {𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘}.
This is equivalent to ∀𝑝 ∈ {𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘}(w𝑝−𝑡+ℓ = -), which is equivalent to (A.1).
Corollary 1 (of Theorem 1). A seed 𝑄 does not detect an error combination {𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘} ⊆
{0,… ,𝑚 − 1} at any position 𝑡 if and only if
(⊕(𝜎𝑖1(w),… , 𝜎𝑖𝑘(w))[0, ℓ] = #ℓ+1, (A.2)
where w = ⋯ --|-ℓ𝑄--⋯ and ℓ = 𝑚− |𝑄|.
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Now we can distinguish more ways of usage seeds. The basic case is the so-called single
seed and single hit problem when the given seed is required to detect every combination
of 𝑘 errors at least at one position. Nevertheless, we can also utilize families of seeds
such that every error combination of 𝑘 errors must be detected by some seed from the
given family. In both cases, we could also require multiple hits, which means that every
combination of 𝑘 errors would have to be detected by given seed or members of seed
families at least at ℎ distinct positions for some fixed ℎ.
In the rest of this text, we study only the case of one seed and one hit, however, the
results hold for the other cases. In all cases, Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 are the basic tools
for studying seeds as languages of some subshifts.
A.4 Single seed and single hit problem
First let us introduce a rigorous definition of the basis case (single seed and single hit).
Definition 4. A seed 𝑄 solves the (𝑚, 𝑘)-problem if every error combination of 𝑘 errors
is detected by 𝑄 at some position 𝑡 ∈ {0,… , ℓ}.
A verification if a given seed 𝑄 solves an (𝑚, 𝑘)-problem, can be done directly using
Corollary 1. Now we define sets of seeds for which we will later show that they coincide
with languages of some subshifts.
Definition 5. For given ℓ and 𝑘, the set of all seeds such that each seed 𝑄 solves the
(|𝑄| + ℓ, 𝑘)-problem is denoted by Seed ℓ𝑘.
Example 1.
Seed 32 = {𝜀, #, -, #-, -#, --, #--, -#-, --#, ---, #--#, #---, -#--, --#-, ---#, ----,…}
As a simple consequence of Corollary 1, we get a full characterization of all seeds
solving (𝑚, 1)-problems ([494, Theorem 5]).
Proposition 1. Seed ℓ1 = {𝑄 ∈ 𝒜
∗ | #ℓ+1 is not a factor of 𝑄}
Proof. Denote v = ⋯ --|-ℓ𝑄--⋯ and ℓ = 𝑚 − |𝑄|. Then from Corollary 1 follows that:
𝑄 solves the (𝑚, 1)-problem ⟺ ∀𝑖 ∈ ℤ((𝜎𝑖(v))[0, ℓ] ≠ #ℓ+1) ⟺ 𝑄 does not contain
#ℓ+1.
Nevertheless, describing sets Seed ℓ𝑘 for 𝑘 > 1 is a more complicated task as we will see
below. Let us mention that in the case of two errors, Corollary 1 corresponds to the Laser
method [494, Section 4.1] as we illustrate in the following example.
Example 2. Consider a seed 𝑄 = ##-#-----#-## of length 14 and the (19, 2)-problem.
In Figure A.1 we show a corresponding schematic table. Denote w ∶= ⋯ --|-5𝑄--⋯. The
words ⊕(𝜎𝑖(w), 𝜎𝑗(w)) occur diagonally. It is easily seen from Corollary 1 that 𝑄 does
not detect the error combination {5, 13} since ℓ = 5 and (⊕(𝜎5(w), 𝜎13(w)))[0, 5] = #6.
A.4.1 Functions sh𝑘 and (ℓ, 𝑘)-valid bi-infinite words
Inspired by Corollary 1, we define functions 𝑠ℎ𝑘 which check the criterion given by (A.2)
globally on bi-infinite words.
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18
# # - # - - - - - - # - # #
0 - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
1 - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
2 - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
3 - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
4 - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
5 # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
6 # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
7 - - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
8 # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
9 - - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
10 - - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
11 - - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
12 - - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
13 - - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
14 - - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
15 # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
16 - - - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
17 # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
18 # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
- - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
- - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
- - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
- - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
- - - - - # # - # - - - - - - # - # # - - - - -
Figure A.1: Demonstration of the laser method. Laser method used for the (19, 2)-
problem and the seed 𝑄 = ##-#------#-## from Example 2.
Definition 6. Consider a positive integer 𝑘. We define a function sh𝑘 ∶ (𝒜
ℤ)𝑘 →
ℕ0 ∪ {+∞} as:
sh𝑘(u
(1),… ,u(𝑘)) = sup
𝑖1,…,𝑖𝑘∈ℤ
sup
𝑝∈ℕ0
{𝑝 | v[0, 𝑝 − 1] = #𝑝, where v = ⊕(𝜎𝑖1(u(1)),… , 𝜎𝑖𝑘(u(𝑘)))} .
(A.3)
We extend the range of the function sh𝑘(⋅,… , ⋅) to (𝒜
∗)𝑘. Finite words 𝑤 are trans-
formed into bi-infinite words v as v ∶= ⋯ --|𝑤--⋯.
Informally said, 𝑠ℎ𝑘(u
(1),… ,u(𝑘)) is equal to
• a finite 𝑠 ∈ ℕ0 if after arbitrary “aligning” of the words followed by the logical OR
operation (in the Laser method the diagonal bi-infinite words), each run of #’s has
length at most 𝑠 and the value 𝑠 is attained for some “alignment”;
• +∞ if there exists an “alignment” with run of infinitely many #’s (e.g.,
sh2(⋯ 𝑣𝑣|𝑣𝑣⋯ ,⋯𝑤𝑤|𝑤𝑤⋯)
with 𝑣 = ##- and 𝑤 = #--).
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It is readily seen that every function 𝑠ℎ𝑘 is symmetric and shift invariant with respect
to all variables. The next observations show how to make lower and upper estimates on
its value.
Observation 1 (Lower estimate). Let u(1),… ,u(𝑘) be bi-infinite words. If
⊕(𝜎𝑖1(u(1)),… , 𝜎𝑖𝑘(u(𝑘)))
has a factor #𝑝 for some 𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘; then
sh𝑘(u
(1),… ,u(𝑘)) ≥ 𝑝.
Observation 2 (Upper estimate). Let u(1),… ,u(𝑘),v(1),… ,v(𝑘) be bi-infinite words such
that u(1) ⪯ v(1),… ,u(𝑘) ⪯ v(𝑘), where ⪯ is the relation from Definition 2. Then
sh𝑘(u
(1),… ,u(𝑘)) ≤ sh𝑘(v
(1),… ,v(𝑘)).
Bi-infinite words for which the 𝑠ℎ𝑘 function is bounded by some ℓ, will be the “bricks”
our subshifts. Their factors 𝑄 are exactly seeds solving (|𝑄| + ℓ, 𝑘)-problems.
Definition 7. A bi-infinite word u satisfying sh𝑘(u,… ,u) ≤ ℓ is called (ℓ; 𝑘)-valid bi-
infinite word. By V ℓ𝑘 we denote the set of all (ℓ; 𝑘)-valid words.
Lemma 1. A seed 𝑄 solves an (|𝑄| + ℓ, 𝑘)-problem if and only if it is a factor of an
(ℓ, 𝑘)-valid bi-infinite word.
Proof. ⟹ : The word w ∶= ⋯ --|-ℓ𝑄--⋯ ∈ V ℓ𝑘 is an (ℓ, 𝑘)-valid word. must be (ℓ, 𝑘)-
valid since otherwise 𝑄 would not solve the (|𝑄| + ℓ, 𝑘)-problem by Corollary 1.
⟸ : For a contradiction assume that there exists a factor 𝑄 of a bi-infinite word u, which
does not solve the (|𝑄| + ℓ, 𝑘)-problem. Let the non-detected error combination be
{𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘}. Denote w = ⋯ --|-
ℓ𝑄--⋯.
We use shift invariance of sh𝑘 and Observation 2 to get
sh𝑘(w,… ,w) ≤ sh𝑘(u,… ,u) ≤ ℓ. (A.4)
Since 𝑄 does not detect the error combination {𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘}, it follows from Corollary 1
that
(⊕(𝜎𝑖1(w),… , 𝜎𝑖𝑘(w))[0, ℓ] = #ℓ+1.
Nevertheless, this gives us a lower estimate on sh𝑘(w,… ,w) – it must be bigger than
or equal to ℓ + 1 which is contradicting (A.4).
A.4.2 Subshifts of (ℓ, 𝑘)-valid words
The property of (ℓ, 𝑘)-validity is preserved under the shift operation. Moreover, the sets
V ℓ𝑘 are subshifts. To prove it, we need to find a criterion for verifying (ℓ, 𝑘)-validity based
on comparing finite factors of a given bi-infinite word.
Lemma 2. Let u be a bi-infinite word over the seed alphabet 𝒜. Then the following
statements are equivalent:
1. u is (ℓ; 𝑘)-valid;
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2. each 𝑘-tuple (𝑣(1),… , 𝑣(𝑘)) of factors of u of length ℓ + 1 satisfies
sh𝑘(𝑣
(1),… , 𝑣(𝑘)) ≤ ℓ;
3. each 𝑘-tuple (𝑤(1),… ,𝑤(𝑘)) of factors of u of length ℓ + 1 satisfies
⊕(𝑤(1),… ,𝑤(𝑘)) ≠ #ℓ+1. (A.5)
Proof. We prove three implications.
1⟹ 2: Consider any factors 𝑣(1),… , 𝑣(𝑘). Find their positions 𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘 in u.
Since
⋯ --|𝑣(1)--⋯ ⪯ 𝜎𝑖1(u), … , ⋯ --|𝑣(𝑘)--⋯ ⪯ 𝜎𝑖𝑘(u),
we obtain from the assumption, shift invariance of sh𝑘, and Observa-
tion 2 that it holds
sh𝑘(𝑣
(1),… , 𝑣(𝑘)) ≤ sh𝑘(u,… ,u) ≤ ℓ
which is what we wanted to prove.
2⟹ 3: It is an easy consequence of the definition of the sh𝑘 function.
3⟹ 1: For a contradiction assume that u is not (ℓ, 𝑘)-valid; i.e., there exist
integers 𝑖1,… , 𝑖𝑘 such that ⊕(𝜎
𝑖1(u),… , 𝜎𝑖1(u))[0, ℓ] = #ℓ+1. There-
fore, the equation (A.5) does not hold for the factors 𝑤(1) ∶= u[𝑖1, 𝑖1+
ℓ],… ,𝑤(𝑘) ∶= u[𝑖𝑘, 𝑖𝑘 + ℓ].
In Example 2, such words 𝑤(1) and 𝑤(2) of length ℓ + 1 are ##-#-- and --#-##.
Similarly, 𝑣(1) and 𝑣(2) can be again ##-#-- and --#-##, but also for example -##-#- and
#-##--.
The main consequence of Lemma 2 is the fact that every seed must be constructed
from reciprocally compatible tiles of length ℓ + 1. To describe this property, we define a
relation of compatibility on the set 𝒜ℓ+1.
Definition 8. For given ℓ and 𝑘, we define the 𝑘-nary compatibility relation C ℓ𝑘 on 𝒜
ℓ+1
as
C ℓ𝑘(𝑣
(1),… , 𝑣(𝑘)) ⟺ sh𝑘(𝑣
(1),… , 𝑣(𝑘)) ≤ ℓ.
Corollary 2. Let u be a bi-infinite word over the seed alphabet 𝒜. The word u is (ℓ, 𝑘)-
valid if and only if ∀𝑣(1),… , 𝑣(𝑘) ∈ ℒℓ+1(u) (C
ℓ
𝑘(𝑣
(1),… , 𝑣(𝑘))) .
Now let us prove that (ℓ, 𝑘)-valid words really form subshifts. We only need to show
that (ℓ, 𝑘)-valid words are exactly those created from compatible “tiles”.
Lemma 3. Every set V ℓ𝑘 is a subshift.
Proof. Take 𝑋 ∶= {𝑥 ∈ 𝒜∗ | ∃{𝑣(1),… , 𝑣(𝑘)} ⊆ ℒℓ+1(𝑥) (¬C
ℓ
𝑘(𝑣
(1),… , 𝑣(𝑘)))} . The set 𝑋
contains all finite words containing some incompatible factors. Then it follows from Corol-
lary 2 that 𝑆𝑋 = V
ℓ
𝑘.
Example 3. Even though the seeds 𝑄(1) = ##-#-- and 𝑄(2) = --#-## solve the (11, 2)-
problem, the seed 𝑄 = 𝑄(1)--𝑄(2) does not solve the (19, 2)-problem, as we have seen in
Example 2. The reason is that, by Lemma 2, 𝑄(1) and 𝑄(2) are not compatible. Therefore,
any seed ?̃? of the form ?̃? = 𝑄(1)-𝑝𝑄(2) for any 𝑝 ∈ ℕ0, cannot solve the (|?̃?| + 5, 2)-
problem.
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𝑣(1) = 𝑄0 𝑄1 … 𝑄ℓ
𝑣(2) = 𝑄1 𝑄2 … 𝑄ℓ+1
⋱
𝑄𝑛−ℓ−2 𝑄𝑛−ℓ−1 … 𝑄𝑛−2
𝑣(𝑛−ℓ) = 𝑄𝑛−ℓ−1 𝑄𝑛−ℓ … 𝑄𝑛−1
𝑄 = 𝑄0 𝑄1 𝑄2 … 𝑄𝑛−ℓ−2 𝑄𝑛−ℓ−1 𝑄𝑛−ℓ … 𝑄𝑛−1
Figure A.2: Domino-game-like principle. The words 𝑣(1),… , 𝑣(𝑛−ℓ) must belong to the
same generating set 𝐺.
A.4.3 Decomposition into subshifts of finite type
From Example 3 follows that the subshift V ℓ𝑘 of all (ℓ, 𝑘)-valid words is not necessarily
of finite type. Nevertheless, it must be a union of subshifts of finite type because we
can construct maximal families of reciprocally compatible words of length ℓ + 1 and then
design seeds by domino-game-like principle (see Figure A.2).
Definition 9. For given positive integers ℓ and 𝑘, a subset 𝐺 of 𝒜ℓ+1 is called (ℓ, 𝑘)-
generating set if the following conditions are satisfied:
1. for all 𝑣(1),… , 𝑣(𝑘) ∈ 𝐺, it holds C ℓ𝑘(𝑣
(1),… , 𝑣(𝑘));
2. it cannot contain any other word from 𝒜ℓ+1.
Let us remark that every generating set 𝐺 is closed with respect to the logical shift with
the filling symbol -. It means that after taking arbitrary word from the set 𝐺, removing
its first (or last), and concatenating - to end (or beginning), we get again a word from 𝐺.
It easily seen that every generating set 𝐺 fully determines a subshift of finite type,
which we denote by 𝑆(𝐺).
Definition 10. Consider a seed 𝑄 and an (ℓ, 𝑘)-generating set 𝐺. By 𝑆(𝐺), we denote
the subshift 𝑆𝑋 of finite type given by 𝑋 = 𝒜
ℓ+1\𝐺. We say that a seed 𝑄 is generated by
𝐺 if 𝑄 ∈ ℒ(𝑆(𝐺)).
We could easily prove that every bi-infinite word can be created using some generating
set as the following observation states.
Observation 3. For every (ℓ, 𝑘)-valid bi-infinite word u, there exists an (ℓ, 𝑘)-generating
set 𝐺 such that u ∈ 𝑆(𝐺).
Example 4. Continue with the setting from Example 1. Consider the only one (3, 2)-
generating set 𝐺 = {#--#, #---, -#--, --#-, ---#, ----}. Since 𝑆(𝐺) is of finite type, we
can find a strongly connected labeled graph 𝐻 such that 𝑆(𝐺) = Σ𝐻, where Σ𝐻 is the set
of all bi-infinite paths in 𝐻. This graph also determines a finite automaton recognizing
the set ℒ(𝑆(𝐺)). We can create such automaton using a de-Bruijn graph and setting the
initial state -ℓ+1, nevertheless, it is not minimal as it is shown in Figure A.3.
Theorem 2. Every set Seed ℓ𝑘 is a regular language.
Proof. There can be only finite number of (ℓ, 𝑘)-generating sets; denote them 𝐺1,… ,𝐺𝑑.
It follows from Observation 3 that 𝑆(𝐺1)∪…∪𝑆(𝐺𝑑) = V
ℓ
𝑘 and, from Lemma 1, we know
that ℒ(V ℓ𝑘) = Seed
ℓ
𝑘.
For every 𝑖 ∈ {1,… , 𝑑}, the set 𝑆(𝐺𝑖) is a subshift of finite type, so every set ℒ(𝑆(𝐺𝑖))
is a regular language. Since the set Seed ℓ𝑘 is a union of finitely many regular languages,
it is a regular language.
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(A) A graph created as a de-Bruijn
graph from the set of vertices 𝐺.
1
23
#
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-
-
(B) The previous graph after minimiza-
tion.
Figure A.3: Seed graphs. Labeled graphs for the subshift 𝑆(𝐺) given by the unique (3, 2)-
generating set 𝐺 = {#--#, #---, -#--, --#-, ---#, ----}. Both graphs 𝐻 must satisfy
Σ𝐻 = 𝑆(𝐺). Every such graph 𝐻 determines a deterministic recognizing automaton for
the set ℒ(Σ𝐻).
Remark 1. For 𝑘 = 2 and arbitrary positive ℓ, we can derive all generating sets. Let
𝑉 = {𝑤(1),… ,𝑤(𝑞)} denote the set of all seeds of length ℓ+1 solving the (2ℓ+1, 𝑘)-problem.
Consider a graph 𝑅 given by the adjacency matrix
(𝑀𝑅)𝑖,𝑗 = {
0 if C ℓ2(𝑤
(𝑖), 𝑤(𝑗)),
1 otherwise.
Then the generating sets are maximal independent sets (maximal with respect to inclusion)
in the graph 𝑅. Similar derivation can be made for cases with 𝑘 > 2 using hypergraphs.
Example 5. Let 𝑘 = 2. For ℓ ∈ {1,… , 4}, all seeds solving (ℓ+1, 2)-problems are mutually
compatible, which means that there exists an unique (ℓ, 2)-generating set. We list them out
in the following table.
ℓ 𝐺
1 {--}
2 {#--, -#-, --#, ---}
3 {#--#, #---, -#--, --#-, ---#, ---}
4 {##---, -##--, --##-, ---##, #-#--, -#-#-, --#-#, #--#-, -#--#, #---#,
#----, -#---, --#--, ---#-, ----#, -----}
Example 6. Let 𝑘 = 2 and ℓ = 5. By Remark 1, we find the graph 𝑅. We can partially
simplify this graph. We can say that two vertices 𝑣 and 𝑤 in this graph are equivalent if
∀𝑥 ∈ 𝑉 (C ℓ𝑘(𝑥, 𝑣) ⟺ C
ℓ
𝑘(𝑥, 𝑤)). Then we can put equivalent vertices into one vertex and
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𝑃1 𝑃2
𝑃3
𝑃5
𝑃4
𝑃6
𝑃0
Figure A.4: Sets of equal seeds. Graph of sets of equal seeds for searching (5, 2)-
generating sets in Example 6.
we obtain the graph in Figure A.4, where
𝑃0 = {------ ; -----# , ----#- , ---#-- , --#--- , -#---- , #----- ;
----## , ---##- , --##-- , -##--- , ##---- ;
---#-# , --#-#- , -#-#-- , #-#--- ;
--#--# , -#--#- , #--#-- ; -#---# , #---#- ;
#---## ; ##---# ; #----# },
𝑃1 = {#--#-# }, 𝑃2 = {--##-# , -##-#- , ##-#-- },
𝑃3 = {-##--# , ##--#- }, 𝑃4 = {-#--## , #--##- },
𝑃5 = {--#-## , -#-##- , #-##-- }, 𝑃6 = {#-#--# }.
We can observe that 𝑃1, 𝑃2, and 𝑃3 can be obtained by mirroring from 𝑃6, 𝑃5, and
𝑃4, respectively. By finding maximal independent sets in the graph in Figure A.4, we get
all (5, 2)-generating sets:
𝐺1 = 𝑃0 ∪ 𝑃1 ∪ 𝑃3 ∪ 𝑃5, 𝐺2 = 𝑃0 ∪ 𝑃1 ∪ 𝑃3 ∪ 𝑃6,
𝐺3 = 𝑃0 ∪ 𝑃2 ∪ 𝑃4 ∪ 𝑃6,
𝐺4 = 𝑃0 ∪ 𝑃1 ∪ 𝑃4 ∪ 𝑃6.
A.5 Conclusion
We have found a new criterion for errors detection by seeds (Theorem 1). From this crite-
rion we have proven that lossless seeds coincide with languages of certain sofic subshifts,
therefore, they are recognized by finite automata (Theorem 2). We have shown that these
subshifts are fully given by the number of allowed errors 𝑘 and the seed margin ℓ and that
they can be further decomposed into subshifts of finite type.
These facts explain why periodically repeated patterns often appear in lossless seeds.
This is caused by the fact that these patterns correspond to cycles in the recognizing
automata (which correspond to cyclic seeds from [486]). Nevertheless, it remains unclear
what is the upper bound on the length of cycles to obtain optimal seeds. For problems
with two errors, it was conjectured in [494, Conjecture 1] that to obtain some of optimal
seeds, it is sufficient to consider only patterns having length at most ℓ + 1.
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Appendix B
Read Naming Format specification
This chapter provides a standard for naming simulated Next-Generation Se-
quencing (NGS) reads in order to make read simulators and mapper evalu-
ation tools inter-compatible. The current version is available from https:
//github.com/karel-brinda/rnf-spec.
Genome 1
Genome 2
Genome n
Read simulator Reads Alignment
Mapper
evaluation
tool
Report
FASTA
FASTQ BAM TXT/HTMLRNF 
decoding
RNF 
encoding
Mapper
Read simulation Mapper evaluation
B.1 Terminologies and concepts
Read tuple. A tuple of sequences (possibly overlapping) obtained from a sequencing
machine from a single fragment of DNA.
Reads. Members of a read tuple. For example, every “paired-end read” is a read tuple
and both of its “ends” are individual reads in our notation.
Segments. Substrings of a read which are spatially distinct in the reference. They
correspond to individual lines in a SAM file [125]. Thus, each read has an associated
chain of segments and we associate a read tuple with segments of all its reads.
Remarks:
- A “single-end read” consists of a single read with a single segment unless it
comes from a region with genomic rearrangment
- A “paired-end read” or a “mate-pair read” consists of two reads, each with one
segment (under the same condition).
- A “strobe read” consists of several reads.
- A chimeric read (i.e., read corresponding to a genomic fusion, a long deletion,
or a translocation) has at least two segments.
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Coor 12345678901234-5678901234567890123456789
Source 1 - reference genome                        
chr 1       ATGTTAGATAA-GATAGCTGTGCTAGTAGGCAGTCAGCCC
chr 2       ttcttctggaa-gaccttctcctcctgcaaataaa
Source 2 - generator of random sequences                  
READS:                                              
r001        ATG-TAGATA ->                           
r002/1         TTAGATAACGA ->                       
r002/2                                  <- TCAG-CGGG
r003/1                               tgcaaataa ->
r003/2              gaa-gacc-t ->                    
r004                       ATAGCT............TCAG ->
r005                                 GTAGG ->
<- agacctt
<- TCGACACG   
r006       ATATCACATCATTAGACACTA
(A) Simulated reads
r. tuple LRN SRN
r001 sim__1__(1,1,F,01,10)__[single-end] #1
r002 sim__2__(1,1,F,04,14),(1,1,R,31,39)__[paired-end] #2
r003 sim__3__(1,2,F,09,17),(1,2,F,25,33)__[mate-pair] #3
r004 sim__4__(1,1,F,15,36)__[spliced],C:[6=12N4=] #4
r005 sim__5__(1,1,R,15,22),(1,1,F,25,29),(1,2,R,05,11)__[chimeric] #5
r006 rnd__6__(2,0,N,00,00)__[random-contamination] #6
(B) Long and short read names
Figure B.1: Example of RNF names. Simulated read tuples and their corresponding
RNF names which can be used as read names in the final Fastq files:
- single-end read (r001);
- paired-end read (r002);
- mate-pair read (r003);
- spliced RNA-seq read (r004);
- chimeric read (r005);
- random contaminating read with unspecified coordinates (r006).
- RNA-seq spliced reads are not considered to be spatially distinct.
Simulator of NGS reads. A program which creates artificial simulated reads from one
or more (possibly random) reference genomes.
Evaluation tool of NGS mappers. A program which evaluates alignments of simu-
lated NGS reads with known original genomic positions. It assesses if each individual
read is aligned correctly. Finally it usually creates overall statistics.
1-based coordinate system. A coordinate system where the first position has number
1 and intervals are closed (the same system is used by the SAM format [125]).
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B.2 Read tuple names
To every read tuple, two names are assigned: Short read name (SRN) and Long read name
(LRN).
SRN contains a hexademical unique read tuple ID prefixed by ‘#’.
LRN consists of four parts delimited by double-underscore:
i) a prefix (possibly containing expressive information for a user or a particular string
for sorting or randomization of order of tuples),
ii) the read tuple ID,
iii) information about origins of all segments that constitute reads of the tuple,
iv) a suffix containing arbitrary comments or extensions (for holding additional informa-
tion).
Preferred final read names are LRNs. If an LRN exceeds 255 (maximum allowed read
length in SAM[125]), SRNs are used instead and a SRN–LRN correspondence file must be
created.
B.2.1 Read tuple ID
It is a positive integer, which is unique within a single file with genomic data. These IDs
are assigned continuously from 1. Zero is reserved for “not available”.
B.2.2 SRN – Short Read Name
Matching regular expression:
\#([0-9a-f]+)
SRN consists of read tuple ID prefixed by ‘#’. It is displayed as zero padded hex-
adecimals in lowercase such that all SRNs share the same string length within a single
file.
B.2.3 LRN – Long Read Name
Matching regular expression:
^([!-?A-^`-~]*)__([0-9a-f]+)__([!-?A-^`-~]+)__([!-?A-^`-~]*)$
LRN consists of four double-underscore-delimited parts: i) prefix part, ii) read tuple
ID, iii) segmental part, iv) suffix part.
Prefix part
Matching regular expression:
^[!-?A-^`-~]*$
It can be an empty string, a string containing expressive “visual” information for the
user (e.g., for easy distinguishing random reads from the others), or a string used for ran-
domization of read tuples (randomly taken prefix and read tuples sorted in lexicographical
order).
Length of all prefix parts within a single file must be equal.
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Read tuple ID part
Matching regular expression:
^[0-9a-f]+$
It displays read tuple ID as hexadecimals in lowercase. All read tuple ID parts are zero
padded such that they all share the same string length within a single file.
Segmental part
Matching regular expression:
^(?:(\([0-9FRN,]*\))(?:,(?!$)|$))+$
Segmental part consists of one or more comma-delimited segments.
Segment
Matching regular expression:
^\(([0-9]+),([0-9]+),([FRN]),([0-9]+),([0-9]+)\)$
Every segment is parenthesized and consists of five comma-delimited values: i) genome
ID, ii) chromosome ID, iii) direction, iv) leftmost coordinate, and v) rightmost coordinate.
Genome ID ID (positive integer) of the source genome (a randomly
generated genome, a genome saved in a FASTA file, etc.) or
zero for “not available”.
All numbers of genomes are displayed as decimals and
they are zero padded such that they all share the same string
length within a single file.
Chromosome ID ID (positive integer) of the source chromosome or zero for “not
available”.
All numbers of chromosomes are displayed as decimals
and they are zero padded such that they all share the same
string length within a single file.
IDs are assigned continuously from 1, order chromosomes
is the same as in the file, where the genome is saved. In case
of a random genome, zero should be used.
Direction Direction in the reference genome.
‘F’ = forward direction
‘R’ = reverse direction
‘N’ = not available
For random reads, ‘N’ should be used.
Leftmost coordinate The leftmost coordinate of the segment in the reference in 1-
based coordinate system or zero for “not available”.
Rightmost coordinate The rightmost coordinate of the segment in the reference in
1-based coordinate system or zero for “not available”.
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Suffix part
Matching regular expression:
^(?:((?:[a-zA-Z0-9]+:){0,1})\[([!-?A-Z\\^`-~]*)\](?:,(?!$)|$))+$
It contains arbitrary number of comma-delimited comments and extensions in any
order.
Comment
Matching regular expression:
^\[([!-?A-Z\\^`-~]*)\]$
Comments are displayed as square-bracketed strings. They can contain, e.g., informa-
tion about the simulated technology or the program used for simulation.
Extension
Matching regular expression:
^([A-Za-z0-9]+):\[([!-?A-Z\\^`-~]*)\]$
An extension consist of an extension’s code, a colon, and a square-bracketed extension’s
content. Extensions can supplement the basic set of information provided in segmental
part. Some of them are part of this standard, see Section B.4.
B.3 SRN–LRN correspondence file
To encode information about correspondence between SRN and LRN, a special file is
created. Its file name is formed of prefix of the FASTQ file(s) and .sl suffix.
Examples:
Read files SRN-LRN correspondence file
reads_se.fq reads_se.sl
reads_se.fastq reads_se.sl
reads_pe.1.fq, reads_pe.2.fq reads_pe.sl
It is a tab delimited file with two columns (containing SRN and the corresponding
LRN). File is sorted by read tuple ID.
B.4 Extensions
Extensions can supplement the basic set of information provided in the segmental part
(Section B.2.3).
C – CIGAR strings
Extension’s code
C
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Extension’s content
Matching regular expression:
^(?:([0-9]+[=XIDNSHPM]+)(?:,(?!$)|$))+$
Specification
The extension can be used to encode edit operations using CIGAR (Compact Idiosyncratic
Gapped Alignment Report) strings as they are defined with the SAM specification1.
CIGAR strings should be provided in the same order as their corresponding segments
in the segmental part (Section B.2.3). Adjacent edit operations should be different.
Example
demonstration__004__(1,1,F,16,40),(1,1,R,140,150)__C:[6=14N5=,11=],[spliced-PE-read]
1https://samtools.github.io/hts-specs/SAMv1.pdf
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